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S 'k TT T! J Ry 
This studY is an investigg-ation of the spectral and temporal 
characteristics of the sounds of the Egyptian dialect of Arabic, 
main Y as revealed by acoustic spectrography. 
The consonant sounds of Arabic speech are CLvided into groups 
according to their manner of articulation amd are studied in separate 
chapters accordingly. 
Each chapter is divided into two main parts. In the first part 
we look into the articulatory mechanism for the production of the 
consonalit under study, as well as at its acoustic theory of production. 
I. 
. Ve also report the results of the acoustic analyses of sounds produced 
with the same mechanism in other languagesgas well as the results of 
synthetic speech experin. ents. 
In the second part of each chapter we renort the results of the 
acoustic analysis of the Arabic consonant under investigation. In 
this -, part we study the temporal and spectral characteristics of the 
particular consonant in different word positions. We also study its 
effect on the direction and extent of the second-formant transitions 
of the adjacent vowels, as well as the effect of the ad, ý, acent vo,. -el on 
the frequency positions of the components of the consonant spectrum. 
This part is then fAlowed by a concluding section in which we 
provide an overall view of the snecifics of the acoustics of that 
consonant and discuss the relevance of o, 3r findin, ý7s on its -acoustics 
to the general theories of soeech production and perception. 
iii 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1. The perception of speech. 
1.2. The analysis of speech. 
1, 
Introduction 
1.1. 
-- 
The perc eption of speech. 
Phonetics could be defined as the science t'k-, at examines the 
productiongtransmission, and perception of speech sounds and the 
relations between them. 
It is true that until the beginning of the second half of this 
century phor,. etic research largely concentrated on the articulatory 
aspect of speech, while research into the physical nature of speech 
sounds and the relation between speech wave characteristics and our 
perception of them lagged behindq Thisphowever9was the result of the 
lack of adequate experimental means. 
'With the ra-pid development of electronic devices of measurement 
phoneticians found themselves able for the first time to undertake 
with pmecision the study of the physical nature of speech sounds. 
Howeverithe mass of information poured out of these devices did not 
in itself provide solutions as to the problem of the relationship 
between speech wave characteristics and our perception of speech 
sounds. That is to say, the fact that speech sounds are perfectly 
amenable to acoustic measurement with respect to the dimensions o. &, ' 
frequency, intensity, and du=ation, does not mean that simply by making 
acoustic measurement we can discover how acoustic processing is 
carried out in speech commnication. 
There are two major reasons for this. The first is that any 
cue in speech will depend upon relative and not on absolute values. 
As Fant (1968) points out "the particular F-pattern (F1, F2, F3, etz-) 
of phoneTucally 'one and the sai-, ael vowel varies considerably with 
speaher typetsexpand age. " Thus if we taýce a sample of the 'same' 
vowel uttered by a Manja w0manvand a childland make acoustic nneasure- 
ments on each of these9we shall not obtain absolute measurements that 
are identical Or evem Particularly close to each other. There will 
be marked differences in overall intensity9spectral distribution of 
energy9fundamental frequency and duration. The fact that any 
listener will recognize the fsamel vowel in all three cases is due 
to his reliance upon acoustic cues based on relative values, =elations 
within each utterance, and most important of all, relations between 
this particular utterance and others which might come from the same 
Speaker. 
The second reason is that there is a plurality of acoustic cues 
in any one given phone-mic unit. Thus spectral analysis will reveal 
that in the case of English /p/ there will always be a brief interrup- 
tion in the flow of acoustic energy from the mouth which corresponds 
to the phase of complete closure. Secondpa short silence whose duration 
is affected by its immediate phonetic context. T. hird, a brief burst of 
noise somewhere in the region of 1000-2000 Hz corresponding to the 
exDlosion of air. And, fourth, if a vowel immediately follows or 
precedes the /p/ the spectral distribution o. L energy during the vowel f 
will s'riow certain features, including a rather rapid change in the 
3 
frequency of the second forna-rit at the point nearest to the /p/, and 
the moment at which periodicity begins Tmill bear a certain time 
relation to the burst of noise. 
These observations do not justify us in saying , that we have 
here the acoustic cues which a listener employs when he perceives 
an incoming sound as /-. p/. At the very most we have an indication 
of possible cues -and we are left with the task of demonstrating 
that a listener employs any or all of them in given conditions of 
comminication. 
The need for such demonstration has given rise to the develop- 
ment of a number of experimental methodg. One which has been widely 
used for many years is that of subtractin-, information from the tý 
acoustic signal by filtering, or by adding masking noise and mpasuring 
the effect of this on the perception of various speech sounds. 
Subtracting inforý-, ation from the speech signal tells us more 
I about the process of speech perception t'ha'n straitghtforward analysis, 
but it is still not enough to isolate the acoustic cues because what 
is left in the si, -:; rial is still a complex which is li-Lrely to contain 
more than one cue of a given recognition. That is, none of the fil- 
terinC or conditions could serve to isolate a cue dimension. 
4 
In fact, the only way in which tais can seemingly be effectively 
done is by the use of speech s3mthesis, t'liat is, by creating artificially 
speech-like sounds in which only one cue for a given recoC=tion is ID 
represented n: nd is systematically varied. 
The analysis of speech. 
In order to attempt a synthesis of speech sounds we must have 
. first carried out an analysis of them. That is, analysis provides 
us with infor-nation on the various components of speech sounds. 
It is out of this mass of components that we would then extract 
the elements thought to be essentialtthe parameters, and cam-ry out 
the synthesis. 
One can distinguish two approaches to the analysis of speech 
sounds. The first9which may be called 'segmental' is a 'phoneme- 
doTu-nated' approach which looks at speech as consisting of a sequence 
of ser-, ments, each one of which representing a phoneme, which. are 
selected from a finite inventory. The second, *h-ich may be called 
Parametric rej ects the segmental approach to t. rie analysis of s-,, eech 
on the groimds that it does not reflect the fact V-Iat speech is a 
composite of variables which are always present and always changing 
in value. 
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A speech wave is a continuum . -rith no breaks or natural Doints 
for segmentation. Phoneticians' attempts to segment this continuum 
either started from within by attempting to segment the acoustic 
matter by reference only to the observable features in the continuum 
and with no reference to anyghing outside it, or else, they started 
from without by seeking to find in the acoustic matter the correlates 
of the articulatory features responsible for the -production of speech 
sounds or the acoustic features used for differentiating between 
I 
-ohonemes. 
The attempt to segment the acoustic material from recurrent 
internal features faces the difficulty that the location of these 
transitions and segments in the sound stretch is not always obvious 
or indisputable. A segmentation according to these principles is 
not, consequently, unambiguous. A segmentation of a piece of connee- 
ted speech may provide a larger number than phonemes of the message 
and it may also show a smaller number of segments than phonemes. 
sto-D sound, for instance, may have an occlusion which is partly 
voiced and the ex-olosion phase of the release may be followed by a 
short fricative segment and an aspiration segment. The presence of 
the particular stop sound generally affects the source of the 
F- 
pattern in the segments preceding and fol. lowin, 3 the occlusion. 
Thus 
a sinide phonetic segment of the sreech wa: ve may 
be influenced by 
6 
several successive phonemes of the message and conversely each single 
phone-me is grnerally si6-nalled 'by cues spread out over several 
successive set-ments. 
There are two different methods to extract from the acoustic 
medium those features that are relevant to the differentiation 
between phonemes. Both of them, however, are based on the assumption 
that the phonetic form of phonemically oDposed speech sounds is dif- 
ferent. The first method seeks to identify the acousUic correlates I 
of the relevant features on the articulatory level. The second 
method, by contrast, attempts to arrive directly at the acoustic feat- 
ures, used for establishing phonemic contrasts. 
ka investigation into the --;, coustic cv3=elates of the relevant 
articulatory features of the phonemes of a language is presented by 
Fant (1968). Fant writes that the purpose of his study is 11-IL-. o 
exten,, '- the old concepts of manner Pxid place of articulation to a 
categorization of speech production events and to summarize rules 
for translating from production category to speech wave characteristics. " 
According to this theory, connected speech may be divided into 
a succession of segments displaying a terIlDoral contrast of In-anner' 
features. To these feat=es are added 'place' features which vary 
continuously within segment botuidaries. This met'lliod, then, assumes 
7. 
that the effects of the relevanlt articulatory features are encoded 
in the total sound wave out--ut and t'-. Iat an investigator can decipher 
the code. Such an assumption, however, faces the difficulty of accoun- 
ting for the fact that there is not a one-to-one Correspondence between 
articulatory events and their acoustic result. 
Fant, in fact, does refer to this problem. He writes that in 
an experiment by Liberman g appeared to have not one loclus but two: 
one at a'bout 3000 Hz when it occurred before front Vowels and a 
second at around 1200 Hz before back vowels. He went on to say that 
"The conclusion of Liberman was that there existed a true discontinuity 
on the acoustic level not parallelled on the perceptual and the 
articulatory level. " He points outýhoweverjthat "In the light of 
present 'm'owl edge, however, the outcome of Liberma--qls g experiment 
is just what could be expected but the view of a discontinuity does 
no longer hold. " 
Another problem that faces this method is that af attributing 
individual component parts of an acoustic spectrum to s-pecific 
phonemes. A single phonetic segment of the speech wave may be 
influenced by several successive nhonemes of the message and, conversely, 
each single phoneme is generally signalled by claes spread out over 
several successive segments. A stop sound, for instance, mkLy have 
an occlusion wUch is -oartly voiced and the explosion phase of 
the 
release rmay be followed by a short fricative seý, --nent and an aspiration 
segment. a 
Fant, however, points out that the absence of one-to-one simple 
relations between phonemes and speech wave units is the result of 
the absence of a one-to-one correspondence between phoneraes and 
articulatory events. This refers to the fact that the phonetic 
realization of a sound segment is dependent on the phonetic context 
of preceding and f ollowing sounds. In an experiment by 00ahman (1966) 9 
for instancepit was shown that the F-pattern of an intervocalic sto-1) 
varies according to the p1honetic nature of the preceding and following 
vowel s. 
Fant9however, does not beleive that the apparent phonetic variabi- 
A lity on the acoustic and artic#latory levels invalidates tlie concept 
of invariable phonemic cozLmands on the neural level of speech produc- 
tion. In fact9he believes that the factors responsible for this 
phonetic variability (such as coarticulation and vowel reduction) 
"eventually can be fully described and contained in models -and formulas 
that enable a prediction of the physical speech event given the ling- 
uistic message tr=script. " (1968). 
The last method of speech analysis that we shall deal with 
is that which attempts to segment speech sounds with reference to 
describing features of their acoustic spectrum through determining 
these acoustic features which are relevant in establishinE phonemic 
oppositions. To the Droponer. t3 of this method, a detailed account of 
9 
which has been proposed by Jaý, -obsonjant and Halle (1952), a speech 
somid is a bundle of simultaneous acoustic characteristics called 
tdistinctive features' which arise from the nature of the in-put 
source or sources used or froin the effects of the resonatory 
transmission of power fron, these sources. 
The methodgobviouslylavoids the drawbacks of any attempt to 
correlate relevant articulatory features with co-u-iponen-ts of the 
acoustic spectrum. It imp-liesvhowever, that the function of artic- 
ulation is to produce sounds with different acoustic structures in 
phonemic oppositions, nnd that the listener's brain may identify 
different speech sounds from their different acoustic structu--es 
without any necessary attempt to derive articulatory correlates from 
the whole or part of those structures. 
As we will have obsei-red, analysis can be done in a variety of 
ways and on different grounds. The choice of one method rather than 
another depends ultimately upon the -purpose which the investigator 
has Jm vi-2w. It can be seen, however, that an approach that starts 
out by a search for basic and independent parameters of speech 
production to determine their acoustic correlates as well as their 
possible spectral significance and distinctive fimction on the 
messa, ge levelvor likewise an approach that attempts to determine what 
10 
acoustic features are relevant in distinguishing phonem. e5ý, is one that 
aims at descri, --, 
tive completeness in the first place and at economy of 
descri-ption only in the second place. On the other hand, an approach 
that attempts to describe the diff erent possible phonetic realizations 
of the phonemes of a language is one that is is raore economical, and, 
I would say, more suited to the elementary stNýes of investi-gation. 
11 
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THE FRICo A71"TES 
The axticulatory mechanism. 
Fricative sounds are produced by turbulent air flow caused 
by a constriction in the vocal tract at SoTne point in or above the 
la-rynx. The constriction may vary as to position in the tract, 
sectional area of coristrictionlength of constriction, and shape o7 
shapes of orifice. lFurther, the air stream may vary as to I; ressure 
or rate of, flow. 
A fricative sound is thus a function of an wnalgp-m of variables. 
variatim of one or a combination of these variables can be expected 
to caus, ý,. a variation in the physical nature of the resulting sound in 
any of three ways: by altering the spectri-ri of the noise source; by 
altering the filter function of the vocal tract as a whole; or by 
. 3y produced. altering 
the intensity of the acoustic energ 
199e spectrum of the sound produced varies jointly with the 
sectional area of constrictiongleng--th of constriction and shape 
of orifice. The overall acoustic intensity is proportional to 
rate of ?, ir flow for fricatives produced with the sp. me vocal tract 
con-figuration. 
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2.2. Pere ention of the fricatives. 
', he search for the acoustic c-es. 
The fricative consonants in CV syllables a-ppear on spectro, -grams 
to be made up of two successive segments -a period of noise (the 
friction), followed by a segment with well-maxked forraaýat structure 
(the transition). Cues for identifying the fricaltive phonemes 
well reside in either or both of these two portions. 
In an attempt to evaluate the relative im-portance of cues in 
the friction and transition portions, X. S. Harris (1954) split the 
friction segment away from the transition segment and then recomm. bined 
friction and transition portions from different syllables, on the 
assumption that the more important Dart of the sound would determine 
which phoneme a listener would hear. 
Harris made recordings of the Enýc,, lish fricatives If j,, sl and /I/ 
asivell as their voiced counterparts /v, 8, z/ -and 151 in CV syllables 
which were recombined in the manner described above and then 
presented them to listeners for judgement. The results of the test 
demonstrated that while the friction part provided the necessary and 
sufficient cues for the identification of the alveolar and post- 
alveolar fricatives, the cues necessal-y for the identification of the 
dental and labio-dental fricatives resided in both the friction and 
transition parts. 
1-5 
2.2.2. The cues in the friction part. 
One of the early studies to investigate the nature of tne 
acoustic cues that reside in the Ariction Dart of a fricative 
was Ithat reported by Hughes and Halle (1956). Hughes and Halle 
studied the spectra of the English labio-dentalalveolar ? md 
Post-alveolar fricatives in isolation. They did not, however, 
extend their investigat'Lon to the dental fricatives in the belief 
that "a sol-ution to this problem will come only after the -, -, -iechanism 
involved in their production is more fully understood. " 
Hughes and Halle's analysis of the spectra of these fricative 
consonants revealed two points. First that there are consistent 
differences amon, -ý, the three classes of fricatives (labio-dentalv 
alveolartand post-alveolar). And, second, that these differences 
are maintained only within the speech of a single speaker. in 
the speech of several speakers, however, there exists such a degree 
of overlapping between the fricatives to the extent that the Isl 
of one speaker can be recognized as the /ý/ of another. 
Hughes and Halle's analysis of fricative spectra regard, 5! -A 
differences between fr. Acative categories as a function of the 
frequency position of the most prominint ener?, p-density maxima. 
I 
Furth ermore, by viewing these maxi-r-ia as resonances of the most 
effective portion of the vocal tract 
(that is, the portion in front 
of the source), they could expect an inverse relationship to hold 
between the length of the effective portion of the voca-I tract 
and the frequency *Position of the energy-density maxima. 
16 
I r1l'ie "ricatives do I indeed, patter-., in suclri ? '7ay t--at Ahe most 
prominent peaks in the spectra of the 1-ý-bio-dental fricatives 41 -L. Ll are 
laigher than those of the alveolax fricatives, which ar, ý, in turn, 
higher than those for the POst-alveolax fricatives. Such an 
approximation, however, does not -accornttas m,,:, ýWties and Irialle point 
out, for t'Llae low-frequency peak-s in the spectra of the labio-Uental 
fricatives. 
In order to check whether the isolated steady-sta. -te por-uio. -is 
of di--I'f erent f- icatives could be identified correctly by listeners 
Hughes and ---alle recorded the gated steady-state portions of the 
fricatives /f, f, and sl in random order and presented ther,. i . -o 
group of listeners who were asked which of the three phone-mes had 
b--en s-poken. Analysis of listeners' responses showed that the 
-: )ercenta.;, e of correct responses reached 71. 
However, t'he results of these perceptual testsgas far as Harris 
is concerned, are questionable. She aroties (1958) that "The result 
is not surprisin;, - for Isl and /S/, since we had concluded that friction 
-provided the necessaxy and sufficient cues for their identification. 
Furthermore, one vrould exnect that If/ friction would be discriminable 
in the set of -alternatives presented, since in our experiment, 
/f/ was 
not confueed with any friction except /0/, Pnd /0/ w, -is not a -7,, ossible 
res-oonse in lluEýhes' and Hallel-- ex-perirlent. " 
fricatives were agsin the subJect of investigatioý-i in 
a later study by peter Strevens (1960). This was also a s-tudy 
that restrictý-d its search for tlie acoustic cues to the f-iction 
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Part Of fricatives in izolation. Th e an al ysisofhe da in 
Strevens' experiment supported the obse- rv?, tion ma, e e--rlie- by 
Hughes and Halle that differences bet7een. the v; -rious fricative 
cateqories tend to be more systematic within the s-oE? ec., l of a sing h gle 
speaker than within that of several speakers. 
Strevens' stratp, 7 in se-oarati-L-. - fricative categories is, Q- 
however, different from that of Hugines and i--alle in one i. 2--; ort,?, nlu 
res-, Dect. While phonemic distinctions of fricative consonants are 
regarded in Hughes and Halle's analysis as sim-ply Ithe f, -mctio--,. of 
the frequency location of the energy-density maxima, in Strevens' 
analysis the se-oaration of fricative catef: -ories is effected . ýO 
primarily on the ba, sis of what he calls "upper axid lower limits 
of enerýEyll while releEating the role of the freq, -, ency position of 
enerZy peaks in distingidshing fricative classes to a less effectual 
-oosition. 
It is true that Strevens (1960) writes that the sounds 
investigated "are shown to be capable of descri-ption in 'Ue=s of 
the frem-encies of the lower and u-pper limits of enerýTj present, 
the presence or absence of for. 2aant-like c -)nc entrat ions of ener, 5-y,. 
and the overall relative intensity of the soinds. " Yet the terrr'is 
in which he d-! stinguishes between the three major C,; rou-ps 
(L4 
11 - 
[s 
9S 9 and 
h] ) into which he divides the f ric atives of hi s 
experiment as well as between raesbers of the sp-e Trou-p -: -kre 
(with the exce-Dtion of the group 
(ý 
9f9 
(31) based on the 
notion of upner and lovpr limits of ener, -y alone. 
is 
Strevens is stratezy in describinc- the fricatilre conso-ný,, rts in 
term,; of the unper --, nd lower limits of energy raises ?n in, -Dortant 
question which relates to the ; --, 'eneral function, of acoustic nnp . _Iysis. 
One Could argue that the Justification 'L'or the choice of one 
-nethod of anP--l-,! 'sisg rather than another, does not de-jend on the degree 
of success of that method in se-oaxatim- the different categories of tD 
I speech sounds but on its success in increasin, -ý our und-erstandiný-- of 
how these speech sounds axe produced. 
The analysis of frica-l'jive consonants in te=as of the frequency 
positions of their energy-density maxima. Inas the bac. ý-. inýfý., of a hi,,, -hly 
developed acoustic theory of speech -production. It is based on the 
assu: --Ition that "Acoustically, the common denominator of -.. ll sounds 
-oroduced from a resonator s-,., s-tem of P- -prescribeU configuration is the I- 
-particular set of formant freQuencies ol' the voc: -, l tr., -i, ct, 
i. e., the F- 
'palt-tern. " (Fant, 1960). 
More s-r)ecifically, it agrees with Fant's su,;, 7,? stion (1960) that 
since "t", rie typic, -d fricative is - noise sound, the spectral energy of 
which is lar, -:, ely contained in fo-rmants from cavities in froril, -. ofthe 
n -o'-Ir r"=owing, " the essentials of fricative production may , I-rticula', 
"be snecified in termQ of source and filter characteriatics just as 
for vo-, qels. " 
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The soecification of fricative q-, ýality in term-7 of fre-miency 
positions of their energy-density maxima does not only develop our 
understandinz, of the --, echanism of fricative 7roduction. By virtue of 
its bein.. r,, Dart of a general theory of speech production it P-1so ljelý)s 
develop ou--Y- understanding of speech production in general. 
Strevens's itrateý,::; yqon the other hand, might indeed haýie been 
successful in separatilg fricc-ative catego ries. It fails however, to 
illuminate our understanding of how the,,. -T are produced. 
2.2.3. The cues in the transition -Dart. 
One of the first studies that set out to investigate the role 
of the transition Dart in fricative identification was that reported 
by Heinz and Stevens (1961). Heinz -and 
Stevens studied 4. -he mechanism 
of fricative sounds production with the aid of an idealized mechanical 
model of the human vocal org-an. On the basis of the model studies, the 
vocal tract is approximated by a simple electric circuit whose transfer 
functions are characterized by poles and zeros. By prolner selection 
of the centre frequencies and bandwidths of these poles and zeros 
Heinz and Stevens were able to generate spectra of fricatives that 
matched reasona: bly well with the spectra of the f ricatives of natural 
speech. 
Hein-., snd Stevens started by generatinp,, the spectra of the 
fric; 3. t4,. ve sounds[Slqgs, f] and 
[0] in isolation. The resonant 
frequency of the circuit 'Tas varied throu.,:: -ý several values from 
2000 Hz to 8000 Hz. For each resonant frequency, the bandwidth 
was given three different values that encompassed the range of 
bandwidths observed in the spedtra of the fricatives of natural 
speech. The stimuli were tame recorded in ran-dom order and . 
presented to - group of listen-, rs who were asked to identify each 
by making one of the responses 0ý 
IS 
Is 
f] and 
'Mae results of the test revealed three points. Firsttthat the 
responses were relatively independent of bandridth over a 2: 1 range 
of bandividth. Second, that a consistent shift of responses from[S] 
to to (s] to ff, e] is obtained as the resonant f requency is 
rn increased. Third, that distinctions between L(7] and 
[f] could NOT 
be made for these isolated stimuli. 
The inability of listeners to distinFuish between [f3 and 
[91 
on the 'oasis of differences in energy distribution among the 
frequeneies suggested that the identification of a fricative 
consonwit might be dependent not only on this f actor but also on 
(1) the formant transi-rions of adjacent vowels and (2) on the 
intensity of tne fricative relative to tiaat of the vowel. 
Since the role of these cues cannot be studied in isolatea 
fricatives, it was necessary to generate stimuli consisting of 
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syllables. These were generated with varied overp-11 level of 
frictian intcnsity and vaxied F2-transition . They were then taý)e 
recorded in random order and -presented to a Zroup of listeners 
who ,, Yere as'ked to identify the initig-I consonant in each syllable 
as one of Ef 9 13 9 Sp or 
A. 
The results of the test revealed that once again there is a 
consistent shift in the pattern of res-Donses from [51 to [s] to 
[f, 81 as P, function of the increase in resonant frequency. 
Laportantlytthe distinction between ff] and [0] could this time be 
effected by the use of different F2-trp-nsitions. Thias when an 
F2-transition starting at a frequency of 900 Hz is used the sound 
is pemeived as ffl. while if a-vi F2-+vransi+vion startin, -', r at a 
freqlLiene-vr of 1700 Hz or 2400 *Hz is used tlýe sound is perceived as 
The high locus -associated with 
[6] 
could be accounted for, 
as Heinz and Stevens point out, by "he fact that "in the production 
of this sound the tuonjý, ue moves from a position in the vocal tract 
at a higher point vertically than that used for 
[fJ when the tongue 
-n 
. iorp-ally 
lies flat in the mouth. " 
".! he observed shift of the pattern of r,? sponses f rom. 
CS I to [Sl 
to [f,, Oj as a function of the increase in resonant frequency agrees 
with the analysis of Illughes and Halle who- found that . 
'Lor any single 
speaker the snectra of 
/S/ h, --q.,, e peaý-. s at consistently lower 
frequencies than those of /s/, wnich in turn have peaks at lower 
frequencies than those of Ifl. 22 
The results of Heinz arad Stevens' investilgation of the effect 
of F2-transition of adjacent vowels on fricative identifica-. '-ion are 
also in sood aggre Ull Lf, L 1ý 77- of fricative identification 
tests rerorted by Harris. Both studies lead to the conclusion t-'-ýat 
the important cues for the alveolar and --post-alveolar --licatives are 
, 5iven 
by the noise, but that differentiation laetween the dental and 
1a -io-dental fricatives is accomplished primarily on the basis of ýL 
cues contained in the tzansition part in the syllable. 
There are good reasons, however, to doubt the validity of such a 
conclusion. A small experiment was run to test listeners' albilitY to 
discriminate between spoken isolated versionns of the Arabic fricativesp 
including /9/, in the absence of axrj acoustic cues other than those 
in the steady-state friction partgand without the aid of visual cues 
either. 
In spite of the f act t-nat /#/ is of very limited occurrence 
in 
t.. ) e speech 
of the educated Cairene Arabic - beinrr found mainly in th 'ýj 
class and then only in classicisims - and is almost always replaced 
by 
/s/, the results of the test showed, first, that All the Arabic 
fricatives 
are discri, -rqinaýble with the aid of the cues 
in the friction part alone, 
and, second, that there ave no 
differences in the rates of correct 
responses for the different fricatives. 
2-3 
TI-ie results of our 7, erce-otual tests do not, thus, su-p-. I, ort 
ar.,, araent - tHat /-', / was discrimina: ble in Hurhes md Halle's ex-Periment 
only because A / was not a possible resDonse in the set of -, ýternatives 
-oresented to listeners. In fact, 111'arris's ex-periment only shows that 
in the -presence of contradictin. - -ues resident _, cues 
listeners rely on c 
in the friction part for the identification of /s/ -zid /ý/, and on cues 
resident in the friction -uid transition narts for the identification 
of 1f1 and /Ü/. 
The fact that the listeners in our experin CD I , ent -mana-g-ed successfully 
to identify the S-ooken versions of Axabic f .j 
/'/ and /0/ on the basis of 
cues contained in the friction part alonetwhile t! iose in 'Heinz p-nd 
Stevens' experiment relied primarily on cues in t',, le trpnsition part 
of the synthesized versions of t,, -ese two 
fricatives does not seera to 
lb e the procLu in the qualitY of Dmglish a-nd Arabic 3 ct of differences 
fric2tives. ý: Tore likely, it su. -gests t--at in synthesizing triese c_;, 
fference bet"'veen the two sounals 7as dam., i. ged. fricatives the critical di 
The results of our perceptual tests thus support Lobanov's 
observation (1971) Criat "It is now enerally accepted that the most L. ) - 
im-oortant information for the perception of fricýýtives in a CV 
context is the central freo-i-iency Fc of the fricative noise ý: md the 
frequency Fl of the second at the beginnin, of the tr? -nsition 
from thle -1ýricative 
to the voi7cl. " 
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2.2.4. Of fricP-tive consonants. 
Intensity levels for speech are decided by tae degree of 
lmidness at which speech is to be -produced. The intensity level 
for shoutin, =,, for instancepis higher than that for quiet speech. 
A s-oeech sound may tjus occur with various deg-rees of -intensity. 
The existence of intensity differences in vocal output is 
a well-known phenomenon and was not of interest in this study. 
A far more interesting phenomenon is the fact that there are 
consistent difT erences in acoustic energy between speech sounds 
of cli'Lfer--nt categmries (House and Fairbaras, 1953; Strevens, 1960; 
and Heinz and Stevens,, 1061). 
In the case of tlie fricatives in Darticular Strevens found that 
the overall relative intensities of the fricatives could be anxLked in 
a hierarchicna order. "It is of importance, " as Strevens points out, 
"to discover whether this is beep-use of inherent differences of 
acoustic energy or b4cause of other factors such as those arising 
in the initiation and modification of the -oulmonic air-strea. -a. " 
It was wit nt to investigate -h Mich an aiifi 
in vie,,, v that an experime. 
the relationshin between the rate of air flow of a fricative and its 
over, i-ll relative intensity was undertaken. As a first step9the 
overall intensities of the Arabic voiceless fricatives were determined. 
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These all Occurred in initial position -: ý,. na were sDoken with the ý7-nlrlie 
de: ýTee of nhysical. effert. The results of the analysis su, --, F, -,, ested 
that the relative intensities of these sounds -might be arran. ý- )ed as 
in Table 2.1 
Table 2.1 
1 /s/ 
2 
4 /x/ 
5 /"-h / 
6 lf 
7 /g/ 
8 /h/ 
The second stpp was to study the rates of air flow of these 
fricatives. For this purposethe eight Arabic voiceless f ricatives 
in initial nosition, were spoken with about the sszie degree of physical 
ef f ort and their rates of air f low in f ront of the mouth recorded by 
means of the electrokymograph. The values f or rates of air flow 
were then compaxed for different fricatives and an order a' relative 
strenr, th established start-ling from hi",, "nest Ito lo-est as Table 2.2 
shows: 
2.6 
Table 2.2 
1 /h/ 
2 1f1 
7 
A comparison of the order of relative strength of rate of air 
flow with the order of overall relative intensity immediately reveals 
that variations in acoustic intensity among f ricatives are not directly 
proportional to variations in rate of air flow. Indeed, in view of the 
fact that the a=angemert of the fricatives in one table is almost the 
reverse of their arrangement in the other, a statement that acoustic 
intensity among fricatives is inversely related to rate of air flow 
would be the more representative of the facts. However, since it is 
unreasonable for an increase in rate of air flow to cause a decrease 
in acoustic intensity, or vice versa, one has to concede that the arran- 
gement is coincidental. 
Strevens' statement, thengthat "variations in the air flow of 
speech have a major effect upon intensity but only a ne, ýý, ligible 
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effect upon the spectr= of the sound produced" would s-em to apply 
only to those cases where the dame fricative is produced with the 
sa:, ie vocal tract configuration but with dif"erent rates of air flow. 
In the case of a nven vocal tract cOnfiguration, as Flanagan 
(1965) points out, "the overall intensity of an unvoiced sound is 
directly pcoportional to the amplitude of the unvoiced source" and 
hence to rate of air f low. 4. In the cý7, se of different vocal tract 
configurations, howeverpthe contribution of the source, and hence rate 
of air flow, to the overall intensity would seem to be supplementary 
rather than primary. IndeedlPant (1962) has indicated that "formant 
intensities as well as the intensitjres at any part of the spectrum 
w-ill be predictable from the frequency locations of the resonances 
and anti-resonances supplemented by the additional inf ommation on the 
intensity axid spectral composition of the source. " 
2.2-4-1. The role of intensity in fricative identification. 
In section 2.2.3 brief mention was made of the role of overall 
relative intensity in fricative identification. It was pointed out 
that lis6eners' inability to distinguish between Ifl and /a/ on the 
basis of enerýZr distribution among the frequencies alone suggested t: >(D 
that fricative identification may be dependent not only on this 
factor but also on the intensity of the fricative relative to the 
vowel. 
ýs 
Heinz an-- Stevens investi,: 7ated the role of intený u i '1. /r in 
fricative iuentification by seneratim3 sti, -ruji consistint,, of noise 
spectra followed by the synthetic vowel /a/. T'lie overall level of 
the fricative was ofiven three values: -5, -15, and -25 db. The stirmli 
were ta-pe recorded in random order and presented to a gToup of 
listeners for identification. 
As expectedpana-lysis of listenerst responses revealed that the 
identification of Ifl and /&/ greatly impeuved when the intensity of 
the fricative was low relative to that of the vowel. In -particular, 
no Ifl responses could be obtained when the overall intensity of the 
fric4tive relative to the vowel was -5 db. 
2.3. The acoustic analysis of Arabic fricatives. 
This section reports the results of tne investigation into the 
spectral and temporal properties of the Arabic fricative sounds Ifl 
lslglzlplslýlzl, lsl, lxl, lýYl, lhI and /h/. The plan of study involved 
the r-malysis of each fricative in both initial and final positions. 
The effect of the Arabic lon7, vowels on the fricative, as well as the 
effect of the fricative itself on the adjacent vowel, are studied. 
Frequency positions of the enerý7, j-density 
For the analysis of the 1. requency positions of the 'most prominent 
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energy-density maxima in the spectra, of Arabic frica-, -ives, it waus- 
decided to proauce "sections" which portray the --ý--iplitude vs frequency 
at a certain -point in ti---ýle in the steady-state friction : )art of a 
fricative. The decision to use "sections" rather than, normal sT)ectrO- 
grams in this part of the work resulted fro. -m the f act that it is 
often very difficult to determine with any accuracy the frequency 
positions of such energy-density maxima from normal spectrograms. 
Eight sections were thus made for each of the Arabic fricatives 
in initial position only, followed by the vowel /i: /. The first step 
in the analysis was to note down, for each fricative, the frequency 
positions of all the energy-density maxima in its spectrum. 'Maxima 
occurring at similax f requency positions were then grou-oed together 
and the average frequency position of the group calculated. Only 
those maxi-ma, which occurred within a range of + 100 Hz of the average 
frequency position for the group werre includdd. Furthermore, if the 
nur. yiber of occurrences of the items of a group was less than 50tý^ of 
the cases studied, the group was excluded from the analysis. The 
amplitudes of the maxima of the group were then calculated and their 
sum divided by the n1wriber of the members of the group. The frequency 
-oositions of the most prominent maximum in the snectrum. of a 
fricative 
was then calculated and -_plotted in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. 
Figure 2.1 presents the frequency positions for the raost prominen' 
ener,, iy-density mP-. Xirna in the spectra of 
the Arabic voiceless fricatives, 
3.0 
Figure 2.1 
HZ 
0 
E 
Figure 2.1. Frequency positions for the most prominent 
energy-density maxima in the spectra of the Arabic 
voiceless fricatives. 
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with the excention of Ifl. Analysis o'L the A-rabic voiceless 
frica--. ives has ShOM Ifl to 'have its most pro--, unent energo, 'j-density 
maximum at 2325 Hz. Such a frequency position, however, was thought 
to be too low for the main resonance of a tube that is only 2 era 
long at the utmost. Furthermore, previoiis analyses of fricat -ive 
s-oectra. (11: 1! ughees and Halle91956) have s-hown Veiat the frequency position 
of the first major energy-density i-. iiaximum in f-spectra is often located 
above 10 1,711z; well beyond the range of our spectrog=aph. It *as in 
consideration of these facts that it was decided to exclude /f/ from 
Figure 2.1. 
Figure 2.2, on the other hand, presents the frequency positions 
for the mrost nrominent energy-density maxima in the spectra of the 
Arabic voiced fricatives. The purpose of presenting the voiceless 
f ricatives separately f rom the voiced ones is twofold. First, such 
procedure facilitaltes comparison between the results of the 
acoustic -ý. nalysis of the Ara-tic fricatives and those of previm. "s 
.L studies, (Strvensql960; -Nughes and 
Halle, 1956), which concentrated on 
the voiceless fricatives. Second. it was obvious that a separation 
of the two classes of fricative would bring out more clearly the 
relationships that hold between their members. 
The r,? Sults of the acoustic analysis of the Aral-ic fricatives 
are in good armeer-rient with these reported 
by Hlu, ý. hes and Halle 
(1956)* 
- 'T Hughes ancl .:, a-llels 
data show that the frequency n-osition for the 
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Figure 2.2 
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Fig-ure 2.2. Frequency positions for the most prominent 
ener, -, y-dens. LtY rna-rima in the spectra of the Arabic 
voiced fricatives. 
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first major resonance for /S/ to be 9-round 2200 --! Tz, -, 7hile that for 
/s/ is in the raxiL-e 3500 Hz to 6400 --qz. These values are reasonably 
close to the frequency -positions of the first major resonances for 
Arabic ISI at 2665, and Arabic /sl at 5975 'Hz. 
v ý: Tore import,? ntly, the results of the acoustic a--ialysis of A-rabic 
fricative s-pectra support Hughes and Hallelqýas well as Heinz and 
Stevens' observation that the frequency positions for the first most 
pro-unent energy-density maxi-ma in fricative spectra are inversely 
related to the length of the cavity in f ront of the f ricative obstruc- 
tion in the - -ccal tract. 
Indeed, both Figt=es 2.1 and 2.2 show that the gmeral -, Dattern 
for the distribution of the most pro-, aknent energy-density maxima 
a, mong the frequencies is one where the f, -trther back in the vocal tract 
a fricative is produced the lower the frequency position of its major 
ener, ýzr-density maxim. m. 
It is true that the frequency --ositions for the 'Lirst 
energy-density maxima in the s-, )ecura of 
/s/ and /h/ do not f it into 
ne would liaýre expectedthe relationship between the gimeral pattern. 0u 
Isl and (Fig. 2.1 ) to be si-Alax" to that between 
/z/ and 
('. Fig. 2.2), where the frequency position for the first Major enerý-, 7- 
densitýy -Iaxirlum Of the alveol,,: Lr fricative is hi-r-ler than th, -ý. t of 
the 
C--) -- 
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post-alveolar fricative. One would ha7ie also expected the frequency 
position for the first major enerS-y-densi-tv Li the s-. )ectru. -n 
of /h/ to be lower that that for I'nl. These, however, are rather the UI 
exception than the rule. 
In general, the results of the a-, nalysis of, Arabic L, - 
C"icatives 
sup-port the observation made by Hughes a-nd -Halle(10, /56) and Heinz 
and Stevens (10,61) on the presence of an inve-se lelationship between 
the length of the cavity in front of the fricative obstruction in the 
vocal tract and the frequency position of the most prominent energZr- 
density maximum in fricative spectra. The present study showsýfurther- 
T,. iore, t'. Lat this relationship bolds between the voiced as well as the 
voiceless fricatives, and extends beyond the front fricatives to the 
bac'. ý fricatives as well. 
2.3.2. The effect of 2osition on the s-opct: ra of Ithe Arabic fricatives. 
Both in initial and final positions the Arabdc fricaive,. consonants 
appear on the s-oectrograms as random noise whi ch is slightly more 
intense and concentrated in those regions close to the formants of the 
adj ac ent vowel. 
The effect of position on the spectra of the Arabic fricatives 
is most evident in the case of the voiced fricatives where the 
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presence of voicing is greatly determined by the position of the 
fftcative in the word. In initial position, the Arabic voiced 
fricatives axe characterized ', --y the presence of a low-band component 
which appears along the baseline at or below 300 Hz. In final 
position, by contrast, this component is sometimes absent either 
-nextly 
or 7holly. 
The position of the fricative Lia the word 9 furtbermore, af f ec ts 
the frequency position of its vowel-like formants. Figures 2.3 to 
-L. 
2-5 show this effect for the voiceless f rcativesq while 'Figure 2.6 
shows it- for the voiced ones. 
Fl, gures 2.3 to 2.5 present the frequency positions for the 
first vowel I- -like Jo: mant 2-3), t'ne second vowel-like formant 
2.4), and Vlne third vowel-like for-mant (Fig. 2.1), as a function 
of their occurrence in initial -cosition (solid li. nes) or final 
position (broken lines). 
, ýne voiceless pharyngealized 7, )ost-alveola: r fricative /g/ has 
no-tt. however. been included. TInis is due to t-ne fact that it was not 
possible to detect any forlant-like concentrations of energy in its 
steady-state friction part when it occurred in initial position. 
In fact9even in final position it was possible to detect only +77o 
vo, vel-like fo-. mp-nts; one at 570 Hz and the other at 
13N Ez. 
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Figure 2.3- Frequency Positions for the first vowel-like 
formantsin the spectra of the Arabic voiceless fricatives 
in initial position (the solid line) and final position 
(the broken line)e 
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Figure 2.4 
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Figure 2.4. Frequency positions for the second vowel-like 
formant in the spectra of the Arabic voiceless fricatives 
in initial Dosition (solid lines) and in final position 
(broken lines). 
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FiCure 2.5 
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Figure 2.5. Frequency positions for the third vowel-like 
formant in the spectra of the Arabic voiceless f-hicatives 
in initial position (solid lines) and in final position 
(broken lines) . 
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Figure 2.3 S"lows that the frequency position of the first vowel- 
like lorrmant is hi, ýý-ier in initi, -l -position thqn in final position. 
In fact, this is true of all the Arabic fricatives with the exception 
of the baclz, -. fricative /h/. 
Figure 2.49on the other handshows that the frequency 7osition 
of the second volmel-like formant is lower in initial position than 
in final position. Once again, this is true of all t, e Arabic voirce- 
less fricatives with the exception of the back fricatives /x/ and ^/. 
Figure 2.5 shows that, similar to the vowel-like F2, the frequency 
position of the vowel-like P3 is lm-r in initial position tlian in 
fina. 1 -position. Similp-xly agRin, this is true of all the voiceless 
fricatives with the exception of the back fricatives ^-/ and /h/. 
As Fimgirxe 2.6 snows, the pattern of variation displa. yed by the I 
first three vowel-like formants in the friction part of the fi-rabic 
voiced fricatives is similar to that displayed by their voiceless 
counter-parts. Tlius, the frequency positions of the second and thi--d 
vowel-like formants for toth Isl and /z/ are lower in initial position 
than in final nosition. Also, the frequency positions of the i7irst 
and third vowel-like forma-nts for both 
/x/ and lel axe lo-, 7-r in 
initial position than in final position. No coimpari son, ho7r-? ve. -, is 
T)osi3ible in the c-se of 
121 and / 
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Figure 2.6 
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Figure 2.6. Prequency positions for the first three 
vowel-like formants in the spectra of the Aarabic voiced 
fricatives in initial position (the solid lines ) and 
final position (the broken lines). 
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In ; z"eneral, the t=n Of Variation exh-i i lu edbys -t 
t'., lree vo-ýel-like forriants of the Ara-loic fricatives (both voiCled and 
voiceless) is one '7here t,, --)e frequency -po! 7ilition o: " Fl is hi, -h, --r in 
initial position than in fin? l POsition1whereas the frequency 
positions of F2 and F3 are lower in initial -posi-, -Jon ', h, --n in final 
-oosition. 
ffect of the , -, 
djp. cent vmvel on fricative s-, Dec'-, i.. The e 
-V -U- 
Fi7-ures 2.7 to 2.8. present, for ea-ch of the Arahic fricatives, 
the frequency positions of the first three vowel-lil-Ke for-mants as 
a f--,, n---'. -ion of t'-ae adjacent vo,,. vel. '---,, The lines connect -ooints represen- 
tin-., the averP-e-7e values for 20 occurrences in both initial and final 
nositions. 
In general, the frequency position of a Darticular vowel-like 
formant in the spectrum oIL a fricative varies directly -', vith the 
fre. -: 1-uency -, osition of the -:: _1djacent vorel lorma, _. nt. 
T', ', 
-e 
degree of 
variation exhibited depends, howeve -, on the number of 
th. at for-, --i,.., nt 
-ie tongue in the production of that -oarticular and role of t'. U 
f'ric--, tive. 
SeCOnU VOWP-l- Firs ttly ý the deý7ree of var, -Lation e-. -, 
hibited b,, - the 
forriant in f'ric, -. tive s_, ectra is much 7, reater tý, at u:,:, ', It disnlayed 
by ei,, . ier t"le first or third vowel-like 
formants. '-',, is --p-l""Lects 
the 
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Figure 2., 7. Average frequency positions for the 
first three vowel-like formants in the spectra of 
/f/, /x/, /6/, A/, and /h/ as a function of the 
adjacent vowel. 
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Figure 2.8, Average frequency positions for the 
first three vowel-like formants in the spectra of 
and ISI as a function of the 
adjacent vowel. 
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the fact, tha-v the range of "Crequencies occupied by tne second formants 
of adjacent vowels is much Eý, reater than that Occ"Piec. -0, -T either t',, Ie 
first or third form, 2, -, lts. 
Secondlyland more iliportantlylthe results of the analysis of 
the effect of the adjacent vowel on the s-pectra of Arrabic fricatives 
suF. gest that while the Orequency position of a vowel-like for-iant in 
the s-pectru-m of a fricative generally varies directly with Ahat of 
Uhe rsdjacem vowel formant, t'lie degree of such variation depends on 
the role of the toneue in the production of that fr. Lcative. 'ýTore I 
specif ically, a vowel-like f or-n, -mt in the splectnim of af ricative shows 
the maxi-mma degree of variation with the adjacent vowel formant when 
the tongue does not play an active role in the nroduc-'ý. ior. of that 
fricative /f, x, yq-ri/ and /h/gand the minimm deg-ree of variation when 
it CLoes and /S/. 
ll"his, indeed, is not surprising. The tendency of thiose fricatives 
where the ton6me plays an active --ole in their production 
to siio,., r the 
most resistance to coarticulation. derives from the fact that in their 
production the tongue has to aake a particul®rX -,, esture towards a 
narticular -point in the vocal tr, --!. ct -jnd stp,,, r t,. ýere for the 
duration 
of the fric-tive. As such9the tongue is neitlier free to assune 
kduring their production, an antici-patory position 
for the next soundl, 
nor to remain at the posi-'ýIion assumed 
for the 
_--)revious sound. 
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In the 'OroduCtion of the fricatives If x, v, n and h/, on the 
otiler hand, there axe no such conttrp-, ints on the movement of the 
tonF, ue with the result that it is either , vholly free If 9-h and h-/, 
or -oartly so /x and if /. Furthermore, the absence of any significant 
diff erences in the degree of coarticulation of these two kinds of 
f ricatives suggests that tha- tongue, or the miln part of ilto, has riuch 
the same degree of freedom of movement in both c-, ses. 
2.3-4. Duration. 
Figure 2.9, ' presents the duration values for the Irabic fricatives 
in initial position (solid lines) and in final position (broken lines). 
In each case the top values represent maximum durations, the bottom 
values repre--ent minLmum durations, while the dashes re-present average 
durations. The gigure makes clear thiat the duration of an Arabic 
fricative varies with word position, voicing, and point of articulation. 
First, for 9,11 the Arabic fricatives, and in cormon vith -most 
of a other Arabic speech sounds studied in this work., the durats-L 
fricative is considerably greater in final position than in initial 
position. In fact, apart from /h/, the minimum duration value flor a 
fricative in final position is alway8 greater than the imaximum value 
for the same fricative in initial position. 
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Figure 2.9 
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in milliseconds. 
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Figure 2.9. Y-=i=m and minim= duration values 
Spcond, the voicing- of a fricative seems to have a consiierable 
effect on its duration. As the figure riýes clear, the Arabic voice- 
less fricatives both in initial and final positions 'nave consistently 
g"reater duration thaxi their voiced counterparts. 
Third, the duration of a fricative seems to vaxy with its point 
of articulation. The direction of variation deD ends, however, on the 
presence or absence of voicing. Thus. while in the case of 11, -he voice- 
less fricatives the farther back in the vocnI tract a fricative is 
produced the greater its duration, th the case of the voiced fricatives 
the opposite is true. 
The tendency of the voiceless fricatives to have greater duration 
as their point of axticulation moves f arther back in the vocal tract 
could be related to the fact tiiat the a6ility of the tongue decreases 
in the same direction. The reasons why this should not hap-pen in the 
cp. se of the voiced tricatives as well axe, however, unclear to me. 
2.3-5. Transitions. 
Figures 2.10 to 2.1,. 9present, for each of the Arabic fricatives, 
the average steady-state frequenc, 2, - positions as well as 
the onset -and 
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Figure 2.10 
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Figure 2.10. The average onsetoffset, and steady. 
state frequency positions for the second formants of 
the Arabic long vowels after word-initial Ifl (left- 
hand side) and bef ore word-final Ifl (right-hand side) 
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Figure 2.11. The average onset9Off8et9and steady- 
state frequency positions for the sedond formants of 
the Arabic long vowels after word-initial /a/ (left. 
hand side) and before word-final Isl (right-hand side), 
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state frequency positions for the second formants 
of the Arabic long vowels after word-initial /z/ 
(left-hand side) and before word-final /z/ (right. 
hand side). 51 
Figure 2.12. The average onsetooffset, s4veady- 
Figure 2.13 
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Figure 2.13- The avera;? e onset, offeet, and steady. 
state frequency positions for the second formants of 
the Arabic long vowels after word-initial /j/ (left. 
hand side), and before word-final Isl (right-hand side), 
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Figure 2.14. The average onsetoffsetand steqdy. 
state frequency positions for the second formants of 
the Arabic long vowels after word-initial (left. 
hand side)9and before word-final /Z/ (right-hand side)* 
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Figure 2.15 
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Figure 2.15# The average onset, offsetvand steady. 
state frequency positions for the second formants of 
the Arabic long vowels after word-initial /S/ (left. 
hand side) and before word-final 
ISI (right-hand side). 
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!, -'igu. re 2.16 
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rig=@ 2.16. n-e average onsctvoffsetlard steady- 
state frequency positions for the second formant of 
the Arabic long vowels after word-JUutial /x/ (left. 
hand side), and before word-final /x/ (right-hand side)* 
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Figure 2.17 
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Fig=-e 2.17. The average oneetloffsetvand steady. 
state frequency positions for the second formants of 
the Arabic long vowels after word-initial /e/ (left- 
hand Bide), and before word-final 1Y1 (right-hand side), 
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Figure 2.18 
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Figure 2.18. The average onset, offeet? and steady- 
state frequency positions for the second formants of 
the Arabic long vowels after word-initial /h/ (left- 
hand side), and before word-final /Ifi/ (right-hand side), 
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Fi gure 2.1 
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Figure 2.19. The avera, ýe onset, offset, and steady- 
state frequency positions for the second formants of 
the Arabic long vowels after word-initial /h/ (left- 
hand side), and before word-final /h/ (ri#ht-hand side)* 
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offset frequency positions of the Arabic long vowels wnen they occur 
I aiter vtord-initial fricatives and before word-final fricattives. S -t e ady- 
state f requency positions are represented by squares while onset and 
offset frequency Positions are represented by circles. 
As the figures show, the direction of F2-traxisition varies with 
the quality of the vowel, the point of articulation of the fricative, 
and the position of the fricative in the word. 
For example, while the Arabic fricative /f/ has a neýýative 
transitional influence on the second fomant of /i: /, it has a pogitive, 
transitional influence on that of /u: /. 'Ibis, of course, is due to the 
fact that the /f/-locus is lower than the steady-state frequency 
-Dosi. tion of the second forr-riant of /i: / and higher thpm that of ,Iu: 
/. 
'The F2-transition of /a: / is negative after /f/, neutral after 
/,, 7/, and positive after ISI. The variation A due in this case to 
v ference 
between the steady-state frequency -position of the the di--. 
second for-mant of /a: / and the frequency ý: ositions of' the 
loci of 
/f/, /s/, and ISI. 
rhe direction of F2-transition also varies with the position 
of the adjacent fric-, itive in 
the word. For exanple, when 
Isl occurs 
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in word-initial position it, has ? negative transitional inf luencd on 
the second formant of /a: /. Nhen, by contrast, it occurs in word-final 
position i-',, has a neutral transitional influence. 
The extent of transition similaxly vp-ries with the ali. ality of 
the vo-, Telgthe frequency position of tiae fricative locusq, ýmd the 
position of the fricative in the word. 
In general, the extent of transition of the second furmant of 
aýa Arabic vowel is a direct function of the degree of closeness of 
that vorrel. The extent. of transition of tlhe vowel second f o-.,, iant 
is grea', er in the vicinity of those fricatives which have a locus 
wit'--. a stable frequency position than in the vicinity of those which 
have one with a slaifting frequency position. Tlhe effect of word- 
-Dosition on the extent of F2-transition is determined however, by 
the role of the tong-ue in the production of the adjacent fricative. 
2.3.5.1. Direction of transition. 
Table 2.3 -presents in a condensed fo=" the tr, ýne-, ition directions 
for the second for. mants of the Axabic long vowels when they are 
preceded by word-initial fricatives 
(the top row for each vowel), and 
when they are followed by word-final fricatives 
(the bottom row for 
each vowel). Plus siý3ns(+) are used 
for positive transition, minus 
sions (-) for ne-a., ive transitions, and 
blan-k. spaceg for neutral 
iý rN uv 
transitions. The vo-mels are arran,: 3ed on the lek-hand side starting 
with the close front vowel movinF anti-clockwise to the closý? back 
vowel. The fricatives, on the other ha-nd, a-. e a-rran- ed on the bottom 
row according to their Doint of articulation, startin, ý; with the la1bio- 
s dental fricative and moving backwards in the vocal tract to the zlottal 
f ricative. 
Table 2.3 
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In generalgTable 2.3 presents a picture of what one would 
ex-ject with nega-,, ive trazasitions dwuinatuing at the top, positive 
-&-r-nsitions at the bottomtand neutral trpnsitior. s in the middle. 
7nis, of course, could only be clue to the fact thiat the frequency 
positions for the second formants of both /i: / and /e: / are hiý-rher 
than those for the loci of all the Arabic fricatives, while those 
for /0: / and /u: / aregby contrast, lower. /a: /, on the other hafid, 
occupies a raiddle position in this set. 
Looking at Table 2.3 column by column one finds that Ifl seems 
to nave a negative transitional influence on the front vowels9and 
a positive tr? x-sitional influence on the back vowels. The homorganic 
pair 
/s 
the other hand, exert a negative transitional influence 
on /i: / and /e: / only, and a positive transitional influence on the 
back vowels. Their influence on /a: / can be negative or neutral. 
The pharyngealizdd pair /. E.,, z / behave in a nearly similar fashion 
.L 
L. o that of /sqz/. They exert a negative transitional influence on 
and /e: /, and a b, -sically positive transitional influence on 
/o: / and /u: /. 
Their transitional influence on /a: /, however, is consistently neutral. 
The palatal fricative /5/ is diffferent from all other Arabic 
fricatives in that it exerts a positive trp-nsitional influence or- 
the second formpnt of 
/a: / in both word-initial and word-final 
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positions. Sinular to other f ricatives, however. it exerts a negative 
transitional influence on /i: / and /e: / and a positive transitional 
influence on /0: / and /u: /. 
As expected, the F2-transition directions for the back fricatives 
are mainly negative. This derives from the fact that as the point of 
articulation for a fricative moves f-artL., er back in the vocal tract, the 
frequency position for the associated locus would decrease. Consequently, 
the Arabic fricatives would increasingly show a tendency to exert a 
negative transitional influence on the second formants of the adjacent 
vowels. 
. A-art 
from word-finalA/ when -preceded by /o: /tthe Arabic back Exe - 
fricatives all eicert a negative transitional influence on all the 
Arabic front vowels. Their effect on the back vowels is, howdver, 
mainly positive. In factlapaxt from /K/ which seems to exert a 
negative transitional influence on all vowels regarcUess of whether 
or not they are back or front, the back fricatives s'how the expected 
positive transitional influence on the position of the second formants 
of the adjacent back vowels. 
yinally0the Arabic frica2ives seem to have struck a fine balance 
between their eff ect on the direction of F2-transition in initial and 
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-final positions. As Table 2-3 shows, the Araýbic fr-icatives nor. ma-11y 
exett eitiier a positive or a negative transitional influence, and the 
limited number of neutral transitions that they exert is s-i=-ed 
equally between the initial and final positions. 
Basing our evaluation of the directionality of coarticulatoxvrýy 
eii"fects of the Axa: ýcic fricatives solely on Table 2.3 one has to 
conclude that the COarti--ulatory effects of the Arabic fricatives 
do not seem to be sigarnificantly influenced by their position in the 
syllable; they are as powerful in a vowel-consonant context as in a 
consonant-vowel one. 
2.3-5-1. Eitent of transition. 
In investigating the fiffect of the Ara: bic fricative consonants 
on the extent of transition of t-, -, Le second forlý, iants of tlýie Arabic. long 
vowels, the avera6e onset, or offset, freque: ý-cy position for the second 
formant of each vowel was subtracted from its steady-state frequency 
position fOllOWinggOr Drecedin-, a -paxtic-ular fricative. Cý - 
To a-r-ri-ve at a measure of the extent of transition of the second 
form. ant for a particular vowel following, or preceding, all the Arabic 
fricativesq these values were squared, added up, and their sum divided 
by tla-. e number of the Arabic fricatives. Finallylthe square root of 
t'As quotient was Calculated and plotted in Figures 2.20 and 2.21. 
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The squaxing of the difference 'I-Irtween the onsýt, or offset, 
frequency position and the steady-state frequency position wp. s the 
result Of the fact that this difTerence was positive in cases olP 
negative transition, and ne,. c,, ative in cases o., " positive transition. 
If theee values were then added upý7ithout first Squaring the7i, the 
negative values would have cancelled the pocitive ones, and the 
resultin: ý- average would not have been a true representative of the ýD 
extent of transition. 
Figure 2.20 nresents the extent of F2-tr, -vnsition as a function 
of the vowel. As expected, the figure shows that the closer a vowel 
is the greater the extent of transition of its second forimant. 'Phus,, 
the extent of transition for the second fom-mwat of the close front 
vowel /i: / is greater than that for the second for---, a-n'U of the half- 
close vowel /e: /. Similarly, the extent of transition for the second 
formant of the close back vowel /u: / is greater than that for the 
half-close vowel /o: /. The extent 0 transition for -c--, e second 
,: 
/ is, Dredicta. Ily enou lorm, ant of tne o-, )en vowel /P gh, the smallest. 
Fi. --u-e 2.21 -oresents, on 
the other hand, the extent of transition 
for the second formants of the Arabic loný:,, vowels as a 
fiinction of 
the adjacent fricative. As Fignare 
2.2i_f shows, the ef. --P-Ct of -I fricative 
is ý7reatly de-, er7iined by w',,. ether it 
belon-'s to one of two grou-ps of 
fricative. Tlýje first group comprises those fricatives where 
the 
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f ricatives (broken lines). 
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Figure 2.20. The extent of P2-transition 
Figure 2.21 
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Figure 2.21. The extent of F2-transition of the Arabic 
long vowels as a function of the adjacent fricative when 
it occurs in word-initial position (solid lines), and when 
it occurs in word final -oosition (broken lines). 07 
ton6me T)lays an active paxt in their production. 
by contrasttcomprises those where it does not. 
The second 
The two groups diff er remar-ka"bly in their eff ect on the extent 
of F2-transition. As Figure 2.21 shows, the extent of F2-transition 
for vowels adjacent to ti--e first Sroup is twice as rpich as that 'Lor 
vowels adjacent to the second group. 
The two groups differ again in the way their word position 
affects the extent of F2-transition of the adjacent voirel. Thus, 
the extent of F2-tr. ensition for a vowel adjacent to a fricative from 
the second grou-) is greater when that fricative occurs in word-final 
position than when it occurs in word-initial position. In the case 
of the fricatives of the first group, by contrast, the effect of word 
position on the extent of F2-transition is negligible. r-. > 
The observed greater extent of F2-trans-it-ion for vo-mels adjacent 
to those fricatives in which the tongue is the active artf-culator is 
related to -a -phenomenon alreadly encountered 
in Section 2.3-3. Ill here 
we found that it is precisely in the case of these fricatives that 
the frequency positions of the vowel-like fo-lla_nits in the steady-state 
fric, tton part s, -, ow the most resistance to coqrticulation with the 
VCI_ryilliý_ ýadjacent vowel. The frequency positions of 
t-, -e vowel-like 
6.8 
fOr: 'rýants of the other jroup, by con-trast, always shifted iýn 
with the frequency positions of the forriants of the adjacent -, /-owel. 
This swý, -ests that the greater influence of the first 6-roup on 
the extent of F2-tr-2nsition is due to the stable locus position of 
the 'Lr-icative. In the ease of the second grou,, Dlby contrast, the 
smaller extent of F2-transition would be the result of a situation 
wi'lere the fricative shifting locus position is always nearer to the 
frequency position of the seco#d formant of the adjacent vo-wel than 
woulCL have been otherwise. 
The reasons why t1iis seaond group of fricatives sho" . ld exert 
more influence on the xxtent of F2-transitions when they occur in 
word-final -position than in word-initial Dosition axe, hOwever, unclear 
to me. 
The observed disagreement between our findings on t"ae direction 
nose on the extent of F2-transition raises the of F2-transi tion and t- 
interesting question of w-ich to ta'-e as a measure of coarticulatory 
I of a separate study. influence This. howeverghhould be the subjec,, 
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2.14ý. Conclusion. 
This section is naturally divided into t7o main -Darts. The 
first evaluates the relý7, vpnce of some of the fifidings on the acoustics 
Of the krabic f -- CD 
Jcatives to the general tilaeories of fricative produc- 
tion -, ind perception. The second, on the other hand, atte-n-ots to iDrovide 
an overall view of the snecifics of the Arabic fricatives de, -It with 
s e-parr a. ely in the --ýrevious sections. 
General discussion. 
The acoustic ch! --racteristics of the Arabic 
fricatives - in 
particular, the fact that acoustic energy in their spectra is organized 
in well-defined bands, axid the general pattern of distribution of these 
bands of energy among the frequencies for different fricatives - 
support Fa-nt! s suZgestion (1960) that "the ty-pical fricat:; -ve is a -. 
noise sound, the snectral ener, ý; -y of which is larg-ely contained in 
for--, a, --ts from cavities in front of the articulatory narr-owing. " 
(Sep, Sectio-. s 2,2.2. and 2.3.1 ) 
The results of the acoustic analysis of the Arabic fricaUives 
also su-o-oort the observation -made 'oy Hugmes and Halle 
(1956) and 
and Stevens (1961) on the -iresence of an inverse relationship 
between the length of the cavity in front of the fricative obstruction 
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in the vocal tract and the frequency position of the -. aost prominent 
energy-de-visity maximum in f ricative sioectra. Furthermore. they also 
show that this relationship holds between the voiced as well as the 
voiceless fricatives, and extends beyond the front fricatives to the 
back fricatives as well. (See Sections 2.2.2 and 2.3-1) 
The results of our perceptual tests on fricative identification 
are, however, in disagreement with those reported by HaxTis (1954) and 
Heinz and Stevens (1961). Both studies have condluded that while the 
important cues for Isl and /f/ are given by the friction Dart, those 
for /f/ and /d/ acre contained primarily in the transition part of the 
syllable. our perceptual tests have, by contrast, shown that both 
Ifl 
and 161 could be discriminated with the aid of cues in the friction 
-Dart alone. (See Sections 2.2.1,2.2.2, and 2.2 
The success of the listeners in our experiment to correctly 
-ed to the identify the various f ricative stimuli MY. be attribut 
fact that these stimuli were spoken rather than syntliesized. This 
is, no doubt, an indication of the frailty of the cues in the 
friction 
Dart Which seem to be difficult to reproduce 
faithfully on the one 
hand, or to be easily damaged in a pr,,: )cess of cutting and recombination 
on the other. This frailty seems to suDport 
the common belief that 
the cues in the transition part are the overdominant ones. 
'More 
7.1 
innoortantly, at lea-st to ýq-n acoustic phonetici-m, -Ithe di sere ý-., ýcv 
between the results of natur, -l speech peezrcentiýal tes-. s those 
-ntiietic sneecn is a against too e,, idily e-_ý . 
of sl, rC tin, ý; 
syntnet .c s-)eech as a turue Copy of natural s-peech. 
2. Li. 2. 
The effects of coarticulation and --lord -, ýosition deter--iine both 1. 
the spectral and temporal characteristics of the -Axabic 
fricatives 
as well as the spectral properties of the adjacent vowel. 
In t'-nis section we s'n-all first deal T, --, --e variatio-n of the 
s-oectr, --, l characteristics of the fr. 4" word Lc-. tives as a function o-L 
--. os-4tion the ad. 41-ce-t vowel. -'le shall then discuss 11(low the voý-. vel 
spectnim is itself affected by the adjacent- fricative -i-nd word 
u -ý)osition. Lastlywe sý. a17 examine the fa, -to_rs that determine 'he 
tem-noral pro-perties of the Arabic fricatives. 
2.4.2.1. The effect of word Dosition on frica-ive snectra. 
The ? coils-, -ic an-l-,, sis of the Araý-ic frica-, ives 'ný,. s revealed that 
t'., -ieir -, -oec'-r,, -, -l characteristics are si, 
-, -Lificantly deter-7-ined 
by their 
-cosition in the , Tord. The spectram of a fricativ-ýý varies as P. 
of -, -ý i s, factor eit'jer tie total or parti-il loss o. -L' onc- of its V, 
co-m-onents9or by a ch,, -trl-e the locations, of t, -. eir 
frenuency -Dositions. 
Cogxt-iculatio-n and word-posi-tion effects. 
7? 
Firstly, the sDectra of the Ara-cic voiced fricýjtives in inittial 
-oosition axe characterized y the presence of' a lo-ý7-7 ,?. nd corr onent 
which pppears along the baseline at or below 300 ';, z. In fi nal 
position, by contrast, this com7ponent is often absent either -oartly 
or wholly. 
Secondly, the frequency -positions of the vowel-li-<e for, iants of 
--Pricp. tives are influenced by word position in such 9, wpv the Ara'ýic 'I- 
that, for all fricativesthe frequency position of F1 is higher in 
i-itial position than in final POsition, whereas t'ne frequency positions 
of P2 and F3 are lower in initiral -r)osition th, -,, n in final -cosition. 
(See Section 2.3.2 ) 
2. d. 2.2 The eCfect o. 41_ the adjacent vowel on fric. --4tive snectra. 
The quality of the adjacent vowel significantl.,., affects the 
frequency positions of the vowel-like for! iants of the Arabic 
fricatives. In generq-l, the freqUency -7osition of a particular 
vowel-li. ',,., ce for-ant in the spectrum of a fricative varies directly 
with the frequency position of the adjacent vo, -. el forma-nt. The 
degree of variation depends, however, on the number of that formnarit 
and the role of the ton, ý, -ue in the production of the fricý3. tive. 
Firstly. the de, ý-, ree of variation exhibited by the second vo7rel- 
-reater than that dis-played li. -e 
forlant in fricative spectra is much v 
by eitner the fi--St or vowel-like 
for:: i, -. nts. 7"is r-flects the 
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fact that the range of frequencies occun-i-d by t---e s co: ýc: - 
for-iants 
of the adJacent vowels is much ; --, reater t'nan t. l,. a'u occu-cied by bitlier 
Vhe first or third f=iants. 
Secondly, our investigation into the acoustic cl. I- ax--cteristics of 
the Arabic fricatives has revealed that t-e depTee of coarticulation 
between the fric,. qtive and the adjacent vo-7el is Frea, tlý; 7 determined by 
4-1 , L. e role of t-.. -ie ton. Sue in the production of the -fricative. 'Jh e .-e 
the tongue plays an active role in t-'ne -production wC a fricative, the 
sTýectral characteristics of the fricative show the least dep, --ee of 
variation with the adjacent vowel. 'Where it does not. the opposite is 
true. (See Section 2-3.3 ) 
2.4.2.3 The effect of the adjacent fricp--, ive and word -: -, osition 
on the__vo,,,, el spectrum. 
The s-pectral chara-, teristies of the vo-rel are si. -Alarly affected 
by the quality of the adjacent -fricative, at 
least as far as the 
direction and ext-ent of F2-tratnsition are concerned. 
- of First9the direction of F2-tr,?,. r-, siU-ion is mainly the product 
the in't-ernCtion, bwtween the freqiiency position of t. L,. e higrest ener6-y- 
density --maxil"lull, in the s-ectrx-a of the frica-'ý-, ive and the 
freauency 
-uy-stat. e second for-ant of the ac, jacent vowel. , )osition oJ' 
the ste 
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, Fiaere the 'Or7E? r occuT)ies s hi, --.,, ýer --re, -iiency -o. osi-i . -, on Ja4u-.,, r 
the di-rection of 72-tr7., ns-ition is -: 0 sit -4ve ga,, nal conversel-'rov'riere it 
occupies -, - 
lower frequency position ',, -he di-ection of F2-tr---. nsi-tion is 
ne; -ative. 
r7r. 
-he extent of F2-trpnsjtjo,,,, is, on t1he otu-ý-. er hand, determined by 
the c-aalit-, ý- of t'-, -e vowel and the role of týie tono-, e in t, -)e nr-duction 
of the fr-ica-,,. ive. First, the closer a vowel is the Ereat- . L, u r 'r,, ie e- 
tent 
of its F2-tri-nsitior-. And, second, the extent o-f F2-transition is -..,. Iuch 
grea-Iter in tne vicii-rity of t-. -ose fricatuives -.; 7he-e the tongue -plays an 
ac-. ive role in their Prodi-iction than in the vicinity of t--, ose where 
it does not. 
3ot*. Ii the direction and extent of F2-transition do not seem to 
be siý, mificantly Lafluenced by the ý-osition of t'-, e f--i-ca, I tive in the 
word. In gen-ral, the Coarticulatory effects of the Ara'Gic "ricatives 
see-. -, q tuo be as pvwerf, ýl in a. vowel-consonant context as in a consonant- 
vowel one. 
2_. A. 2.4 F-ictors qffecting fricative temDoral -oro-oerties. 
r-'he ýuratio-n of an Araric -ricative -. -aries with -vort position, 
-ooint of articulation of t'na'. fricative. -, -or licin,.,,,,;, nd the -F 
irst, - 
all --'ric---. 
i-ves, t-, e duration of a voiceless fricative is cornsistently 
in fi. -al 7osition in initial poý--ition. Seco, ý-d, the 
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ý-rrtbic voiceless fricat 11 tives bot-i in initial ar-ý-- fi-all --ositions 
co-. ýsisten-', -, ly harve 7-zrealer durations t,. P-n t, -,. et. -. voicea counternarts. 
And, third, the farther back in the Toc,? -l tra. cl, - a frica-,. 
ive is -oroduced 
; reater its duration. 1: 7ýst -p, -eno, fienon., '-. ý, ), -ýrever, rLon-s not 
apply to the voiced fricatives w1nere the opposite is true. 
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THE STOPS 
3.1 Articulratory inechamism of 
- 
stop_. 2rodue-tion. 
There are three phases in the articulation of a stop: (1) the 
shutting phaseq(2) the closure phase. and (3) the opening phase. 
In the shuttino, -phasepthe articulators move to the particular point 
of articulation of the stop. This is followed by the-, closure phase 
where the flow of air is completely interrupted (since there is a 
velic closure as well as the articulatory stricture of complete 
closure) and where pressure is built up. In the final Dhase, i. e., 
the opening phase, the barrier to the air stream is removed rapidly 
thus relaasing the air blocked behind the point of complete closure 
usually in the form of an explosion. During the closure phase V., Le 
vocal cords may, or may not, vibrate: if they do, we have a voiced stop; 
if tI. -ley do not, we have a voiceless stop. 
The movement of the articulators causes changes in the vocil 
cavity size and shape thiis affecting the short-time ene=y spectrum. 
These changes appear on the spectrog-rajis in the form of fom, -tl,, -rt 
transitions. The closure phase, dm the other hand, a-o--, ears on the 
spectrogr, qms as a ý-ap denoting the absence of energy in all bands. 0 
, appears In the case of voiced stops, however, a low band component 
on the snectro5cggraris along t1he baseline below 300 Hz. The sudden 
release of the articulators usually produces a short burst of noise 
which appears on the SDectrograms as a noise component. 
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3.2. The shuttim- phase. 
The role of-tr? msitions. 
The development of the concept of "transition" illustrates well 
the difficulties encol). ntered by researchers i. -- -t1he early days of 
spectro6-raphy. At that time, speech was often -portrayed as &- 
succession of discrete units for the production of which the organs 
of speech assume certain postures for the consonants different from 
those for the vowels. The ra-Did move-rents of the a, ý7ticulators from 
one -p&sture to the other were thought of as no more than the necessary 
Itransitions' between t",, Ie postures that serve to identify the successive 
phonemes. This meant that the corresponding rapid shifts in the 
acoustic output are mere nulls which dilute, or even confuse9the acousic 
message. 
2.1jr-peri-nents with synthetic speech suggested, however, that t.. "ese to -u 
ra---, id changes -rli,, -,. -ht be Ineard as important diistino-iishing characteristics 
of the sound stream, and milght, indeed, serve as a principal cue for the 
perception of speech sounds. 
, he importance of 
formant transitions for the perce-, )tion of 
sreech sounds was established after it was found out that the distinction 
amorij the voiceless stons /p, t/or/k/ and the voiced stops 
/bid or gl 
and the nasal resonants /mqn/oý/j 
/ is a function of the direction and 
extent of F2-transition. 
f indin., --rs At the sa: qe ti-.,, ie týiere were attempts to accombdate the 
of t, -iese ex7-,, --ri ., ents wit I nin 
the classificatory systeas of articulatory 
phonetics. It was thus suggveied, aýion,,,, ot'--, er 
thin tha t F2-trpnsi 'Cion 
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correlates with articulatory place of -Prod,,, ction. It , 7--s not lon. -, ,,, 
in 
fact, before what had been tentatively rru-:, -ested in 1952 (Coo-oerýDelattre, 
Liberma-n, '--, )Orst and Gertsman) was taý, -en as an establ.,:. s.: ied f act in later 
. ýrears. 
The equation of F2-transition w, ith articulato7T place of produc- 
tion P-ssumes that there is a simple one-to-one corresponddnce betiveen 
articulation and sound. Liberman (1957), in fact, points out that 
"to the extent that there is a one-to-one corresDondence between 
articulation and the acoustic resultl, the col-relation of F2-transition 
with articulatory place of production is "neither more nor less than 
we should expect. " 
Unf ortunately, however there is not entirely a one-to-one corres- 
pondence between articulation and the acoustic result. A specific 
articulation may well have af airly constant ef f ect on the spectr= 
of the phone being producedbut this effect need not be unique to tliat 
articulation. Thus, roudding of the lips may always produce a fall in 
the frequency of F2, but such a fall may also result fftm other, entirely 
diiJCferent articulations9the pharynsealization of P, phone, for ex,!: LMDle. 
. 1. In the production o'L the p). aryngealized consona-Tits of Arabic, 
the root of the tongue moves towaxds the phaxyn: g, thus enlaxging the 
volume of the vocal c. avity. As acoustic theory tells us, there are 
two factors that iffect the effective resonance of a cavity - its 
volume and its ppeniný;: the larger the cavity and the smaller 
the 
onenin, 59the lower the note of resonancd: and vice versa. 
The large 
volune of the vocal cavity thus results 
in a fa-11 of the frequency 
of F2, even in the absence of 
lip rounding. 51 
The phenomenon of pharyngealization in Arabic is, in facta good 
example for illus"'kOrating the fallacy of correlatinj, F2-transition 
too readily with articulatory place of production. In the case of 
the non-pharyngealized consonant /d/, F2-transitions of adjacent vowels 
point to a loclis frequency of about 1800 H-.,. In the case of the 
Pharyngealized consonant /I /9by contrast 9F2-transitions of adjacent 
vowels point to a much lower locus frequency at about 1200 Ez. Yet,, 
in spite of this extensive displacement in the direction of F2- 
transition, the fact still : remains that both the pharyngealized and 
the non-phai-yngealized Pair have approximately the same primary place 
of production. 
To sum up, the concept of transition is a useful tool in the 
description and presentation of acoustic data, and there are certainly 
cases where the direction of any one of these transitions matches up 
with an articulatory place of production. The attem. ptghowevergto 
generalize and correlate F2-transition throughout with axticulatorY 
place of production can only harm our understanding of how 
language 
operates. 
Me 
- 
ribe opening phase. 
The role of bursts. 
The role of bursts as a cue for the identification of 
different 
stops has been investigated by many researchers. 
In an experiment 
with natural speech 9 Halle, Hughes and 
RadleY (1957) selected words 
ending in stons that were produced with a 
burst and without vocal 
cord vibration. 
They then gated out and recorded the first 
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20 ras of each stoD burst. The gated sto-p bursts -, 7ere -)recentea 
to a . -, -"--ou-o of listeners with instructions to ji4-d: -. e the. -a as /-: )/, /t/ 
or /", /. The percentage of correct res-ponses by the listeners w, -ýs 
so hiEfn that the ex7erimenters concluded t', Iaat the bursts in 
isolation are identifiable as particular stops. 
The investigat6rs also concluded that the cues that --ia:,: e possible 
the identification of the bursts as different stops must reside in 
the specti-am. Further examination of bursts spectra did, in fact, 
rev! -7ý1 that they have different spectral properties which correlate 
with their differe--, t places of articulation. The differences can be 
stated as follows: 
The postdental stops have either a flat spectrum or one 
in which the higher frequencies (above 4000 Hz) predominate, 
aside from- an energy concentration in the region of 500 Ez. 
The palatal allophones of /k/ and IgI have energy concent- 
ration in the region between 2000 Hz and 4000 Ez, while the E) 
velar allophones have energy concentration at much lower 
requencies. 
., ary concentration of energy 
in The labial stops have a Prin 
the low frequencies (500-1500 Hz). 
The findings of the above experiment illustrate the -, eneral 
expectation that there 
is a one-to-one correspondence between our 
T)erce-otion of sneech sounds and 
the sprctral properties of these 
sounds. Thiý!, howeverqdoes not seem 
the whole case. 83 
In an ex-peri: ient with synthetic sneech, Lib, ý, rma:,, Del attre and 
Cooper (1952) inv, -, stiFated the effect on nerce--)tion of minirial chan, 7es 
in the frequency -)osition of a brief burst of noise presented in 
initial position in the syllaIrle. Bursts at twelve different f requency 
positions were useA, each one paired with seven synthetic vowel so-, -, nC'LS 
to form the test syllables. Thesse 84 syllables were presented in 
random order to a group of subjects who were asked to identify the 
initial ston soimd as /p/, /t/ or /k/. BUrsts at 3000 --7z -7ere 
identified as /t/ before every vowel. In this range the conclusion 
can be drawn that the frequency -position of the burst detemlines how 
it will be hepxdgregpxdless of the con't'jext. Below 3000 Hz, however, 
whether the burst was heard as /p/, /t/ or /k/ de0ended on the com- 
bination of burst plus vowel, not on the burst alone. The bursts which 
yielded /k/ responses varied from a frequency of 2880 THz b-fore /i/ 
to as low af requency as 720 Hz before /u/. The 720 Hz burst was 
heard as /p/ before /a/, as /Ic/ before /u/. The 1440 Hz burst before 
/i/ and /u/ , vp,, s heard as 
/p/gand before /a/ ps /k/. The 2880 Haz 
burst before /i/ was heard as /k/, before /a/ as /t/. 
These results indicate clearly that in the frequency rangre below 
3000 Hz, identification of a stop consonant de: )ends not only on the 
r burst, but on the burst in relation to the vowel -7,, -ich 'Collows 
it. 
The consonar-t-vowel combination is of Prima-1-Y L-quortance 
in the 
perception of these synthetic stops: placinE a 
burst before two 
different vowels chang-s the way in which the bu, -,, st 
is -perceived. 
The assu-, i-, tion t-, pt soeech perce-ý)ti--)n 
depe-, -ids upon relativp 
,: ind not ýn absolute 
values has been stren, --,, 
thened by t'ne results of 
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exýperi--aents with natural sDeech as well. Schatz (195ý11) reco--ded the 
three syllables Is '--i/, /s'--: a/ a-nd /s!,,: u/. '-'-'he seý-Tri I _, ent -7, ý, s 
t1hen cut 
away fro-7ii the vo-Tel in the recorded syllables, and s---)liced bac',, - before 
each of the three seqiýences /id/, /ar/ and /ul/. The three /sk/ 
se.; _-nents, each combined with the three vo,, 7els, yielded a total of nine 
c o-. bi. 1 --, at ions. Five samples were T-ade u--p of each of these combinations 
and the 45 syllables were -: -)-4esented in random order to 20 su-'Jects, who 
-e-re asked to identify the initial clus-ter as /sk/, /sn/ or /st/. 
In the case of those syllables in which the /k/ burst -was combined 
with the vo-el which it originally prdceded, the burst was perceived 
as /k/ in every case. In other combinations however, /k/ was not the 
preferred judgement. The biirst from /ski/ was -perceived as /t/ when 
co-. ýIirjed- vith /a/ and as /p/ when combined with /u/. Tl, -, ie 'bu. -st from 
/ska/ x7as perceived as /p/ when combined with both /i/ and /u/. The 
burst from /sku/ was -perceiv-: ýci as /p/ before /a/ and as both /p/ and 
/k/ before /i/. "These responses indicate, " as Schatz (1954) points 
out, "that the perception of a spoken /1<: /, as /k/ or as some other stop, 
depends very much on the vo-1rel following and not on the 
/ýV Plone. " 
The results of experi-ents both with natural and snthetic speech 
t', -)us indic!?. ted that 4v, -, e context of an initial voiceless sto-ý, 
is an 
im-,, )ortant factor in its perception. F--rthe=ore, 
the "' act that I'axl 
_Istically 
identical stimulus gives the impression of diff erent ac 01 
congonants before different vowels", as 
Brasnahan and ',, al-lberg point 
out (10,370), has the importent implication 
that "there is a lower li. -iit 
to se-7nentation in the acoustic a! 3-, )ect, and 
this liTat is not at the 
level of the discrete speech sound or phone. 
" 
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3-A. The voiced/voiceless distinction. 
T'he discussion presented so far deals only with those cues that 
serve to distin7uiSh among the different classes of sto-:: consonants - 
bilabial, dental, or velar - rather t'. -. an *ith those cues that serve to 
distinguish within the classes. The frequency position of the burst 
snd the direction and extent of F2-transition se--, -ve as cues to dis- 
tinguish/k/, fur instavice, from /d/ and not from /g/. 
Tlae task of lookinar, in the acoustic laý, er for the cues that 
might possibly be used by listeners for distinguishing /d d gl from 
/t t ! c/ has been made relatively easy thanks to the pioneering work 
of various researchers in the f ield of acoustic -ohonetics. An extensive 
study of the literature on the suDject has revealed that the search 
for the cues separatim- dd,,; / from /t L ic/ may concentrate, on: 
1. The presence vs the absence of voicing during the closure ph-se 
(Potter, Kopp and Kopp; 1947); 
2. The relative d-a-ration between the burst and. tne onset of vowel 
resonance (potter, Kopp, and Kopp; 1947); 
The r-lative diAlration of vowel resonance before the closure p.., lase 
(P-, Denes; 1955); 
4. The relative intensity of the burst (Halle, hlughe- s and Radlley; 1957); 
5. Rate and extent of formant transitions 
(Leigh Lisker; 1957); 
6. The relative daration of t1he closure phase 
(Lei. ý; h Lis-ý: er; 1957); 
7. The ex-ILent of Fl-traxisition (Cooper, Delatt, re, Libe: n7,. Cj'n, e2Ad 
Gertsman; 
1952). 
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The -oresence vs. the a: bsence of -, oiciný; J-uriný- the clos,, -, r-! ý --)-. aee. 
SiDectro., -, za-ms -. -iiade of Arabic sto-, os in word-initial posilvi-Dn s',,. o-,. 
t'-., iaT it i, ý -luite easy to se -aratp, /d d gl from /t t k/ on tlae basis 
of a si-mi)le voiced/voiceless onnosition. In this position. /d d ; gr/ a-re Ir --- 
co. -i-pletely voiced, w'hile /t t k/ a-re co-m-Aetely voiceless. 
In other word nositions, however, a zimple voiced/voiceless op'-posiion 
j _qgh 
f -ails to se-paxate . both cate-ories of sto-ý consonants. Thu s, al tý-oj 
it is often the caee that in word-final position /d d g, / are fo,,. -ind 
to be com-pletely or partly voiced while /t t 'A-. / are always co-mpletely 
U A. V04 voiceless, there are cases where /d d El Occur as completely celess 
as 
In intervocalic position, furt'lliermorel the vDiced/voicelesF 
o-position agnin fails to separate /d d gl from 
/t t k/, thouih fDr, 
/t t k/ do so-.,. etines different reason this ti,, ie. It is true tha 
aT)pear on spectrograms with virtually no ); lcDýbtal activitY dv-in, --, - 
the closure -phase. while /d d g/are mar! -, ed by t'he -)resence 
X. of : ýý lo, 7-bane, component durin7 this phase. Yýýtqit 
is too often the CD - 
c-se thalL, v-ýJcin- continues uninterrun-ted fro-i-,, i the preced4ng vowel C5 
gar into the clovire phase of a, follovvriný3 sto-. D, re, - dless of 
its nature, 
for the oppositi )n to o-: )erate,. 
ferable to a si: a, )le voiced/voiceless In shortgacoustic energy re 
o-, D-C)osi+wion cc-in be used quite successfully 
to se-OSrate both c, --, tegories 
of Arabic sto-) c, )nsoxLn*ts 
in word-initial position. In ot-. er j)ositionsq 
however, it fails- 
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, 11.2. Relative diiration between burst and onspt of" vo-, vp,, i reson;? -nce. 
An initia te-m-A was made to gp-- v 1, 
1a -4-- - -)ara-e 
both cateEories of stops 
by usin, 3 the relative duration between the biirst "he onset of 
vo-Tel resonance as -: L ineasure 
in inter,: the spectrograms. 
Howevervit was soon realized that the use of ti-iis --ieasure is not 
possible for two reasons. First, it is often iml, ossible to detect 
a stop burst is distinct from nei,,, -, hbourin, ýý vowel resonance in the 
ease of the voiced stops /d d 9/, or from aspiration in tl. e cýýse of 
.L U J- ! C/ - U Spcondthere someti-ies occur more than one burst both in 
the cýýse of /d d 9/ as well as in the case of /t t k/. The choiee 
X. of one ston burst rather than another would certainly be p-rbitrai- 
a-n, -1 is impossible to justify when the stop burst or click occurs in 
the middle of Vne closure phase. The procedure had, therefo-le, to be 
abandoned and another procedure which ta'-es into consideration only 
the duration of the as-piration phase was used, 
As '-ias already been observed, in word-initi-i. 1 position it is often 
imý)ossible to detect a stop burstu of any sort, and vowel resonance 
.. 
Phase. In this (or aspiration) starts immediately after the closure 
position the vertical striations chp-racteristic of vowel resonance 
g appear to start inmediately af ter the closure phase for 
/d d g/. The 
closure -ohase of /t t k/, on the other hand, iF always separated fro-m 
vowel rc-onwqce by a period of aspiration. The d-ura, 'Iion of this 
aspiration period varies, as expectedtfrom one class of stop consonant 
to the ot'-. er. 1'hus it is aboiit 30 m-s on averrave 4'or the dental and 
-;. " out 45 --is on average for the velar stops. post, ýýental sto-Ds, 3-nd . ý' L 
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The -p-resei-ce vs. the absence of aspiration sepaxates both 
categories of Arabic sto-T) consonants in intervocalic --, osition as 
well. Unex-pectedly, however, in this position it is the dental stoD 
/t/ that has a longer period o'L aspiration than that of /1,, /. C, 
Duration val-, ies --, --'or 
/t/ fall in the rande 45-75 Tns, wi-uh an a:. 7era, 6e 
ve-Ilie of 60 ms, while values for /k/ vary from 70 --is 
to 60 ms, with 
an average value of A5 ms. 
Thes, ý data point out that for Arabic at least as-piration is a 
more power-ful cue than voicing in sepaxatinL,, /d d gl from /t t k/ 
at least in word-init-ial. and intervocalic positions. I-2, hey also 
sul-gest that the differences between bot--. categories of stop 
consonants can be stated simply in terms of an aspirated/unp. --Pirated 
opposition. 
In final position, however, the situation is not so ii. mple. Thus, 
in s-lite of the fact that /t t k/ are often distin4ýýdshed from /d d 
by lon-er periods of aspiration and also by the almost total a1bsence 
of energy in the lower frequencies, ý-, hile /d d gl are characterized by 
shorter periods of aspiration and by the presence of a low-band 
co-mr-. onent along the baseline, both categories may occur unexploded and 
un, --s-jirated. 
T'--. uc, z neither the adoption of an as.. Iirated/unas-oirated contrast 
nor the use of a more aspirated/less aspirated 7rocedl-, re will succeed 
in alequately separatin: 
/d d gl fro-, i /t t 'c/. This however, should 
not mean that the cate. -_-ories are 
not d*. stin. -t fro- each other. It 
mer-ýly -. ieans that the use of a siný--le -i-sure 
fails to so-parate them. 
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L-4-3. Relative crlr!: ýtion of vo7el resonance before Closure --)h-ise. 
Accepted phonetic descriptions of aiL-Jis'-, th ex-eriments a-lonF ; wi 
with naturnl speech (P. Denes; 1955) in-fdcate that the relative 
durations of vomel and final consonant can be used as a cue for 
hearing the final sound as voiced or voiceless. This s,,, -r-sted that 
it miOat also be the case that this f eature 6-perated in Arabic as 
well to separate the voiced stops from their voiceless counter--)arts. 
Ar, experiment was thus made to investigate the presence or 
absence of this cue. 20 words ending 0 in ston .+ vowel + stop were 
used. They consisted of five groirps. Each group contained one of 
the five BE., --ptian Ara: bic lon- vowels, and four words ending in /t, d, c-, C-1 
k, or r,, I. 
Ine investigration revealed that the duration of vowels does not 
va, ry with the voicedness, or voicelessness of the fin, -32 stoD consonant. 
The relative duration of vowel resonance before the closure ]ýhsse is 
not thus an o--, erative cue in the voiced/voiceless distinction in 
Egyptiaxi Arabic - 
3.4.4. 
__ 
The relative intensity of the stoh burst. 
Tenseness and laxness 
In dia, -, rnosinr the phonetic b1sis for listeners' ability to 0 
distinguish between categ-ories of sto-p consoxiants, linF, -uists and 
-ohoneticir-tng have often 
invoked the di-lension of "force of 
-tegory 11-fortis" or "tense" qnd the 
, A_rticulation" 
to c? ll one c 
other I'lenis" Or 
"lax"- 
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By contrast with other phonetic dimensions, such as voicing and 
friction, which are characterized by unambiguous physical correlates, 
the correlates of the tense/lax distinction have always been a subject 
of controversy. Hudgins and Stetson (1935)9for instance, point out 
that "the fundamental differentiation of surd and sonant occlusives 
is the result of vertical movements of the larynx-hyoid unit. The 
larynx begins to move downward at the closing of the sonant- occlusive; 
it may even start slightly in advance of the closure. It continues 
to move downward throughout occlusion ... During the surd occlusion, 
on the other harld, the la'7=-hyoid unit does not move downward. " 
Hardcastle (1973), on the other hand, has found that during the closure 
phase of the tense unas-pirated stops of Korean /P T K/ "the larynx 
is sharply lowered. " 
Statements L7: bout the role of aspiration in implementing the 
opposi-', -. ion of tense and laz stops have also been conflicting. For 
Heffner (1964)vfor instanceg tenseness of a stop is determined by the 
degree of its aspiration. JakobsonqFant and Halle (1952), however, 
. S. state that in Lezgian and Ossete the "feature of aspiration marks the 
lax stops in contradistinction to the tense. " 
In f act, even the status of the tense/lax distinction itself has 
always been somewhat of a controversial issue among linguists and 
nhoneticians. Svreet 
(1906)qJones (1918), Stetson (1951), Jakobson, 
Fant and Halle (19522)Ladefoeed 
(1964), Perkell (1969), Malecot (1970), 
Ejan and Weitzman 
(1970), Mirdcastle (1973) have all claimed that 
tensity is an important I independent differentiating 
feature. Lisker 
and Abramson 
(1964) havegon the other hand, questioned the independent 
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status of the tensity feature and have argued that, for stOP articulation 
, r, -. ý iC- at 1,1-ast, tensity is a redundant featu--e because "no one of the -o. h, ) _,: Ll 
measure s, wh ether physiological or acoustic q that have been pro Posed -. s 
co-r7relatps of the fortis / le--is dimension has been shown ITOT to be 
significantly connected with voicin, - or -?, spiration. 11 
The search for the acoustic correlates of the fortis/lenis 
di-nension is, in fact, often ham-oered due to the fact that investigators 
have not been paxtic-ularly explicit in their treatment of force of 
a-rticulation. Heffner (1964), as aentioned Previou sly, seems to link, 
wrorij-1y, tenseriess with aspiration. For him, the deEree of energy with 
which a stop is uttered seems to be proportional to the duration of 
its as-piration. Aridd, as the following quotation -makes clear, the acoustic 
correlates of tensity during the release phase are to be looked for in v- 
the as--iration rather than in the explosion of the stop: 
"The precise nature of the movements made to release a stop 
consonant de-oends also (a) on the rositions of the organs during CD 
-Dositions to wl-. the hold, and (b) the hich they next move. But 
-he furth-r factor of the there is, in the case of the release, t 
dyna, 7iic np-tu---e of these movements. If they are im-ptlsive, or 
sudaden, the rush of the air out of 
(pressure stops), or into 
(siaction stops) the sto-pped caxity may be vigorous anA -puff- 
-ps this -puf f may readily lil-, e. In the c-se of the pressure sto 
., 
s wh become the distinctive mark of the stop. Sto-O lich have it 
are called a, s--ý)ir,, itedqsto-ps which lacý-- 
it are called un, -sp-irated 
stoDs* Evidently the deý3ree of ener6-y 
displayed by these puffs 
depends upon the degree of cori: ýression or rarefaction achieved 
durinj the occlusion. On the basis of s,, ých di-t-ferel-ýces 
in 
ener, -,, -,,, r we describe so. -e stops as strong 
or fortis, others as 
wea?, or lenis. Anen nec ess2-ry, stron -Ply as, )irated stons 
may be 
written by atý-: ding h to the symbol, 
thus ph th while -Neakly 
4. be -, r-, itten n t' s-uo-. Ds may 
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ua--, ob-3on92-? -nt and Halle (191-/, 2)gon the ot' er han-, state clearly 
tl k, ial - the search for the acoustic cues disti_ngui-, hing between fortis 
and lenis sto-ps sl: --oul-, i concentrate on the ex-plosion and -not on the 
as-pirat on of the stop since 11 In consonants, tenseness i. s maniffested 
-)rimarily by the lenCth of their sounding period, and in sto-ps, in 
addition, by the greater strength of the explosion. " Li-I-e-rise, 
Lisker and Abrrviison (1964) indicate that listeners' judgment of 
articulator: ý force "depends directly on the addible fea-'ý, -,. ires of 
closure duration and the louch: ess- of the stop ex-plosion. " 
Pike (1943) also agrees that "Fortis movement of an initiator 
tenclis to makle relatively loud sounds, antda. brings acousitic judgments 0 
to bear on the fortis nature off sounds. " Pike, however, ma'., --es the 
i-,., i--ortan-, ', observation that although fortis articul-p, t--', on results in 
relatively loud sounds, relative 1widness is not necessarily the 
result of fortis articulation. "Thus, " he writes, "the hissin.. -ý of 
s is loud, but not fortis, in comparison with z ; the ling-ual 
s -rict-Lii-es see-! -, i to be the sane (hence neither fortis nor lenis), but 'I 
the noisrý of the hissing of the s is louder beca:, ise it has a 
I re (the -o, --rtial Elottall stronger air strean. atu the lingual strictuý CD 
closi-i. re for voicinj reduces the strength of the air stream for z C> 
rem. ar- that tt is not j stified to speak in 
terms of 
ten-sene3s and lagness when differences in the s-r)ectra of a 
ho-morganic 
-Onir of consonants ? -re 
due to the --, resence or absence of vocal fold 
vlb-stions contradicts th- st, 7ttements of ot', -er writers 
('ýýalecot, 1966; 
.f: lenis consonants --, -re 
lenis precisely 1069) who o'-serve tnal 
-. estellt / 
bec-lu3e of the reduction in the rate of air 
flow from below the glottis 
t- of the less frequent -puffs of air. 
9.3 
, 7hich 
is the result 
It is true that alecot (1966 1ýi i-, --ýJcat-s t' at actual voicing 
is a disnensable diTL Yet his s-1-- 'f erentiatinz f eature. Llate7ent that 
, lottal adduction. for t'-, -ke voiced consonants -und abduction 'For their 
voiceless cognates constitute t-*'-ie fundamental class differencelf 
seeris to ! us-lify Liskp-- anid Abna-mson's obse=. ration that "týae ensemble 
ol acoustic f eatures t'at are used ?. s evidence for a --'i--., e-qsion of 
articulato- -y f orme may be Y)lqusibly ýý. rouped together without any 
need for nositin.: r an independent dimension, " and may instead be 
associa-ted with "differences i1i t.,, ie position and activity, of the 
, 7, -lottis during the various phases of stoz production". (1964). 
It was Precisely t*-Jis conclUSiO. -L which led Lisker and Abramson 
to corabine voicin,,: - ar-. d as-Diration into one )ara; -aeter which t'--, ey called kLl ---u 
voice-onset tirle (VOT) which ref ers Ito the tem-por, -, -I relation between 
the release of the slý-10-0 occlusion and the onset Of glottal. pulsing. 
Lisker a, -id Abramson (1971) went on to claim that VOT is "the sing-le 
most effective measure whereby homorgranic stop catecories in lanSuages 
5-en-erally may be distinguished -physically and perceptually.. 
" 
"Tardcast-le (1973) however, has pointed out that recent studies 
on the -production and perception of stoDs have thrown so7ie doubt as 
to the -, rimacy of VOT as a category differentiatinp, feature, and 'nave 
given additional evidence ',. -, o the -Dresence of tensity as anothier 
irroortant f eatu-e in the nroduction and percention of stop-S. 
Hardc, ýstje -noinlus out that VOT cannot 
be the major discrimi-nating, ' 0 
c, ie between sto-) categories 
for two reasons. Firs-I., VOI vrdl, ies 
teristic of different Korean stons have boen renorted to overlan 
by 
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Kiri (1965) and by -`--an and Weitzman (19,70). Second, in ex-peri7ent 
and '. Veitzmaxi (1970) where subjects were as! ý: ed to idmtify 
stimuli which were made by cut-tin- oýf'f portions of, the asnirated 
part of a heavily as-pirated tense stop, subjects did- not -)erceive 
an-unaspirate, ', tense tto-p even ,, vhen the VOT was reduced to less than 
10 Ms. 
Hardcr,, stle then states that "If VOT the major discriminating 
cue between the three ty-pes of' stops one would expect judgments to 
,, -o in the direction of the unaspirated stops. " He joes on to say 
that in view of these findings "It seems reasonable to s-peculate 
t'nerefore that there is another differentiatin, T- feature, tensity, 
present in the -iroduction of these stons that -may also have some 
relevance as a perceptual cue. " 
Hardcastle's conslusion that tensity Jrelevance as a perceptual 
cue since listeners wou-'Ld not confuse between heavily aspirated and 
unas-. cirated stops of Korean is impossible to justify. Han and Weitzman's 
ex-peri-ients have shoim- that a reduction in VOT values turns the heavily 
am-Dirated 'tense' stops into slightly aspirated 'lax' stops. The 
fact that no matter how much further VOT values are reduced the heavily 
-ensel stops 'tense' sto-T)s 7ould not turn into unas-pirated 
does not mean. however, that tensity has any relevance as a perceptual 
cue. Both stops are, after all, tense. 
B. Duration ,. n-- intensity of stoD exnlosion. 
In our discussion of týie ten! 7e/lax distinction in stop consonants 
I 
we hnve seen now most writers regard 
the loudness of the stop ex-plosion 
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ý' ý 1, 
of tenseness. 'IVe have also seen '----a' tnere -, -re -, any good 
r, -fýasons to sus-, ýect whether tensit is a really independent catel--, -or7, r 
differentiating feature. The investi, ý--rý. tion into the -, 70le of lo-. dness 
fis a ptual cue in disti, , j,? rc e- , -uishi-ng between differimt ca'6eýTories of 
sto-1 consonints which is tI. -, e -primaxy- concern of this section, does not, 
ther'-! T ore, assume that loudness underlies a tense/l, -x distincTion. 
me-rely attempts to loolc into the role it raijnt -p1p, y in s-)e,?! -, --rs' 
identification of stop consonants. 
The oercer. tual dimension of loudness depends -)ri. -qar-4ly -., -,. pon 
in ens ty. Ho-. 7ever, it is 'aiown from. Bekesy's experiments (1960) 
that the sensation of loudness is not independent oil the du: raL.. ion 
of the sound pe,, rceived. With the increase of duration the loudness 
of th-? sou. nd perceived rises. 
We should note, furtherTnore, that the relation lhý, I, wee-n 
it 
and intensity is furth--r complicated by the fact thiat the sensitivity 
of the eax to differences in intensity differs a , Teat 
deal in the 
d -I--erent frequency re,,, 7-ions. The ear is most sensitilre to freai-iencies iý I 
between 1000 and 6000 Hz. 7ithin this ra-nge we can perceive tones 5 
_, 
her which ha. -e relatively little intens, t Tones of lower and hig 
frequenci,? s 9 ho,, vwver, need to be off much g-eater 
intensit-,. - to be 
, )erceived. This relation between frequency and izitensity does not 
concern us--here since there are no frequency dif,. erences between 
a pair of homorgpnic stO-Os- 
In the examination o'L the duration of stop explosion, we were 
lookin-r- for ccnfirmation of two bpsic assum7tions: 
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-a t, 
First, t' 'w --. e duration of the ex-, -)losion iiecreases in tlcie 
order vel, -3-r - d; -, -ntRl > Af 
2.91econd, -ý--nat t'lae dur, --L+Uior, of the explosion of voiceless sto-Ds 
is lons--er than t-, -at of týieir voiced counterparts. 
First, differences in the duration of the ex-plosion in relation 
to the pI-ace of articulation are expected for two reasons. First, 
we cnn soeculate that "the bul,: of the toný5-ue celannot riove 7ýs O. Uic! 1-1.1, L) 
as the ti-o or the lips" (Jorgensen, 1954). Second, these differences 
are P. -ý-. qdn ex-jected due to the fact that the volume of the sup-rag-lottal 
cavity behind the point of constriction for the velar stop is smaller 
than behind the constriction for tl.,., Le dental or bilabial sto--, s, so the 
pressure there at the beginnine,; of the release phase will be relatively 
greater. rJ-lhls means thatgother things bein, ý; equal9the tirae taRcen to 
achieve the ýpressure stabilisation in the supratgrlottal cavitT would be 
lomýer in the Cý: Lse of the velar stop than the dental or bilabial ones. 
Second, the exnected difference between the di-iration of the 
ex-olosion of voiceless stops ard that of their voiced oounter,, -), -xts 
rests on the fact tlo-at the smpraglottal pressure behind the -, oo; j-nt of 
constriction is -, --eater in the case of the voiceless stons. Thi s 
could ',, e the result either oL' smaller C,;, vitY vol'u-me, or absence of 
resistance to air flow at the -lottis. Once a-ain, the -'i; -ie t, --L,,: en to 
P-chivve -oressure stabilisation in the supraglottal cavity would be 
lon--, er in the case of a voiceles, 7 sto-p than in the cp, se of P, voiced one. 
, klt'rlol,, -, 
h the ta: 3k of --ieass-, iriný3 the duration of the sto, ) ex-olosion 
-7,,, 1 _Lvely e, -ý, sy 
due to the fact tnat it , lips 1ý! -iited to the -s --mue 
relatJ u 
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ex, aminatior. of stops in initial Position only9we have met various 
problems. Firattit is not uncommon to find stops for which acoustic 
evidencd of their explosion cannot be detected with any certainty. 
Second, it was not possible to measure the duration of the ex-plosion 
consistently at one single frequency. This was the result of the 
fact that formants of following vowels in the cC-: -se of the voiced 
stopsgand concentrations of energy during the as- piration phase in 
the case of the voiceless stops, have various frequency regions. 
Taking into consideration the fact that it is not possible to detect 
any stop explosion in the vicinit. -.., - of these regions of energy 
concentration, the measurement of the duration of the explosion has 
to be applied to a different frequency position in the case of 
dif ferent environments. 
-Dreliminary analysis of stop explosions revealed that for all 
stop consonants the explosion lasts normally for the duration of a 
sin, ple pulse (Istriat-ii-on') at the onset of a periodic wavefon. l., that 
is, approxi--latelY 5 ms, except in the case of the DharynEealized stops 
and where it usually lasts slightly less than 10 ms. 
The exceedingly short duration characteristic of stop explosions 
did not allow us9however, to quantify more precisely the duration 
values characteristic of different categories of stop consonants. 
Neither was it possible to find the expected differences between the 
stop explosions of voiced and voiceless stons, or those 
between different 
places of articulation. 98 
It 7? -is, therefore, decided to use ýj 14 ,, e, -- a, 1. 
--"e: rent tec of ---. -ysis 
which co-, ld enable us to --ieasure 7ore precisely t4he duratticn of the 
sto-) ex-olosion. Accordin, - -to t"is tecinnirlue 0-0-ps were reco. --d'ed at -) u -- -u- 
ss )eed of 1 15 in/s and pl--yed bp-c'k at V. - in/s. 
easur--ment of duration of sto-o ex-plosJons was undoubtedly made 
quite easy throuC-; 'ý -V -his technique, since the recluced s-; eed --ade the 
d-urstion ax-pear t, -, ice as long as 'whe re-al dural-lion. It foc, lssed 
ýýtt ent, ion, however, on a problem of a f-a--4, -Taýýental sort. 'Ilhat. 
is the acoustic cofrelate of a sto-o burst ? 
, Ve 7:, Iav decide that the acoustic correlate of a sto-; D burst is that 
-period characterized by high intensity s-pread a. -aong the frequencies. v- %/ - 
Alternatively, we -ray decide that a sto-ý burst appecars on sDectrograms 
,,, rle s-pike of 
hiSh intensity. in the f orm of a sinc 
Apaxt from the fact that the latter dec-isi n is an arbitrary 
one, it is ilso hijhly iinjustifiable for there is no reason why we 
should limit the explosion to only one noise spike while s-pec-'Lrograms 
(es7)ecially of /k/) show regularly more than one. Fýarther-qore, its 
ado-otion in the measurement of ex-plosion duration 
is useless, since 
thp dl-irýýtion of the noise spike is the sp-7ie for all stops - about 
4 i'ils- 
was in view of these fact, -7 that we 
decided to regard the 
-o,, ýriod, r, -: --ther 
than the s-oike, of hi,, ý, -h intensi-i-y spread arlong 
the 
freauencieg ,: ýs the aconstic correlate of sto. ) 
burst. The adol,, tion 
of tý,. is nrocedlire did not, 
ho7ever, put 2n end to our probl-ms. In 
fa, --, it rise to so"le of 
its 07m. For inst-arce, in termq of such 
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k, - tl ýln -na-lY, ^7is it "'u-r-S out that Ilere are no duration differences 
between the ex-plosions o--f the voiced stops and their voiceless 
count er-parts, o-- between the -oharynigealized 2nd non-nhazync. -e--lized 
men, jers of a. hoýnorZr-anic pair of stop co-iso---, --nts. In fact, all sto_ -L ps 
turn out to have an ex-plosion ", 7ith an avera; ge duration of about 5 ms, 
vvit'. 1. t'ne exception of /k/ whose e%Dlosion har, a duration oý cao C 'out 10 
ris on avera, ý_,, e. 
These results are, to spay the len, st, unex-pected. One ad-ýranta, ---e 
7' t at came out of -pla, % in, -,, back the sto-p recordimss a-t. a lo--, 7er s-. eed 
was, .. o-, vever, that this brougb. -ý out intemýity differences betWeer. the 
ex-plosions of voiced sto-ps ý-nd th. ose of their voiceless co-linternarts. 
acplo! ýions of the voiceless ston consonants /t t/ taýke the lorm of 
a colmnn havin, -i- a duration of about 5 ms. ExDlosions of the voiced 
s,, op consonants /d J/, on --peax in the f orm of two Uhe other hand, a-T) 
(each lasti. -. i, -:, 
) separated by a period o" little or ,- about 1 ms -1 
no ener,, -, y that has a 
duraltdon o. -if" about 3 ins- In the cýise of the 
velar stops, however, there is no difference between t'ne ex-olos4on 
s-. oect, ra of a voiced sto-p and a voiceless one. In eý-ch case, 
/k/ or 
aý. ppears in the f o=i of threne sl)ikes or clicks. 
113-pectroý; rn: ls of Arp. bic stoDs do, indeed, consistently show triat 
the explosion of a voiceless stop is more. intense than that of a 
voiced one. This is un(ý-oubtedly due to t'ý-ýe -reater pressure 
build-u-o 
be'Iiink--'- týie -, ýoint of cons tric -. ion in the c-Ise of ,, - voiceless sto-J. 
Of the difference -Týis not, ho--'ever, oossi cle. 100 
To 1-iogthe investigation 4nto tl-ý, e aconstic cn-n-r-acte-ri -tics 
Of sto-O ex-ýlosions in Arabic has fp-iled to reveal the ex-Dected. 
differences in ston nxplosions due to differý? nt modes of 
articulý-,. tion. Differences in relýýLtive intensity, howeVer, were 
observ--d; the voiceless sto7s bein, -ý- Ch-2xacteri--7e-1,. by. explosions of 
hi, -7her intensity than their voiced counter-parts. Taki-i 7, into account 
the fact that stop explosions do not nor., np. -lly 
lr-itst -, nore than 10 ms, 
we may conclude that the role they play as plerce-ptual cues in the 
voiced/voiceless distinction of Ar, -allic stors is a minor one. 
3.4-5. Relative duration of the closure phase. 
Týýxiations in the exten of closure duration - That is, the time 
interval between the termination of the vo7, el-formaýat transitions 
-preceding the stop and the on-set of thle transition to the followlinE 
vowr-1 - have been shown (Leigh Lisker, 1957) to be relevant, in the 
voiced/voiceless distinction within the stop consonants in English. 
While it -7as reco,, -rnized at the outs-t that this difference 
could not possibly turn out to be of major cue value in more that 
a restricted number of enviromments, it ap7eared none the less worth 
while to try to determine whether or not it has cue value in the 
case of Arabic sto-j consonants as well. 
Inspection of spertrograms of Arabic stop consonants in post- 
I. stressed intervocalic position has revealeýý 
that closurq d-.: rations 
for p --ll 
in the 70-75 ms r, ý? -nseepvrit- an avera6e value of 
70 msq ,/ f-q 
- 
/t/ vary from 55 to 105 ms. wit" 
sn ivcrage vnlue while , rýilues 
fo c) 
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of 85 ms. Closure d, -, rations for the velax sto-ps, on the other hand, 
fall in the 45-90 ms ran,: -e for /g/, with an averaze value of abo-,. -, t 75 0 
ms, while /k/ has values that varY from 70 to 85 ms, with an average 
value of about 8.0 ms. 
These data thus indicate that the clow. ire duration values of 
the voiceless stop consonants in Arabic are, on average, longer than 
those of their voiced counterparts. However, the observed overlap in 
the values Of closure duration throws some do-abt as to the primacy 
of this cue in the voiced/voiceless distinction in Arabic stop 
consonants. It is obvious. none the less, that the perceptual value 
of this cue can only be determined by testing listeners' responses 
to differences in closure durations of the sort reported. 
3.4.6. 'Extent of Fl-transition. 
In the early days of speech analysis, the interpretation of 
consonant-vowel transitions waslas Cooper, Delattre, Liberman and 
Gertsman (1952) put it, "a major problem. " It was not clear at the 
time whether these transitions were, as the name inplies, no more than 
the necessary transitions between the sounds that serve to identify 
si-iccessive phonemes andlas such9mere nUllS Which 
dilute the acoustic 
message, or whether they serve as a principal acoi, stic cue 
for the 
perception of the consonant-vowel combination. 
In an attem-ot to ex-plore the f-=ction of 
these transitionsg 
Cooper, Delattre, Liberman and Gertsmpn 
(1952) prepared two series of 
syn-thet C spectrograms of 
trans i tion-plu s-vowel, then converted these 
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spectrograms into sound and played the recordings to a group of 
listeners. In the first se--ies F1 had a considerable negative 
transition, while in the second it had a slight negat '-ive transition. 
rfhe agreement among the listeners was, in genera. 1, sufficient to allow 
the investigators to re-port that "the transitions of the first formant 
appear to contribute to voicing of the stop consonants. " 
Later experimentation. with bynthetic OU speech was also soon to 
su, ngest, a correlation between Fl negative transition and voicing of 
sto-o consonants. The experiments of Del attre, Liberman and Cooper 
(1955)tfo: r instancepshowed that a strong voiced stop could be produced 
only by starting F1 very low on the frequency scale. 
The voiced/voiceless distinction within the stop consonants 
thus began to be attribiated to variations in the extent of Fl- 
transition. Harris, Hoffman, Liberman, Del attre, and Cooper (1958) 
and Howaxd Foffman (1968), for instance, sl]-gested that the primary 
-ion of F1 negative transition is to mark the class of voiced func 1. 
stolDs. 
Such an assertion needs, however, to be qualified -in tý,. ro main 
aspects. The first concerns the fact that negentive Fl-transition 
is not the acoustic correlate of voicing. The seaond, on the other 
hand, concerns the Derceptua2 importance of negative Fl-transition 
relative to the delay in its onset time. 
First, Fisch er-jo*rrýensen's analysis (1954) of the acoustic 
proT)e: rties of Danish stops 
has revealed that while negative Fl- 
T03 
4- 
, r,,; --sa. --ion is ciaaracteristic of Danisn /b, d -na . ne-, a Jve 
tr--, nsiý, -ion carmot be t-ne --ar'ý: er for tu-ne class ot 
voiced 
stons for 
the si-. -i--)le reason that Danish /b, d and are as voiceless as their 
Danish coi. interiparts /pIt and I: /. 
Fischer-Jorcv, -enselyl then accounted for the negative Fl-tramsition 
by -)ointinE out, fir a stqth, jt the ',, ei-, "-It of F1 is closely reln. ted to the 
de -ree of oneningo- of the vocal tract at the li-: ýs (that ýi is, ver-l-ical 
displace-'ent of the jaw) axid, second, -that t'c-, e distance between the 
explosion of /bqd and gl and the be-crinnin,,,, r f the vowel is s-lort. C) ,0 
Triese two factors together result in lo-,!.! erinp., the frenuency of P11 
since the maximu-m openinc'; is not reached until after the eginnin, - 
of the followiný, - vo-, -el. In the ca. se of /7, --: -/ -. r contrast, ,t and 
there is sli--ficient time during the as-piration phase for the onening 
movern-ent to be com-pleted before the vawel. 
Jo-rF-ensenls ex-L. Janation of the -ohysiolo, -zic, --nl correlate of Fl- 
thus revel:: 113 that what w,,, i, s tpken to be the acousticr-,. l 
correlate of voicin-, is, in fact, the acousticn-1 correlate of an 
fferen't p -eature, that is, as-Aration. entirel-, - di L -xticulatory .1 
Second, there are reasons to believe that the distinction has 
'- ing more to do with the starting time of Fl than -ith the st-? r. CD 
frequenCY. Of Fl- In an ex-peri: aent wit'ýn synthetic sjDeechqLibe, _r-aan, 
-red synthetic s-ecl'roF-5ra7, s Of 
the ttre, and Cooper (1958) prepp Delp V 
L voiced sto-,, ) consonant's 
/bqd Fýnd gl. These 7vere altered, first bY 
voic--e b---r -and then throu, -'. 'l successive cutb,, c---s of Fl. re.,, O. vir, -r 
t'ý, 
They were then converted into sound -nd -resented 
to 'isteners for 
1-04 
iiid--ent /b, d or ---, 
/ or ,, 
I-ot or k/. 
Listeners' resn-onses indicnIted clearly tlp l cutbac'.. 
effectively convartsed the voiced stops into vý-jiceless ones. 7h e 
I-: ) CL 
i-westi--ators thus conclu-ed tý-, at "the -r)resence or absence of a, 
Icutback' in the first for-mant Is a sufficient cuegand verT li-, ely 
-1-n L-aportant onegin distin. -ý), - -ishing voiced P-nd voiceless stops in 
initiiI position. " 
It w. -s also obvious, as tul, "le experin-lenters pointed out, that 
cut+. i--. -, back the beginniný7, of Fl-transition raeans, in actuRl fPc-ýv 
not or-1,, raisin., -., T-1 staxting point but . 
1so delayin- "the time a-lu- 
w,, lich it begins relative to the other two forr-m-nts. ', There was thus 
an obvious need to investig-ate -the problem further in order to 
determi. ne the role of each of these two variables in the effects 
described. The authors, therefore, carried out a number of ex-)e-riments 
where they found thatapart from certain coL-qbinations of stop and 
back vowel, Ooth the startim, ý frequency of Fl and its onset ti--, ie are 
im-oortant for the distinction. As they -out it, "a risin, - first formant 
is -- cue for t1he class of voiced stops, ýmc- a time delýrfr in the first 
--., i thou t the risiný5- t: --, -r, -dtion, 
is a cue f02, tne voiceless sto-ps. " 
Later ex-periments . vith synthetic spe(--c'f-, 
ho,,, ever, su-ý-.. cp-st the 
overdominance of the onset time of Fl as a perceptual cue in the 
voiced/voiceless distinction. Stevens -ind Klatt ('1974) have found 
-L L that lic; teneemns di' fer in their resnonse to differencea in the s-, ectra 
of s-rrthetic StO'P consonant - pl'us - vow-el syllaý,, les. "Some listeners, " 
t,,, ev , vritetll-ssi. -ý-n more weight 
to the absolute ITOT, WhereaS ot'ners 
will not acdept a stimulus with an z-oprecial-le transition at 
the 
of voicin, ý- as a VOiceless consonant reý, =dless of the VOT. " 
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It is9therefo-z'e, signnificant that Of the five lis-eners "ested it 
was Only for one that the boundary between voiced and voiceless 
"responses occurred at a fixed tiýre relative to corvoleti,, -)ii of t'-'Ie 
formant transitions, whil e for other listeners the "-, oundary tended 
to be at a nearly fixed time relative to plosive release. " 
3.5. The acoustic analysis of the Arabic 'stoT)s. 
This section reports the results of the investigation into the 
spectral and tem-poral characteristics of the Arabic sto-ps. The plan 
of study involved the analysis of each stop in both initial and final 
positions. In each position the effect of the stop on the second 
formant transitions of the adjacent vowel is investigated. 
The effect Of DOsition on the spectra of the Arabic stops. 
In reportingý- the results of the study of the effect of position 
on the s-pectra of the Arabic stops, this section will deal with the 
voiced stons se-parately from, the voiceless ones. Such a division on 
the basis of the voiced/voiceless contrast is, indeed, a reflection oL 
the fact that the effect of position on the spectra of the. Arabic 
stops is dependent on whethergor not, these are voiced. 
Since the 
-,. 
Iottal stop does not fit into a fra: -, lework based on 
this distinctionva special sub-section has been allocated to deal 
with the effect Of Position on its spectrum. A 
further sub-section 
io6 
has also been allocated to the treatment off two idiosyncratic properties 
of the velar/palatal nair 
The voiced stops. 
Both in initial and final pasitions, the krabic voiced stors 
appear on the spectrograms as gan lk. es of high inten- ,s 
followed by spi 
sity noise. The presence or absence of aspiration and/or voicing in 
the spectrum of a voiced stop is, howevp-rg determined by its -. position 
in the word. In initial position, t'rius, the spike is immediately 
followed by vowel resonances without an intervenin. 7 period of noise. ýD 
In final positiongby contrast, the spike is followed by a period of 
noise of considerable duration. 
The dist: ri---ution of acous4vic enert-5y durinp, this period of noise 
followin, o-,, the snike in initial position is such that althoug., h it 
a-o, oears randomly diffused, it is, in:. fact, more concentrated, and intense, 
in those regions close to the formants of t'-, -ie precedin---r vowel. n 
The Arabic voiced stops in initial position are fu--ther charac- 
terized by a low-band com? onent which appears along the baseline at 
a. bout 200 Hz for 
/d/ and /I /, and 250 Hz for 
/b/ and In f inal 
13osition, by contrast, this component 
is often absent eit'-, Ler partly or 
wholly. 
_The 
vOiceless sto-, )s. 
Unlike the Ara'ýIic voiced s+vops, the Arabic voiceless stons 1- 07 
app, -, ý.,; r on the specturogrrains, in both initial and fi-nal positions as 
-ýý-os f ollo,,, ved by spikes of luý b1 an!,: 
.,., 
i intensity noise. 
Unlike them again, the spectra of the Arabic voiceless stops 
axe always characterized by a jeriod of noise following the spike 
in both initial and final positions. 
Similar to the vOiced stops, however, the distribution of scoustic 
energy during the period of noise f ýDllowin--- the spike is such that 
although it ap-pears randomly diffused, it is, in fact9more concentrated, 
a, nd intense, in those re4-ýrions close to the -for-iiants of 
the -preceding 
(and, in this case,, also the following) vowel. 0 
Thus, by contrast with the Araý-, ic voiced stops, the -oosi-tion of 
the Arabic voiceless stop in the word does not affect its s--ectru-m. 
3.5-1-30 The glott--d StO'O- 
A separate -, reatment of the glottal stop is warranted 
by the 
fact that within a fra: nework- b. ased on the voiced/voiceless contrast 
the ý! I-lottal stop 
is the odd one out since it is neither voiced nor 
voiceless. It is further justified by the 
fact that the Pattern of 
behaviour of the glottai stop neither conforms to that of 
the voiced 
sto-s nor to thit of the voiceless ones. 
Like all the krabic voiceless stops, 
the glottal sto-P aPPears 
on t1he 9-oectroi,, "r"- s as a 
bl,, -nk gap 
followed by a spike of ; li,,, rh 
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intensity noise. 7, nlike ttlem, however, its soike in initial Dosition 
is followed immediately by vowel resonpnces -, vit-nout an intervenin-_ 
period of noise. In final position, the s' . 
ike is followed, si-milpr to 
all the other Arabic stops, by a. period of noise. 
Thusvsi--7ilar to the 'voiced stops, the nresence or abs-nce of 
nspiration in tre spectrum of the r ,, lottal sto-O is deter-. ined by its 
T)osition in the word. 
3.5.1.4. The velar/nalatal pair /k, g/. 
The homorganic pair of /k/ and IgI have been singled out f or 1 Z. 3 
se-piTate treatment in this sub-section for two minorthough somewhat 
interesting, properties of their own. 
Firstly. the s-Pectra of IgI differ from those for any other Arabic 
voiced stoD in that they appear on the s-pectro,, --r, -Lns, -in both 
initial 
and final loositions, as followed by spikes of high intensity noise 
and then a -oeriod of noise. 
Unlike the s-ectra of any other Arabic voiced stop, the s-pectra 
of /g/ alone are thus characteriz-d by the presence of - perior, of 
noise following the spike in initial position. Thus, by contrast with 
the other Arabic voiced stops, t',, ie position of 
IgI in the word has no 
effect on -lu-he nresence or absence of 
its aspiration. 
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-9econdlygand more importintlythe distribution of ener,, -:: -,, con-cen- 
trations during- t, -ie burst phase /g(OP/ is, unli-ke _or 
both the /! ý: / 7! n.. 
that for P. -, Iy other Rton, different in initial position from what i- is 
in final position. 
I-Tention has already been made of t'-! e - .1 -period ract t-, P-t the - 
of noise followin- the spike, acoustic ener; ýy is distributed in succh 
a wzay that although it avpears randomly diffused among all the frequen- 
cies, it is -more concentrated tlose to the regions of the adjacent 
vewel IL ý'orm. a. nts. 74ore particularly, the -major concentrations of ener., -, y 
durin,, -- this phase are located close to the frequency position of the 
second formant of the adjacent vowel. V 
In the cise of /k/ and /g/lhowevert this is only true rhen they 
occur in initial position. In fina. 1 position, by contrast, t"I'ds close 
relationship between the frequency position off the major energy 
concentration in the burst Dhase and that of the second formant no 
lonEer holds. 
For word-initial /1-, -. /, for instance, acoustic energ-,, is mainly 
concentrated at about 2950 Hz for /i: /, 2650 Hz for /e: 
/12250 Hz for 
/a: /, Jloo ITz for /o: /, and 700 -Tlz 
for /u: /. For word-final /k/, by 
contrast 9 acoustic enerýqry 
is concentrated around 2AOO Hz for both 
/i: / and /e: /91900 -Hz for 
/a: /, and 1500 iiz for both /o: / and /u: /. 
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: 5.2. Phe effect of the P-d_, j_acent vo-mel on thp- s-)ectra of the Irnhin 
sto-Ds. 
lp-a-rt frorn the fact tha. t the frequency -. -jositions of encrý7 
concentrations --mring the aspiratio-in n-hase are larý:, -ly determined ýD'- 
by the frequency positions of the fo=P-nts of the adjacent vowel, 
the natu-re of týie q., li-acent vmvel does not see-m to -Olaýy am im-portant 
Dart in determining the s'pectrum. of an imme, --liately a,., 7jabent stop. 
In the case of /k/ and /g/, hovvevervthe nature of the adjacent 
vowel does effect a major change in their spectra. Thus, iwhile the It - 
/k/ and Ag/ are realized as -Palatal sto-ps with loci around 2200 Hz 
in the vicinity of the front vowels, they are realized as velar stops 
*ith loci around 1000 Hz in the vicinity of the back vowels. 
3.5-3. Duration. 
'T%is section deals with the duration of the closure -phase anj 
the aspiration phase of the Axabic stops in both initial -and final 
DOsitions. Data on the duration of the closure -ohase of the Arabic 
voiceless stops are not, however, included. This is due to the fact 
that it is not feasible to study by spectro, ---raphic means the duration 
of the closure -jhase of a. volceless stop in absolute initial position 
since there is no way of determining where it starts. 
Fig"-2re 3-1 Dresents, therefore, the duration Values only for the 
. 
kr-ibic voiced st)ps in initial 'Position. The toD values re-present 
M4 -ru. rations, and A- ra du. ,n durations9the 
bottom values represent ni,. U- 
fil 
the d-ishes r 
A. 
avera, ý-., ratio-ns. -, presenu 7-- duz 
the fi, ýýlre shows, tlne ran, 
_--'e 
O-L: variation is widest in the case 
of the bilabial stoo, narr-oviest in the case of the velpr/--,, q-latal stop, 
'i the dental ý,, nF post-dental stops occu-o 7niddle range. Fig. yini_ý 
3.1 thus su. --, -ýý7ests that the farther bac',, in the vocal tract a stop is 
nroduced. th. -- narrower the range of vaxiation of the duration o, its 
closure phase. 
Pigure 3.2 presents the duration values for t-ne closure -ohase 
of the Arabic stops in final position. 7n-ý? fig-ure shows that the 
du--r, a+, ion of an Alrabic stop varies as a function of bo-lv-h v-ýicing and 
: -oint off articulation. 
Thus, the clowire phase of a voiced stop is, on avera-Ze, 6-reater 
tha-n that of a voiceless one. The difference is not exclusive except 
in the case of the alveolar priar /t1d/. In the other cases, by cont-ast, 
there is a considerable de, -7, -ree of overlap-ping. 
For '-,, )otn t,,, e voiced ---nd voiceless stops, howeve-Ithe + arther back 
in the voc!,, l tract they axe -)roduced, the greater the duration oL - their 
closure p-hase. This tendenc, v is, as the fi6-ure makeo clear, -Puch more 
-pronounced in the c,?. se of t-, e voiceless stops than in the case of the 
voiced ones. 
Fi, -, ire 3.3 compares the auration values for the Arabic voiced 
stons in final -position (solid lines) -ith t', iose in initial nosi-tion 
(broken lines). As the fi. -, ure clearl,,; r shows. the duration výilues 
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Figure 3.1 
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Figure 3.1. Duration of the closure phase 
(in milliseconds) for the Arabic voiced stops 
in initial position. 
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Figure 3.2 
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Pi4rt=e 3.2. Duration of the closure phase 
(in milliseconds) for the voiced stops (solid 
and broken lines)tvoiceless stops (solid lines) 
and the glottal stop (broken line) in final 
position. 1.14 
Figure 3-3 
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(in milliseconds) for the Arabic voiced stops 
in initial position (broken lines) and in 
final position (solid lines) 
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Figure 3.3. Duration of the closure phase 
Figu-re 3.4 
TV 
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4 
Dhase for the Arabic stops in initial position 
(broken lines) and in final position (solid 
lines) in milliseconds, 
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Figure 3.4. The duration of the aspiration 
or the clos-. -: re -ýn,, 7, se of "-. ne 'rabic ,, -oiced sto---ýs 
are al,,, T, -ys g,, re!: it(jer tul'-, -n -t1nose in initial : osi-, ion. 
3L ; -u re34sh ows the avera, i: -e duration v-? -Iues -cor -ion 
-, ý-iý, -se of 
t'ne Arabic sto--. ýs in Lnitial 7, osition (broken lines) 2-nd in 
fi na 1 Toosition (solid lines). Anart f--O"I Arq. bic voicec- 
-::: tons in initial 7posi-tion are not aspirated a, _:. 
11. u- Ine voiceless 
sto-psgon the other hand-9pre Chnaracterized by the T)resence of , -op-riod 
of aspiration of considerable duration. As the figure also maý,, es 
clear, the aspiration phrase in initial nosition is consiCLera' "v shorter u 'i L 
than that in finpl position. 
Transitions. 
75igures 3.5 to 3.12 present, for each of the Arabic stons, the 
a. vera. F, e steady-stat. eas -well as the onset 2ncL offset, frequency 
positions of the Arabic lonc- vowels after word-initial stoý, )s, as wiell ý7, 
as before word-final sto-os. Steady-stp. te frequ--ncy -)osi-iions are 
re-oresented by squares wlaile o-, --set and offset frequency )ositions 
are reoresented by circles. 
As t.,,. e figures slior, t'ýýe direction of F-2-trnnsition varies with 
t'he of +-e voivelqt'ne r)oint of ý-'rt'cula-tion o--, -" the sto-,,, and 
- . 1. 'r --- 
the -)ositlion of the stoo in the word. 
--ative tr7ý-, -. situionp-l For ex;?. 7--ple, 7'. rile t, ',. e Arabic sto--, 
/d/ hps rl, e. u 
" I- -, -, - of 
/i: /, it -ýositiive tr--r-s-itional in-riu,?! -. cp on the secin' '0--7-ru 
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Figure 3.5 
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Figure 3.5. The average onset and offset frequency 
positions for the second fornants of the krabic long 
vowels after word-initial /b/ (left-hand side) and 
bef ore word-f inal /b/. 
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Figure 3.6. The average onset and offset frequency 
positions for the second formants of the Arabic long 
vowels after word-initial /t/ (left-hand side) and 
before word-fina-1 /t/. 
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Figure 3.7. The averwýe onset and off set frequency 
positions for the second formants of the Arabic long 
vowels after word-initial /I/ (left-hand side) and 
before word-final /, t/. 
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Figure 3.8 
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N vowels after word-initial /d/ (left-hand side) and 
before word-final /d/. 
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Figure 3.9 
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Figure 3.9, The average onset and offset frequency 
pogitions for the second formants of the Arabic long 
vowels after word-initial (left-hand side) and 
bef ore word-f inal 
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Figure 3.10 
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Figure 3-10. The averwge onset and offset frequency 
positions for the second formants of the Arabic long 
vowels after word-initial /k/ (left-hand side) and 
bef ore word-f inal /k/s 
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Figure 3-11. The Average onset and offset frequency 
positions fo: r the second formants of the Arabic long 
vowels after word-initial IgI (left-hand side) and 
before word-final 1gle 
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Ficure 3.12 
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Figure 3.12,, The avem7e onset and ol-r3et rrequency 
positions for the second formants of the Arabic long 
vowels after word-initial /? / (left-hand side) and 
before word-final /? /. 
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influence on that of /u: /. This, of cou--se, is due to the fact, that the 
/d/-loc, 
-, s is lower tha, -i tl--. P- steady-s-ate frecyency pos-4+, io- .1 Of 
and hi, jher than that of /u.. /. 
As one would q-lso expect, the F2-4trar-7itiion of is neg'ative 
after /b/, neutral after /d/, arld Positive after /, g/. The variation iý- 
dre to the differences between the steady-state frequency Positions 
of the second form, ant of /a: / and the frequency -ýOsitions of the loci 
of /b/l/d/, and /3/. 
The diraction of F2-transition also varliec with the -position of 
the adjacent stop in the vrord. For example, when IgI occurs in word- 
initial nosition it has, as already Tnentionedga positive transitional 
influence on the second formant of /a: /. 'Rhen, however, it o-curs in 
word-final position it hasby contrastga neutral t27-nsitional influence 
id be on the second formant of the same vowel. Such a phenomenon coil' 
accounted for-in terms of a theory that nosits that the coarticulatory 
effects of the Arabic stops are more powerful in a consonant-vowel 
context than in a vo--el-consonant. one. 
The extent of tra-nsit-ion of the second formant is similarly 
determined lby t'---ýe quality of the vowel, the frequency -, osi-, ion of the 
stor, locus, ard the position of the ston in the word. 
In , reneral, the extent of tr-. nsition of the second 
for-ant of 
an krabic vowel is ýý, simple 
direct function of t, -, e degree of cl-)seness 
I 
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of that VO', 7el. It is also F3reater on average w, h, -_m the vowel occurs 
after -a -,,! ord. -initial stop th,, -n when it occurs before a word-final one. 
The relationship between the extent of tra-. isition fr). d ti-. e frecuency 
oosition of t"'! Ie stol) locus is, however, more com; plex. 
Direction of transi tion. 
nS4 
ý. ný 
Table 3.1 presents in a condensed form the t-, j.,, ion directions 
for the second formants of the Arabic lon, - vo--els when t' C. ) hey are 
7receded by ivord-initial sto-ps (the top ro"7 or e,, ). ch vowel) and when 
theý)r are fol"lowed by word-fina-1 sto-ps (the bottom row for each vo-.,, -el). 
Plus siSns (+) are used for -positive transitions minus signs (-) for 
I. ne ative transitions, and blank spaces for neutral -cransi-ýions-. The 
vo, 7el8 are arra_nged on the left-hand side starting with the close 
f ront vowel throug- ,h to t---. e close bac-c vmvel. The stops axe arranged 
on the bottom row in order oE occurrence according to the point of 
articulation, startinF with the bilabial stop and uioving backwards in 
t-lvie vocal tract to t--, -ie -lottp. l sto-p. 
In -, enpral, Table 3-1 -)res--nts a Dicture 0- ,, 7hat one woul e-=ect 
wl- I -a negative 
transitions dotýdnatdn,, - at the top,: positive transitions 
at the botto-n9and neutral transitions in the middle. This, of courseq 
is due to t', _ie 
fact that th(r, -, steady-state frequercy positions of 
tiae 
second f ormants of both 
/i: / and /e: / are hi ---i-ler tln. an t,,. e frecuency 
for the loci of ra-st Arabic sto, ý-s,, ffhile tno-. e for 
/0: / and 
/u: / are, "oy contrast, lower. 
/! ý.: /qon the ot'ier ý-. and, occu-oies ?. -. iddle 
r, osi--lion in this set. 
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Looking at Table 3.1 colum by colum, one finds that /b/ seems 
to have a negative transitional influence on the front vo els, and C> 
a -positite t: mnsitional influence on the back vowels. The homorganic 
alveolar pair /t, d/, on the other hand, exert a ne, -ý, ative transitional 
influence on /i: / and /*: / only. Their transi--ional influence on 
/a,: / is b-; isically neutral. This, no doubt, is due to the proxi7mity of 
the steady-state frequency position of the second formant of /a: / and 
the frequency position of the /t, d/-locus. 
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Table 3.1. The direationof transition of the 
second formant as a function of word-initial 
and word-final stops. 
Table 3.1 also shows that the nattern of tr-., nsitional influence 
exhibited by the nharyn-ren-lized -oost-alveolar 'nomor,,, 4--lic C-ý-jr 'ýp ý- F-, /. Ll d 
is very si: ailar '. o that exhibited by the ? -Ive0lar 
/t, d/, ez-oecially 
in word-init-ial -Dosition where they are, indeed, identicp. j. In word- 
final position, however, the alveolar -pair consistently exerts 1 --positive 
transitional influence on the back voý-, els /o: / and /u: / 7-hile the 
4. 
'nos --alveolar -oair exerts, again consistently, a neutral tr? -r-sitional :: D 
influence. 
The ýPattern of traxisitional influence exhibited by the palatal/ 
X, 
velar homorganic pair /k, g/ is different from that for an-, f other Ara: bic I 
sto-D. It is only in the Case of this pair that we find instances of 
neutr, --, -l 
transitional influence on the second formazit of /i: / and 
of positive transitional influence on that of /e: /. In : --11 other 
cases the 722--uransition direction of these two vowels is ne. ý,, ative. 
The different directions t'his ti-Me axe o---viously due to the hi, ýrh 
frequency Position of the -palata-I pa-ir /k,, r,, /. The trRnsi-, ion--, d 
influencq of the velar /k,, g/ pair is, on the ot-er hand,,,, i?, Lnly neutral 
V 11 althou, -, -h word-initirol 1E1 has a. -positive transitional influence on 
loth 
/o: / and /u: /. 
The pat-tern of transitional influence exerted by 
t'. -e 
ston 7resents Drobleris in more than one 
A-part fro-in the fact 
th:? ýt one woul-i not expect 
the --lot'-, " sto-) to 
have -r-1nsi-; on-. l 
influence of ? --ny sort, 
it is sur-prisii-, -, to find that such an influence 
,?. s it -iny 
h-i-ve is more power-Alul in word-fina-1 -ýosition n-nd no-L-I, 'ýS 
is 
the case for the ot'ner iýrabic sto-os, 
in word-initial --, osition. 
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In fact, for all the Arabic stops9with the exception of the 
glottal stop, the direction of F2-transition tends to be neutral 
more when they occt= in word-f inal position than when they occur 
in word-initial position. This domL--ance of neutral transitions 
in word-final position suggests that the coaxticulatory effects 
of the Arabic stops are uiore pvwerful in a consonant-vowel context 
than in a vowel-consonant one. 
3.5.4.2. Mctent of transition. 
In investigating the effect of the Arabic stop consonarts on 
the extent of transition of the second f orman-ts of the Arabic long 
vowels, the average onset, or offset, frequency position for each vowel 
was subtracted from its steady-state frequency position followinggor 
precc-ding, a partiCular StOP- 
To arrIve at a measure of the extent of transition of 
the secona 
formant for a particular vowel following9or preceding, all 
the Arabic 
stops. these values were squaredgadded upgand 
their sum divided by the 
n-umber of the Arabic stops. Finally, 
the square root of this quotient 
was calculated and plotted 
in Figures 3-13 axid 3-1.4. 
As Figure 3-13 shows, the closer a vowel is 
the greater t1he extent 
of transition of its second 
formant. Thus, the extent of transition 
for the close front vowel 
/i:, / is great er than that for the half-close 
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Figu-re 3.13 
250 
2Z 
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1 
15( 
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100 
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50 
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word-initial stops (solid lines) and before 
word-f inal stops (broken lines). 
I 
I 
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I Ertent of F2-transition after Figure 3.13- 
Sir' i larl . ironu 
/e: /. : r, -"--ie exltent oý: " tra_, isition 9--., co n'! 
o-, -' the closse aac-ý voývel /1-i: / is , reP-tue-r tl-ýn t--. at or It" e 
m lf 
CI 
a -close bac--,. % vo-, -el /o:, Jhe extent of t-ansition for V-- --econd 
fo: r--la. n-,, oif the open vol.: Tel /f?,: / is, ýredictably, tl-,. -_ 
Fi. ý: mre 3.1-3 also -'--. ows that *4-'U-hou, -,, -h tlie exten-t of -t-,: r sition I ar, 
of the secand formants for /i: / ard /e: / is considerably , 93'reater wilnen 
they nre--ede word-final sto-ps thýp. n when they follo7T word-initial ones, 
the extent of transition of t",. e seco-id for-, -eints of the Arrabic lonj 
vowels is, on average, z], 7reater wl, ýen t'---ey follow -,, 7ord-initial sto-ns than 
i, -,. -,. en they -precede word-final stops. This strengthens the su, . gestion 
that the coarticulatory effects of the Arabic stons are --, o: re powerful 
in a consona-nt-vomel context th,!: n in a vo-el-consonant one. 
Fiý7,, re 3.14 -ýrese-rl-. s the exten-r. of transition P, s P, function of 
A-part from. /b/, P, ll t', - other sto-o, the -oreced-;: ný;, or foll, ýwin, --, sto,, ). 
C t'-jc- ei t ions conseqo--. an, t-ý s e-. i -1', o effect , -j S-re-ater dis7lýý-e--e -tu o-L 
of the seco-na' formant of adjacent vo-. -els when they occur in word- 
initial 7, osition th, - ." occur 
in vord-final -oos-ition. m -, lien -the,,, 
the -olar: rn-ý, ea-, ized -oost-alveolar -), -iir As Fiý--rlre 3.14 -Iso - IoWs, ..: _: -L 
S-el to af-', -"ect the extent of trý-nsi-I., -ion most, 
followed by the 
non- i zed IlvýýOlar n:. 
ir /t, d/, the stor /b/, the 
-on /? /ýa,; 7d -n-st 
the velax/ ji, tal T)Pir 
_, 107t q;, 132 
Figuze 3.14 
500 
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350- 
300- 
250- 
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100- 
50 
Figure 3-14. Extent of F24ransition as a Pmction 
of word-initial stops (solid lines) and word-final 
stops (broken lines). 
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The observed small influence of the velar/palatal pair /k, g/ on 
the extent of tr, --msition of the second fo. -Aniants of the adjacent vowels 
is9no doubt. due to the fact that it hasýunlike any other Arabic stop, 
two loci. This results in a situation where the locus of the stop is 
always nearer to the steady-state frequency position of the second 
formant tha-n would otherwise have been. The reasons for the remarkable 
influence of the pharyngealized stops are not, however, clear to me. 
3.6. Conclusion. 
This section attempts to provide an overall view of the specifics 
of the Arabic stops treated separately in the Previous sections. 
ý. 6.1. Coarticulation and word position. 
The effects of coarticulation and word position determine both 
the spectral and temporal properties of the Arabic stops as well as 
the spectral properties of the adjacent vowel. 
In týiis section we shall first deal with the variation of the 
spectral chnzacteristics of the stops as a function of word position 
and the adjacent vowel. We shall then discuss 
how the vowel spectrum 
is itself affected by the adjacent stor and word position. 
Lastly, 
tors that determine the temporal properties we shall exanine the fac. 
of the Arabic stops. 
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. 1. The effect of word Posi_tion on stop spectra. 
The acoustic analysis of the Arabic sýops has revea-led thal, 
their spectral characteristics are sig. qificantly deter-n. 4. -ned by their 
position in the word. The effect of word position on the voiceless 
stops is, however, different from that on the voiced ones. ", Vhile the 
position of the Arabic voiceless stops in the word does not affect 
their spectra the presence oil absence of aspiratilion and/or voicing 
in the spectrum of a voiced stop is determined by its position in the 
word. 
The spectr= of a voiced stop in initial position is characterized 
by the presened of a low-band component which appsars along the base- 
line at or below 250 Hz, and the absence of an intervening period of 
noise between the termination of the stop closure and the onset of 
vowel resonance. In final position, by contrast, this low-band component 
is often absent either partly or wholly, and the stop closure is followed 
by a period of noise of considerable duration. 
The glottal stop shows, however, a pattern of behaviour that 
confo: rms neither to that of the voiced stops nor to that of the 
S- 'Jar to the voicless stops, its spectram shows voiceless ones. 3MI 
the absence of enera during the closure phase. 
Unlike them, however, 
the presence or absence of aspiration in 
its spectrum is determined 
by its position in the word. 
1 
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6.1.2. Mhe effect of the tolD s-oectra. 
A-M 
Apart from the fact that the frequency Positions of energy 
concentrations during the asPiration phase are largely determined 
by the frequency positions of the formalits of the adjacent vowel, 
the quality of the adjacent vowel does not seem to play an im-Oortant 
part in determing the spectrum of the immediately adjacent stop. 
In the case of /k/ and /z/, howeverthe quality of the adjacent 
vowel does effect a major change in their spectra. Thus, while the 
t<1 and /g/ are realized as palatal stops with loci around 2200 ]E. 7z 
in the vicinity of the front vowels, they axe realized as velar stops 
with loci around 1000 Hz in the vicinity of the back vowels. 
The eff ect of the adjacent sto-o and word Dosition 
on the vowel spectr=. 
The spectral characteristics of the vowel are sinnilarly affected 
by the nature of the adjacent stop, at least as far as the direction 
and extent of F2-transition are concerned. 
Both the direction and extent of F2-transition are mainly the 
product of the interaction between the frequency position of the stop 
locus and that of the steady-state second foriant of the adjacent 
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vowel. "Where the fonaer occupies a higher frequency Position than 
the latter, the direction of F2-transition is -00sitive and its extent 
is relatively greater. Conversely, where it occupies a lower freoluency 
position the opposite is true. IM, 
Both the direction and extent of F2-transition are significantly 
influenced by the position of the stop in the word. First, for all 
the Arabic stops, with the exception of the glottal stopthe direction 
of F2-transition tends to be neutral more when they occur in word- 
final position than when they occur in word-initial position. And, 
second, apart from /b/gall the Arabic stops seem to effect a greater 
displacement of the transitions of the second forri-ants of adjacent 
vowels when they occur in word-initial position than when they occur 
in word-final position. 
Both these two facts su,, rgest that the coarticulatory effects of 
the Arabic stops are more powerful in a consonant-vowel context 
than 
in a vowel-consonant one. 
Factors affecting stop tem-pora-1 properties I. 
The duration of an Arabic stop varies as a 
function of voicingg 
word position, and point Of articulation. 
First, the position of the 
Arabic stop in the word aff ects 
the duration of both the, closure 
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-ohase as well as the aspiration phase. In the case of the voiced 
stops9the duration of the closure phase in final position is always 
greater than in initial position. SLailarlypin the case of the 
voiceless stops the duration of the aspiration phase in final position 
is cansiderably greater than in irdtial position. 
The effect of point of articulation on stop duration manifests 
itself in two ways. First, the f arther back in the voial tract a stop 
is -ý: )roduced the narrower the range of variation in the duration of its 
closure phase. And, second, the farther back in the vocal tract a stop 
is produced the greater the duration of its closure phase. This last 
phenomenon is, howevertmore pronounced in the case of the voiceless .- 
stops than in the case of the voiced ones. 
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THE TRILL 
Articulatory mechanism. 
A trill is a type of consonant segment produced by the 
interposition of a vibratile organ in the passage of the air stream. . 
This vibratile Organ is held loosely against another articulator so 
that the flow of air between them sets one or both in motion, alternately 
sucking them together and blowing them apart. 
'The spee& with which a trill is made demands the paxticipation 
of a particularly elastic organ. This in turn limits the Imber of 
vibratile organs to three: the uvula9the apex, and the lips. The 
uvula can roll against the back of the tongue,, the apex can roll 
against the teeth, the alveolumtor the post-alveolar ridge, and the 
lips can roll against each other. 
Brosnahan and Malmberg (1970) report that the number of 
vibrations per second in trills varies somewhat for different 
speakers but is normally in the region of 16-20 per second. They 
also state that the number of vibrations in any particular occurrence 
of a trill varies from laxiguage to lanoguage9but 
is normally from two 
to four. rising to six or even seven when deliberately stressed. 
In practice9ho-mever, trills are dften shortened 
to one vibration. 
Brosnahan and 1,, Talmberg (1970) have called such single vibrations 
flaps. Ladegoged (1975)lon the other hand, distinguishes 
further 
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btetween a single vibration "in which one aTticulator strikes another 
in passing while on its way back to its position of restg" and 
another which "is caused by a single contraction of to the muscles so 
that one articulator is thrown against another. " In Ladefoged's 
ter. -, iinolo, a7 only the first is termed a flap, while the second is 
termed a tap. In the following pages the terms 'tap' and 'flap' 
will be used in the senses defined by Ladefoged. 
4.2. The acoustic theory of trill production. 
Fant (1960) states that the acoustic theory of the production 
of Russian /r/, which we may take to be a trill, is simple "provided 
turbulent noise generated at narrow passages c-an be disregarded. " 
Voiced /r/, in this way, "can be treated by the same acoustic theory 
as vowels since there are no shunting chambers introducing anti- 
resonances. " 
In the production ofo the non-pharyngealized 
/r/ the tongue 
position determines a back cavity configuration of a wide unobstricted 
phary=9and a gradual narrowing of the mouth cavity 
towards the region 
of articulatory constriction. * Fant 
(1960) points out that "The 
relations of the first three for--, n. ants of 
the /r/-spectrum to the 
vocal tract configuration are essentially 
the same as for the /l/. 
"Thus, F2 is the half-wavelength resonance of the anterior cavitiesq 
and F3 is to a substantial 
degree dependent on the anterior mouth 
C!: -: Vity. 
11 
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In the production of the pharyngealized. /E /, on the other hand, 
the tip of the tongue malkes a Post-alveolar contact while the back 
of the tongue approaches the upper part of the rear pharynx wall, 
thus dividing the cavities behind the point of articulation. "As 
a result F2 will be more dependent on the anterior of the two mouth 
cavities. F3 remains affilitated to the mouth cavity in front of the 
tongue. " (Fant, 1960). 
4.3. Acoustic analysis. 
To start with, studies dealing with the acoustical properties of 
r-sounds are limited in number. The majorit7 of these (Potter, Kopp 
and Koppp 1947; Joosq 1948; Ta=oczy, 1948; Fantq 1960; Lehiste, 1964; and 
Dalston, 1975) are, furthermore, mainly concerned with one particular 
variety of r-sounds; that of the frictionless contjmuant. The rest, 
on the other hand9deal with the acoustical properties of trills or 
rolls in general rather than with the acoustical properties of any 
one -oarticular r-sound (Biýoshahan and llalmbergg 1970; O'Connor, 1973). 
Evidence of the acoustic f orm of taps 
[fI 
and f ricatives 
[ )l is, 
therefore, not available. 
O'Connor (1973) indicates that apart from the fact that the 
production of trills (lingual, uvul ar, and t may 
be, otherwise. K. S. ) is 
characterized by "several rapid interruptions of 
the air stream, i. e. 
complete closures, compressions and releases made much 
faster than 
for plosives, " their spectra have 
"the same acoustic features" as 
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for plosives. "In additi, m, ll he adds, "a clear vowel-like formar-t 
structure is visible between the short Isilent' gaps. " 
Brosnahan and '., jL. Ialmberg (1970) concede the presence of fo=ants 
in the spectra of trills (both lingual and uvUlar). They state that 
I" Maximum energy comes in the range about 1000-2500 cls for [Rj and 
somewhat lower, about 500-2500 Cls for [ r] with weak but frequently 
distinguishable formants at frequencies about 30091100, and 2100 c/s 
in rR]qand again somewhat lower in frj. " They point out, however, 
that the spectra of these trills are further characterized by "an 
uneven, though not random distribution of energy over a wide band of 
frequency. " 
Brosnahan axid Malmberg' s statement about the presence of unevenlY 
distributed energy over a wide hand of frequency might seem to 
contradict O'Connor's statement about the presence of a clear vowel- 
like fom ant structure in the spectra of trills. We should rememberg 
however, that both O'Connor and Brosnahan and Malmberg have not specified 
w- trill they ate describing and in what word-position. The results hat 
of the acoustic analysis of Arabic /r/, for instance, show that the 
spectrum of /r/ varies widely depending upon its position in the word. 
Acoustic analysis of the American frictionless continuant 
T-J] 
suggests that the position of F3 is a major cue in the 
identifidation 
of this sound. Potter, Kopp and Ko-pp 
(1947) have remarked that the 
spectrum of 
[j] is easily recognizable by the fact that "Bars 
2 and 
are in very close proximityga little 
below the centre of the patter. n. " 
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Indeed, Joos (1948) has gone so far as to suggest that "every American 
r-coloured sound ... is characterized by a third resonance band 
plrýed a little higher than fom, ant 2.11 
The spectrum of 
[J ]is, furthermore, influenced by its position in 
the word. Potter, Kopp and Kopp (1947) have noted that the formants 
of 
[J] 
are higher in final Position than in initial position. This 
is most obvious in the case of F1 which is usually on the baseline 
in initial position, and off the baseline in final position. 
PottergKopp and Kopp (1947) have also noted that due to the 
low frequency position of P1 of (J] it will always have a negative 
transitional influence on F1 of adjacents vowels. The central position 
of P2 of [J] by contrast, could result in either a negative or positivV 
influence depending on the frequency position of P2 of the adjacent 
vowel. F3 of 
(. A),, similar to F1 is always lower than F3 of the adjacent 
vowel and thus will always have a negative trnnsitional influence. 
4-4. Perception. 
Initial attempts to produce two-fo=nant synthetic spectra 
recognizable as 
CJI+ 
vowel met with only partial success 
(O'Connorg 
Gertsman, LibermangDelattre7and Cooperq1957). Listeners were able 
to -jerceive 
[A 
only where the following vowel was a 
front unrounded 
one. That ista stimulus was recognized as 
fJ]+ 
vowel only where 
F2-transition was a nega, ive one. 
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The experimenters 9 therefore t concluded, f i--rst v that although F2- 
transition was a necessary cue for the perception of L-4], it was not 
a suf f icient cuet and, second, that [41 recognition was a function of 
F2-transition direction rather than of the frequency position of F2- 
onset. 
In order to produce a stimulus that could be recognized as 1-41 
before all vowels, the experimenters found it necessary to synthesize 
three-formant spectra with a negative F3-transition. 
The fact that O'Connor et al found it necessary to include a 
negative P3 in order to synthesize (J] before both front and back 
vowels is not, indeed, surprisingo Potter, Kopp and Kopp (1947) ha-tre 
already indicated that 
(J] 
always has a negative transitional 
influence on the F3 of the adjacent vowel. Joos (1948) has stated 
that a low F3 is a major cue for r-colouring. More recent work on 
the subject has also confirmed that a negative F3 "appears to be a 
stron,,, a, cue for (Ainsworth 9 1968). 
4.5. 
- -Acoustic analysis 
of the Arabic r-sound /r/. 
The Arabic r-sound /r/ can be phonetically realized either as 
a frictionless continuant, a tap, or a fricative. 
Each one of these 
can,, in-turn, occut either as pharyngealized or non-pharyngeýqLlized. 
The phonetic realizations of the Arabic r-sound 
/r/ may tnus be 
grouped into two main set: a non-pharyngealized set, 
for which the 
s3mbol 
(r] will be used, and a pharyn,, -, eali7, ed set, 
for which the symbol 
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[r] will be used. The three members of the first set will have the 
symbold ], and 
[,: ýj while those of the second set will have 
], 
and The following diagram illustrates this point. 
/r/ 
FrI 
Cu Is 1 ý, 21J ýýJ 
[31 
[s] týj 
This section reports the results of the investigation into the 
spectral and temporal characteristics of the Arabic r-sound. The plan 
of study involved the analysis of both the pharyngealized 
fr 
.] and 
the 
non-pharyngealized 
[r] in three different word positions: initial, 
intervocalic, and final. In each position, the effect of the Arabic 
long vowels on the r-sound. as well as the effect of r-mound itself 
on the adjacent vwwel, are investigated. 
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The non-, pharynýTealized [r]. 
The effect of Position on -the s-pectr=, of 
(rj. 
The position of [rj in the word has a considerable effect on 
its spectrum. In initial position, aco#stic energy is concentrated 
in well-defined formants only at the lower end of the spectrum. In 
80 ner cent of fr] occu=ences F3 was absent and acoustic enerL,, y above 
F2 was unevenly distributed, though vaguely anticipating the forTian --. s 
of the f d1lowing vowel. 
The average steady-state position off ^ Fl was 305 Hz, wh-ile that 
of F2 was 1310 Hz. F39in those cases in which it could be detected, 
had an average steady-state frequency position of about 2400 Hz. 
The spectrum of [r] in this position is of ten characterized by 
the presence of a gap with an average duration of 20 ms immediately 
before the beginning of the vowel. Thi's gan is, presumably, the accustic 
correlate to the closure phase made at the end of the 
fl] 
articulation. 
Iii the absence of a gap in the spectrumg[r] appears on the spectrograms 
as a frictionless continuant 
[J]. 
In intervocalic position the spectrum Of 
[r) is much the same 
as that of a stoD. 
[r] appears on the spect-rogra-ins as a gap with no 
energy above the voice bar, save perhaps a shadow 
of the f ormants Of 
the adjacent vowel. 
[f)has an average duration of about 
25 ms. 
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In f inal position, the snectmm of I: c, l looks virtua-Ily the same 
as that of a voiceless fricative [U] . In roughly one half of the 
occurrences Of 
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acoustic energy is diffusely s-: )read in the ý'reqliency 
E5 range 2700-5000 Hz. In the other half of the occurrences, although 
acoustic energy is still di-Tusely spread among the frequencies, F1 
and F2 could be detected in spite of their low intensity. The average 
steady-state frequency position of F1 was 250 Hz9whi1e that of F2 was 
1420 Hz. In common with 
ff19 
the spectra of 
IJI 
are also characterized 
by the presence of a silent gap immediately after the end of the vowel. 
4.5-1.2. The effect of the adjacent vowel on [r]. 
Figure 4.1 presents the formant, transitions of [r] as a function 
of the following vowel. The lines connect points representing average 
values measured f or 60 occurrences of [rj in initial, intervocalic, and 
final positions. As may be seen from the figure, although the range of 
P1 variation is small,, Compared with that of F2, the values of the 
frequency positions of F1 show quite clearly that it varies directly 
with the first formant Of the adjacent vowel. P2 and P3 also disPlaY 
a similar tendency to vary directly with the formants of the adjacent 
vowels. This time, howeverv the pattern Of change is not as systematic 
as that displayed by Fl. 
4.5.1.3. Duration. 
The position Of 
[r] in the word has a considerable influence on 
its duration. f rj has an wierage duration of about 50 ms 
in i-rutial 
Position, 25 ms in intervocalic Dositiongand 
150 ms in final position. 
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three formants in the spectra of r as a function 
of the adjacent vovel. 
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Figure 4.1. Frequency positions for the first 
The effect of the nature of the adjacent vowel on the duration of 
is, by contrast, negligible. 
, 
4.5. 
-1.4. 
Transitions. 
Figure 4.2 present the average steady-state as well as the onset 
and off set f requencies of the second f o=mant of the f ive Arabic long 
vowels in the vicinity of (r] In generalt Lr) seems to have 
a neiative transitional influence on the front voirels and a positive 
transitional influence on the back vowels, suggesting a locus Value at 
about 1400 Hz. 
As may be seen from figure 4.2, the extent of transition is 
greater when the [r] occurs in initial position than when it occurs 
in final position. This sugoests that the effect of [r] on the 
second formant of an adjacent vowel is greater in a consonant-vowel 
context than in a vowel-consonant one. 
4.5.2. The pharyngealized [. El. 
4.5.2.1. The eff eat of position on the_ spectrum of 
[J. 
The position of (r] in the word has a considerable effect on 
its soectram. In initial position it is realized either as a 
frictionless continuant 
[j] or a tap 
[S] while in intervocalic 
-oosition tt is always a tap. 
occurs as a fricative 
[! Jlo 
In final position, by con-trast, it 
q 50 
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state frequency positions for the second fomants 
of the Arabic long vowels after word-initial Er I 
(left-hand side), and before word-final ýrj, 
PiOl-re 4.2 
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Figure 4.2. The averqge onset, offset, and steady- 
In initial Pos't'oniacOustic ener,, -j is concentrated in well- 
defined for-mants at the loý,, er end of the s-)ectrm,. Above 1500 Hz, 
however, there is very little energy with the result that for tIne 
majority of the cases investigated only F1 and P2 axe present. 
In common with other pharyngealized sounds, the frequency 
-position of P1 is relatively highwhile that of F2 is relatively 
low. Thus, the average steady-state frequency position of F1 is 
335 Hz, wh-ile that of F2 is 1175 Hz. 
Similar to frj, the spectrum of [r] in this position is often 
characterized by the presence of a gap with an average duration of 
about 25 ms immediately before the beginning of the vowel. This gap 
is, presumably, the acoustic correlate of the closure phase made at the 
end of the 
[1'] 
articulation. 
In intervocalic POSition the spectrun, of 
[Z] is rmch the same 
as that of a stop. [K] appears on the spectrograms as a gap with 
little or no energy above the voice bax. In fact, the only difference 
between the spectrum of 
[. K] in this position and the s -ectm-i of a 
stop is the briefness of 
consistent with a remark 
the dividing line betwee: 
"can usually be drawn on 
of the flap articulation 
the gap in the case of 
ffI. This is 
made by Brosrmhan and 1-4almberg 
(1970) that 
na flap (in our ter-, ns, a toap) and a stop 
the basis of the briefness or incompleteness 
in comparison with a plosive articulation. 
" 
In final positiontby contrast9the spectrum Of 
[1] is not much 
diffrent from, and very often identical with, that of a 
fricative. 
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. A4. v-1, Coustic ener, 7j is concentrated in the freq7-zency ragge 2700-2500 7z 
with lit -tle energy ainve or below t'. Ilat ran, -e,, 
The voicing, of 
[ ýl deserves s-ýDeciaj mention because it seems to 
depend to some extent on the nature of the -preceding vowel. With the 
back voTels, devoicing starts immediately after the vowel. In the case 
of the front vowels, by contrast, devoicing starts about 70 ms after 
the vowel. Furt4emore, during the voiced --Iart, acoustic energamy is 
concentrated in well-defined forriants of low intensity. The average 
steady-stat -e frequency position of F1 is 315 Hz while that of F2 is 
1375 Hz. This suggests, as has been pointed' to me by R. A. W. Bladdon, 
that f ront vow, ýls have a voiced diphthongal of f glide onto 
[ ý] 
. 
4.5.2.2. The effect of the adjacent vowel on [. El 
Figure 4.3 presents the formant transitions of frl as a function 
of the following vowel. The lines connect points representing average 
values measured for 40 occurrences of 
[r] in initial and final 
positions. As may be seen from the f igure, both F1 and F2 appear to 
vixy directly with the first and second for-mant of the adjacent vowel. 
4.5.2.3. Duration* 
The position of 
C. El in the word has a cons-iderable influence on 
its dizration. [ýE] has an average duration of about 
60 ms in initial 
, oosition925 ms in intervocalic -, Iositiongand 
180 ms in final position. 
Tbe effect of the nature of the adjacent vowel 
on t'ne duration of 
[I: ] 
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is, by contrast, negligible. 
Figure 4.3 
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Figure 4.3. The average frequency positions for 
the first three f ormants in the spectra of IRI as 
a function of the adjacent vowel. 
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4.5-2-4. Transitions. 
Figure 4.4 presents the avera6e steady-state as well as the 
onset and offset frequency positions for the second for-rri, --.; nts of 
the f ive Arabic long vowels in the vicinjiLty of [a]. In general, 
N] seems to have a negative transitional influence on the front 
vowels and a neutral transitional influence on the back vowels. 
As may be seen from the figure, the extent of transition is 
greater when (r] occurs in initial position than when it occurs 
in final position. This suggestsgonce againythat the effect of 
(r] on the second fo=mant of an adjacent vowel is g=eater in a 
consonarit-vowel context than in a vowel-consonant one. 
4.6. Conclusion. 
The results of the acoustic axialysis of the Arabic r-sound 
reported in the preceding sections indicate the followinlo* 
four 
basic f indings. 
Firstly, the nosition of /r/ in the word has a remarkable effect 
on its snectrum. The spectrum Of 
/r/ in initial position is vowel- 
like with clea: r and well-defined formants. 
In intervocalic position, 
/r/ appears on the spectrograms as a 
brief stop with little acoustic 
ener, -3y above the voice bar.. In 
final positiontby contrastp/r/ has 
a spectrum of an undoubtedly 
fricative nature. 
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/ 
Secondly, the adjacent vowel has a considerable effect on the 
steady-state part of /r/. In general9the for--, P--its of /r/ show a 
clear tendency to vary directly with. the formants of the adjacent 
vowel. 
ThircUy, the position of /r/ in the word also affects its 
duration. For both the pharyngealized and the non-p-haryngealized 
phones, /r/ is shortest intervocalic position, longest in final position, 
and with an intermediate duration in initial position. 
Fourthly9while both the pharyngealized and non-pharyngealized 
phones have a negative transitional influence on the front vowels, 
the pharyngealized (2: ]exerts a neutral transitional influence on 
the back vowels, while the non-pharyncy-ealized 
[r) exerts a positive D 
transitional influence. 
I The results of the acoustic analysis of the spectra of Arabic 
/r/ revea-19as expected that they have munh in co, -nmo----, with the reported 
properties of r-sounds in general. 
The spectra of Arabic 
/r/ bear out the observation made by 
Brosnahan and Malmbergg' ('1970) that the trills are acoustically 
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characteri, zed by "an uneveng though not random distribution of energy 
over a wide band of f requency. it Both in initi,? 2 and f inal -, ositions, 
spect-hograms Of krabic /: r/ dogindeedgehow this uneven (iist: ributioll of 
energy at frequencies above 2500 Hz. In final 
-oosition, 
however, the 
intensity of acoustic enerMr is far higher than it is in initial 
position. 
Again,, spectrograms of Arabic /r/ in intervocalic position 
illustrate very, clearly Brosnahan and TfLaImbergris point (1970) that 
the distinction between a tap and a stop can sometinles be made "on 
the basis of the briefness or incompleteness of a flap articulation 
in comparison with a plosive articulation. " The sDectra of Arabic 
/r/ in intervocalic position are virtually the same as those of a 
cognate plosive, and it is only in terms of the briefness of closure 
duration that a distinction canlindeed, be made. 
The results of the acoustic aýIalYsis Of Arabic 
/r/ also support 
the claim made by Potter, Xopp and Kopp (10,47) that the position of 
the American r-sound in the word affects the frequency positions of 
its formants. PottergKOPP and Kopp report that th4 formants of the 
American r-sound are higher in final position than in initial position. 
(Yur find-ings. howevergare more complex. F2 of Arabic 
/r/ is 'nigher 
in final Dosition than in initial position. 
In the case of F1 9by 
contrast9the oDposite is true. 
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The results of the analysis Of Arabic /r/ differ from those 
reported for other r-sounds in two main points. 7he f irst relates 
to the st. &. on,,: -, ly emphasized im-POrtance of the low position of the 
third formant of the steady --sta"te Partvvrhile the second concerns the 
transitional influence of the first formant. 
Potter, Kopp and Kopp (1947) report that the American r-sound 
always has a negative transitional influence on the third for-, aýat of 
the adjacent vowel. They indicate that "Bar 3 of the vowels never 
reaches as low a position as bar 3 of r, so that its curve f rom the 
imitial position is always upwards. " Joos (1948), on the other hand, 
states that "every Ame: rican r-coloured sound ... is characterized by 
a third resonance band placed a little higher than F2. " 
In the case of Arabic /r/lhowever, the situation is different* 
In the first instap-ceArabic /r/ exerts a negative transitional 
influence on the third for-ant of the adjacent vowel 
in only one 
h-lf of the cases investigatedtin the other 
half it exerts a neutral 
transitional influence. Andvsecondly, F3 is not placed a 
little 
higher than F2. " In factlit is widely separated 
from F2. In 
initial positiontfor instanceqF2 at 
1310 Hz, is closer to F1 at 305 Hz 
than it is to F3 at 2400 Hz- 
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The results of the acoustic analysis Of Arabic /r/ are, again, 
in clisagreement with the reported results as far as the transitional 
influence of F1 is concerned. Potter, Kopp and Kopp (1947) have 
indicated that due to the low -L 'requency position of F1 of the 
American r-sound it will always have a negative transitional influence 
on the first formants of the adjacent voirels. The spectra of Axaý)ic 
II c- a positive however, s. -Lol, v qi-u*te clearly tl--, e first formant of /r/ exerti-, "a., 
transitional influence on the first formants of all the Arabic long 
vowels except /a-. /. 
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I ET-HE LATEIAL 
, 
3.1. The articulatory rnechpnism. 
"A lateral is a type of consonant segment produced by a stricture 
of complete closure in the centre of the vocal tract.,, (AbercroM., bie, 
1967). This stricture of complete closure can be effected almost 
anywhere in the vocal tract from the lips to t1ne uvula. It can also 
be accompanied by another, more open, stricture at so-rae ot, ier point in 
the vocal tract. 
The central blockage o-, '. * the pasiage of the air stream means that 
the air cannot escape except laterally. This lateral passage of the 
air c, -, rrent can occur eitcier on only one side or both sides of the 
obstruction. The resulting perceptual difference is, however, ba-rely 
perceptible (Abercrombie, 1967; 1.1aln! berg, 1963). 
The friction of the air current against -i-, he surfaces of tý, e 
obstruction produces noise. As Brosnahan and . ',,, ialmber,, - , 
(1970) point 
Out, "In the movement of air through any passage, provided a certain 
critical velocity is rea. ched, the air particles close to the surface 
are sse-f-, into turbulent eddying, whence result small va-riations of 
ding air as sound press-, -ire wýiich are 
trqnsmitted thmigh the surround 
waves. 11 The an. -olitude of these pressure vaxiations are directly 
proportional to t'. -. e velocity of the air current. The velocit-,, of the 
a-ir c-irrent itself vaxies directly with t'-! e rate of air flow and 
inversely with t,,. e cross-sectional area of the constriction. This 
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means that the intensity of the noise characteris-Itic of a lateral 
depends on the degree of approXimation of the articulators and the 
rate of air flow. 
The intensity of the friction caused by the lateral passage can 
thtts vary considerably. At one extre-me9the friction can be so strong ID 
thatthe lateral is perceived as bein,: -D- distinctly a fricative. At the 
other extrerae7the intensity of the friction can be so low as to be 
imperceptible. 
The Arabic lateral sound has two main variants: a post-dental 
phazyngealized lateral and a dental non-pharyng-ealized lateral. The 
production of the non-pharýmgealized variant only involves raising the 
tip of the tongue to make a contact with the alveolar ridge. In the 
production of the phaxyngealized lateral, on the other hand, as the tip 
of the tongue is making a post-alveolar contact, the front of the 
tongue is CLe-pressed, and the back of the tongue approaches the pharynx. I 
The phaxyngealized variant thus has a secondary place of articulation 
dividing the cavities behind the point of articulation. The non- 
pharyngealized variant, 6n the other hand, determines a back gavity 
confic-uration of a wide unobstructed pharynx and a gradual narrowing 
of the mouth cavity towards the region of articulatory constriction. 
5.2. Acoustic theory of lateral production. 
consonant or a vowel 
In the acoustic specification of 
laterals it has been usual 
practice to regard a voiced lateral pronounced witn 
the -ranimum of 
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friction as being very nearly a vowel. (Fantl, 1960; 14alrnberg, 1963; Joos 
1948; Ladefoged, 1975; Brosnahan and llalmberE, 1970; Potter et al, 1947). 
There are four main reasons for regarding a voiced lateral as a 
vowel. First, the mechanism responsible for the production 01' a voiced 
lateral is different from that of most other consonants in that the 
source is a voice source rather than a noise source. Second, a lateral 
is often perceived as a vowel(Y-lartin Joos9l948; Brosnahan and llalmberg, 
1970). Third, experiments with synthetic speech have shown that "a 
perfectly good 1 can be produced without a zero" (Pant, 1960). And, 
fourth, the acoustic energy of the lateral is concentrated in well- 
defined formants with the result that it has a "'pattern that is not 
essentially d-if f erent f rom a vowel pattern&, 11 (Joos, 1948). 
In spite of the strong similarity between a lateral and a vowel 
as illustrated by the above paragraph, a lateral, even one with absolutely 
no friction. has to be regaxded as being basically a consonant. This 
is due to the fact that in the production of a latera. 19unlike vowelsq 
the air strearn- is completely obstructed at the centre of the vocal 
tract. Againgby contrast with the spectrun. of a vowella "lateral is 
always marked either at its beginninýS or at its end and often at 
both 
extre-nes, by a relatively abrupt shift of resonance pattern -a sudden 
change of spectrum. " (Joos, 1948). And, as Joos points out, 
"It is this 
-s. abruptness that characterizes them acoustically as consonant 
5.2.2. 
_-Cavity 
affiliations. 
Attention has quite often been drawn to the similarity 
between 
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th e cacoustic Spectra (Potter, "Kopp and Kopp, 17) and aTticulatory 191 
-Positions of [1) and Lij on the one hand, and [-Ij and [uj on the other, 
The similarity between the vocal traCt configurations re-sponsible for 
the Droduction of these sounds has also been refe-red to. Fant (1960) 
states that while in the case of the non-phaz-ynPealized lateral "the 
Fl- and F2-cavity dependencies are the sa, -,, ie as lor tile vo-7el i 11 9 
in the case of the -oharyngealized lateral "The dependency of F1 on the 
lateral constriction, and of F2 on t'ýIe -r)haxyngeal constriction, is definite 
and similar to the conditions for the Droduction of u 11. 
Taking into account t'ne fact that Fant (1960) has already 
pointed out that the first fornan-L. of both [ij and [ul--is determined 
by the back cavity rather than by the front cavitylone would expect, 
on grounds of the sug, ý; ested similarity between the conditions for 
the production of [11 eand [il and [11 and [ul, t'. qat the first formant 
of both laterals would also be determined more by the back cavity 
than by the front cavity. It should be observed, however, that by 
contrast with the conditions for the -production of 
[i] and 
Ell where 
the first for-, ant is Italmost completely determined by the 'back cavity 
volume" (Fant, 1960)gin the case of Vie -),, iaryng-ealized lateral the 
front c, -3, vity has a not unim-portant role 
in detei-ninin-, - the first 
for-iant, similar to the role it plays in determining the 
first 
for-nant of [u]. The dependency of F1 on the 
lateral passage, which 
is Dart of the anterior mouth cavity, has already 
been re--ferred to* 
The similarity between the conditions 
for t, -)e production of 
riý 
and 
f 11 , on the one 
hand 9 and 
tul and 111, on the other, extends to 
the 
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characteristic cavitY affilitations of their second for-, a_nts. Thus, 
in the case of 
[11, the second formant cavity deDendency is the game 
as for 
f iT, both representing "a hallf -wavelength standing wave of fbe 
combined mouth-pharynx system behind the point Of articulator, -, - closure. " 
(Pant, 1960). The second formant of [11, on the other hand, is 
"approximately equally dependent on the cavities in front of ar-d behind 
the pharyngeal constriction, " in much the ame way as there is "an 
equal dependency of F2 on the two Cavities for u 11 (Fant, 1960). 
The sug-gestion that the first f ormant of a lateral s primarily 
determined by the back cavity -, neans 
that , -ýe would expect an inverse 
relatiohshi-P to hold between back cavity vol-ome and F1 freý-uency 
position. This is, indeed, borne out by the fact that the first 
fo=, ant of the tharyng6alized lat las a highe -eral ý -r frequency position 
than that of the non-; Dharynoealized lateral. The back cavity volume CD 
f or [ 11 is mlýich smaller than that f or ý 11. 
Furthermore, the low position of the second for--ia. -at of the 
phazyngealized lateral cotild be accounted for in ter-s of"the 
secondary axticulation characteristics in the form of V-ie divided 
cavity syst-ýýn behind the primary point of articulation" 
(Fant, 1960), 
and the narrow protruded li-o o-jeni. -n9o 
5.2.3. Formwit ý. ontinuit,, y. 
I Fant (1960) has 9"6,0'e`sted that the spectral structure of a 
lateral 
is characterized by the -presence of a zero at ýý 
frequency position 
very clope to tl-ýat of F3- "The anti-resonance, 
"he states, "is evidently 
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due to the shunting effect of the mouth cavity behi. ad the ton, ý) ,e blade. 
The presence of the anti-resonance very close to F3 would then ", ave 
the explscted effect of neutralizinj F3. Fant is '-hat 
the formant which ap-pears o. -i the s-, oectro,:, r; pns, and which is normally 
t, q-'-r-en to be F3, is in fact F4. 
Lehiste (191. "4) writes that "The presence of a , ero in the region 
of the third fornarit 
fom, 
- ant movements. " 
spee trographic ally L 
for-, ant of a lateral 
third forinant of the 
frequency position. 
mi, -, ht be detected by a discontinuity in the 
That isIthe presence of a zero might be inferred 
n those cases where what appears to be the taird 
ends abruptly at the transition point and the 
following vowel begins at a much higher or lowwr Cl J- 
Lehi ste, however, makes the point that "the typical articulations 
of speech sounds differ in various languages, and, furthermore, that 
within one lanEuage there may exist contextual variants of one phoneme 
that may exhibit considerable phonetic differences. " In Particular, 
she indicates that "It mio-ht be possible that some allophones of /l/ e. ) 
are chaxacterized by the . -, resence of a zero in t., -ie spectrum, while some 
other positional variants show a different spectral st-micture. " 
Thus, while lehiste conceU. es the presence of zeros in the spectral 
struct,: re of some laterals, she points om; t the possibility that 
they 
might be absent in t"-e spectral structure of other laterals. 
Such a 
point of view is evidently in dise., Tee. -ent with 
Fax-it' statement that 
the acoustic stractu: re of laterals in generp-l 
is characteri--ed by the 
Dresence of a zero. 
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The question of the , 7)resence of absence of a zero in the Pcolistic 
spectrm. of a lateral is representative Of the wider issue of cpvity 
af-filiations. Lehiste (191D 4) voices the belief that "On the bas Is Of 
infor-ation nresently availablelthe calculation of resonances and the 
assignment of specific formants to 0articular Cavity resonýunce is not 
feasible. " This is not a lonely voice; as early as 1951 Delattre wuote, 
quotin,: ý-, - Joos in the process9that "It is generally believed that "the 
shý, ne of the filteriný; cýwity is so very complex as to be mathematically 
unmanageable... " 
5.3. Perception. 
One of the early attem-p-tts to discover the aco-. --stic cues essential 
to the recogznition of /1/, as well as /wgj, and r/, was that made by 
O'Connor et al (1957). The experimenters started by examining spectro- 
ms of the sounds under investigation in order to identify the g . lTa 
acoustic ci-ies that might possibly be responsible for their recognition. 
Synthetic specj; ra of t, -. ese sounds in which only the first two fo: r-mants W -- - 
were included, 2-nd where the startingg fre(, lle-ncy of the second forlant 
was systematically variedgwere presented to listeners for identification 
as /1/, /r/g/w/ or 
Analysis of the results of the perceptual tests revealed that 
while the F2-transition alone -was sufficient to cue 
the distinction 
v n. between /w/, /j/gand /lr/, it failed to ciie 
t' e distinction between 
/l/ and /r/. 
The experim-nters pointed ol,, t tha-, 
the fail'-ire of t. --, p IP2- 
transition to -.. i. ie the distinction between 
/j/ and /r/ is Ilot, in factq 
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surprising. The s-!: arting frequencies of t, -le second for-ant for 
are not very diff-? rent frO-71 those for /r/. It is t=e that -,. e 
starting point of the second formant transition snould be somewhat 
I-, oT 
hiý; hler f or /l/ thwa for /r/. This, ' wever, did not seem to provide 
a reliable differentia between the two -phones. 
'Ye should note, however, that listeners' inability to d--*Lstin.: -l--ish 
between /l/ and /r/ on the basis of F2-transition alone does not 
mean, as O'Connor et al point, outthat "the -aoz! e-or-less common /r, l/ 
second for-: 2ant will produce, with all vowels, a phoneme which is 
iddifferently /r/ or /l/. " An interesting, result of the experiment 
was the discovery that it was not so much the frequency position of 
the F2-onset as it was the direction of the F2-transition. Whenever 
the P2 had a ne,,, v: ), ative transition the somd wa. s invaxiably recognized 
as /r/, and whenever it had a positive transition it was recognized as 
/i/. 
Naturally eno-u,, -hgthe frequency position of the third for-n--int 
starting freq-, lency would have to depend on the nature of t, ie F2- 
transition. With a negative F2, where the stimulus is ý)erceived as 
/r/, F3 would have to start at a low frequency very close 
to that of 
F2, if the stimulus generated was to be perceived as 
/r/. If on the 
6V 
other hand, the sound was to be perceived as 
/l/ the third forma., it 
onset "must be no lower than the third formant of 
the vowel. " With 
a positive F2-trp.. nsit. 4,. on, where the stimullis 
is )erceived as /1/9F3 
low frequency -position to --)roduce 
/r/, 
would have to start at a very 
and at a higher position to produce 
/l/. 
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5.4. The aconstic of- the Axabic 
This section reports the resul-lu-s of t1he investi--, ation into the 1. tJ 
spectral and teri-poral CýIracteristics of tlae Arabic lateral. The -plan 
of study involved the analysis of both the phazyngealized [ 11 and the 
non-phaxyngealized[ 1] in three diý ini ti al fferent word-positions: 
interwocalic and final. In each position, the effect of the Arabic 
long 
, vo-7els on the lateral, as well a, s the eft'fect of t, ie lateral itself 
on the adjjýicent voweltaxe investigated. 
The non-plia-L-, mgealized lateral IIJ . 
The ef-Tect of Dosition on the s-Dectrum of of 1. 
Týalble 5.1 shows the average steady-state freqUency positions of 
the first three formants of [1] in initial 9 intervocalic and final 
' 
Dositions. It is obvious from the table that the position o'L 
[1] in 
the roore, ha, s a considerable effect on its spectrum. This is most 
prono, -inced 
in the case of Fl which is highest in intervocalic position 
and lowest in final position. The degree of variation is not so marked 
in the case of F2 which rempins the spine in both initial ar. d final 
positions and only shows a tendency to rise in intervocalic position. 
The frequency position of F3 likewise, remains iinchaxiged in both the 
initial and intervocalic positions. It shoiAd be mentioned, 
however, 
that V'ie frequency positions of F3 in initial and intervocalic positions 
have been averaZ-ed from a few occurences only sinee 
F3 is absent in 
the majority of cases investigated in these two nositions, and aliWs 
absent in final position. 
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F1 F2 F3 
Initial 315 1500 2300 
Intervocalic 420 1560 2300 
Final 265 1500 
Table 5.1. Ave-rage steady-state frequency positions 
for the first three f ormants of [1] (in Hertz) in 
initial, intervocaliegand final positions. 
The eff ec t of the adj, ac ent vowel .. f1l . 
Figure 5-1 presents the fOrMant DOsitions of [1] as a function 
of the ax. ijacent vowel. The lines connect points representing the 
average values measured for 80 occurrences of 
[11 in initial, inter- 
vocalic and final positions. As may be seen from the firgure, the 
range of variation of F1 is slight. There is, however, a tendency to 
vary directly with the F1 of the adjacent vowel. Limited variation 
is again observed in the case of F2 of the lateral. This is, indeed, 
surprising, since one would eapect F2 of 
[1] to show more extensive 
fluctuation similar to that observed in the case of other segments 
studied in this work. P2 of the lateral does not, furthermore, seem 
to vary directly with the adjacent vowel but seems to staY around 
1500 Hz regardless of the nature of the vowel. The effect of the 
nature of the adjacent vowel on the lateral P3 could not, however, be 
studked since Uds is absent in most of the occu=ences of 
(1] 
. 
5.4-1-3. Transitions. 
Figure 5.2 presents the average staady-state as well as 
the onset 
and off set f requency positions of the second f ormant of 
the f ive Arabic 
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for the f irst two formants in the spectra of 
[1] as a function of the adJacent vowel* 
Figure 
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Figure 5.1. The average frequency positions 
long vo7els f Alowin,,, initial and intervocalic [1 and- Drecedin,, - 
intervocalic and final In general, [1] see-, is ,o Itlave a ne; 73'ative 
trpnsitiona, l infl, 
-ience on the close front vowels ?., 7, d a -, ositive 
transitional Lifluence on the back vowels. Its irZluence on the 
transition of [a: ] however, de-pends on its ... ition in the word. When 
occurs Drevocalice-Ily, it has a net-Dative transiijional influence on 
a Post-vocalic Llj, by contrast, has a slight pogitive transitional 
influence on [a. -, ] when. it occ-rs in intervocalic position, and a neutral 
trp, nsitiona. 1 influence when it occurs in word-final position. 
As may be seen from fig-re 5.21the extent of transition is 
greater when the -1] occurs in initial position than when it occurs Lz 
in final position. Indeed, the figl., re shows that even when the 11] is 
in intervocalic position the extent of the transition is greater when 
it precedes the vowel than when it follows it. This sua-Crests that Qo 
the effect of ý1] on the second formant of in adjacent vo,,. vel is greater 
in a consonant-vowel context than in a v: ýwel-consonant one. 
Duration. 
Table 5.2 sho, -s the average durations Of 
L11 in initiallinter- 
vocalic and final positions. The position of 
the lateralm t, -. e word 
has a conside: rable influence on its 
duration- The lateral has the 
lon6est duration in final positiongthe shortest in 
intervocallic 
position, with an intermediate value 
in initial position. The nature 
of the following vowel, by contrast9has 
little influence on the 
duration of the lateral. (Cf. Table 5-3) 
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Figure 5.2. The average onsetloffset and steady-state frequency 
positions for the second formants of the Arabic long vowels after 
vord-initial and intervocalic [1] (left-hand side) and before 
intervocalic and final [1] (right-hand side). 
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Initial! Intepr ina. 1 
0a Ic 
90 70 170 
s of F1 Table 5.8 AveraZe dýi-iration fl-T-in' -milliseconds) in initin-19intervocalic, and final --ý'ositions. 
[i: 1 le: 3 ' [, 2e. ] [0: ) 
115 110 115 1 05 105 
Table 5.3 Average durations of [ 11 (in milliseconds) 
as a function of the neighbouring vowel. 
5.4.2. The pharyngealized lateral 14 - 
5.4.2.1. The effect of position on the spectrm of 
Table 5.4 shows the average steadyý-state frequency positions 
of the first three formants of [. 11 in initinIj intervocalic, and final 
positions. P3 is absent in all three positions. Similar to [11, the I 
frequency position of the first forriant of III in final -nosition is 
lower than that in initia-I position which is, in turn, lower than tl&-. at 
in intervocalic position. F2, by contrast, is lower in final position 
than in intervocalic position which is, in turn, lower than that in 
initial position. 
F1 F2 F3 
Initial 400 1100 
Intervocalic 580 1035 
Final 295 1 1000 
Table 5.4 Average steady-state freq, iency positions 
of the first three formants of 
[. 11 (in Hertz) in 
initialgintervocalic and final positions. 
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5.4-2.2. Duration 
Table 5.5 shows the average durations of 14 in intial, inter- 
vocalic and final Positions. Similar to [11, the has the shortest 
duration in intez--vocalic position, the longest in final position, with 
an intermediate vahie in initial position. 
Initial Int 
voc H 71C 
Final 
75 70 160 
Table 5.5 Averaze durations of [fl (in milliseconds) 
in initial, intervocalic aý. T final Dositions 
Trwasitions. 
Figure 5-3 presents the average steady-state as well as the 
onset and offset frequencies of the second fom-ýant of 
_Fct: 
j in the 
vicinity of [Q - As may be seen from the figureý[I! 
] has a neutral 
transitional influence od . The position of 
[ 11 in the word 
does not affect either the direction or the extent of the transition. 
5.5. Conclusion. 
The acoustic analysis Of the Arabic lateral reported 
in the 
previous sectiom has shown that while the non-pharyngealized 
lateral 
has different spectral characteristics and exetts a 
different tran- 
sitional influence from that of the pharyngealized 
lateral, both 
laterals show similar patterns of spectral and 
temporal variation 
with word position. 
1.77 
Figure 5.3 
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Figure 5-3. The average oneettoffset, and steady-state frequency 
positions for the second formant of [cl: ] after word-initial and 
intervocalic [. 1] (left-hand side), and before intervocalic and 
final [1] (right-hand sidd), 
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In this section we shall deal f irst with the s-ýectral dif f erences 
between the pharyngealized and the non-pharyngealized laterals. Te 
shall then examine the vaXiation Of the spectral characteristics of 
both as a function Of word position and the adjacent vowel. We shall 
then discuss how the vowel s-Pectrum is itself affected by the lateral 
and word position. Lastly, we shall examine the factors that determine 
the temporal properties of the Arabic lateral. 
Spectral diff erences between the phaxyrigealized and the 
non-pharyno, ealized lateral. 
The acoustic analysis of the Arabic lateral has revealed that 
there are significant differences between the spectr, --,, l characteristics 
of the -oharyngealized [1] and the non-pharyngealized 
[1]. Firstvthe 
spectrum of the non-pharyngealized lateral shows the presence of its 
first th: ree formants at the average frequency positions of about 330 
RZ for F191520 Hz for F21and 2300 Hz for F3- The spectr= of the 
pharyngealized lateral, by contrasttis characterized by the absence 
of the third formant in all positions investigated. Farthermore, and 
in common with other pharyngealized sounds9the average frequency 
position of F1 at 425 is considerably higher than that for'F1 of 
while the average frequency position for F2 at about 1045 Hz is con- 
siderably lower than that f or F2 of 
[11 
* 
5.5.2. The eff ect of word position on the sDectrim of the 
lateral. 
By contrast with other speech segnents studie, i 
in this work, the 
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effect of word position on the freqUency position for the first three 
fo=ants of both 
fl] 
and [. 1] is more, Observed in the case of Fl than 
in the case of F2. F39in those cases in which it could be detected, 
shows little or no variation at all. 
Similar to 6ther speech sounds studied in this work, however, the 
frequency positions of lateral formants are lowered in the spectra 
of final position laterals. For both [1] and 
[I]vthe frequency 
positions of their first two formants are higher in intervocalic 
position than in initial position, which are in turn higher than those 
in final position. 
5.5-3. The eff ect of the adjacent voirel on lateral spectra. 
By contrast with the other speech sounds studied in this work-, 
with the exception of the lingual fricatives, the ran-ge of variation 
of the second formant is exceptionally limited. Furthermore, the 
second formant does not seem to vary directly with the adjacent 
vowel. 
5.5-4. 'The effect of the lateral and word position on vowel s-oectra. 
The transitional influence exerted by the pharyngealized lateral 
on the extent of F2-transition of the adjacent vowel is diff erent. 
from that exerted by the non-p.,, -arjn,., *ealized 
lateral. Irie extent of 
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transition of the second formnant of the adjacent vowel is affected 
by the position of the non-pharyngealized lateral in the word in 
such a way that it is greater when the non-pharynEea-lized lateral 
-orecedes the vowel than when it follows. In the case of the -r)haryn-- 
gea. lized lateral, by contrast, word position has no effect on the 
degree of influence exerted on the extent of F2-transition of the 
adjacent vowel. 
5.5.5. Duration. 
The duration characteristics of both 
[1] 
and 
[1] 
are very 
similar. 
[11 has an average duration of about 110 ms, while 111 
has an average duration of about 100 ms. More importantlytboth 
[1] 
and [1] show the. same pattern of duration variation with word 
position. They have the longest duration in final -position, the 
shortest in intervocalic position, with an intermediate value in 
initial position. 
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THE 'NASALS 
6.1 Articulatory mechanism. 
nasal consonant is a type of consonant sr=Ement t, e 
production of which the air strean, escapes only throu, ý-; h the nose. 
Duri, ngj, the production of a nasal consonant a strict'. -Ire of co-, -I-Olete 
closure is effected at some point in tiae oral tract thus -preventing 
the escane of air throiigh the mouth. The velum however, is lo---ered 
p* ttir erm to ig the air streara to esca-pe freely throuýýh the nose. 
Acoustic theory of -production of na. sals. 
T'ne acoustic system suitable for the Droduction of a nasal 
consonant consists essentially of t1he pharynx and nasal cavities, 
which are maximially coupled, and of tne oral cavity which acts 5-. -ts 
a closed side chamber. 
f 
Researchers agree t'-, iat the for. -., -, ants of nasal consonants are 
formed chiefly by the phaz", rnx-nose syste-n, while the avtifonmaý-its 
are formed by the closed oral cý-viity, wIiich fý--nctions as a side 
ch-i, -ilber coupled to the main -oath. (Cf. Fant, 1qoO; Hattoriq195S; 
Hecker, 1962; Fujimura, 1962; Su, Li and Fu, 1974) 
Spectral pro-erties of nasal consonants co,. ild be -, Iredicted 
by exa-mining the dimensions and characteristics Of 
t1he generating 
systf-M, . Studies based on such 
t'ieoretical considerations (Fant, lý, )60; 
/I ---ujjrp-ir, -j, 1Iý62;, and . ---ecker, 
lQ62) have, incleed, "', een able to -iredict 
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s-ectral -ý)roperties of nasal conýsonants winic-a are in gener C-) ? -I 
a, greement- with their observed spectr,! L. 
Such st-udies all point to tIn-e fact t'--at it is the partici-Dation 
of the nasa. 1 branch in the generation of nasal spectra which 0- 
determines the s-pectral characteristics that di stingruish the nasals 
as a class from other s-peech sounds. 
First, Fuj imura (1962) has shown that the densit-r of the for--iarnts 
of an acoustic system is a function of its length. Accord-ng to himi, 
the averar-e s-oacin---ý, of the f ormants of an acoustic system such as the 
phaxynx-nose system will be expected to be smaller (about 800 Hz) 
than the average spacinZ of the -pharynx-mouth system (about 1000 Hz). 
The diL. ference, he indicates, "is ascribed to the unequal lengths of f 
the nasal and or,, -l cavities. 
" 
SecondqFaxit (1960), Flanagan (1965), and Fujirmra (1962) have 1 -. 1 
. 5reater 
surface area o-, ' cý,, Vity poi-,,, tecl olit t. '. 'at the pro-portionally - 
arq walls present in the nasal tract would result in greater d pin, -, 
factors of for -ants generated b-. -, the syste--,, i. As Farlt 
(1960) points 
out, "A greater da_Tnpin,, r:,, ' of resonance in the nasal part than in 
the 
oral part of the voca-1 tract can be expected owing to ItIne -reater 
s-Lirface outline to area ratio of any cross-section --xc e_ ot 
in the 
naso-oharyra. " 
Anýd 9 third vocal 
tract moael experiments 
(Fant, 1960) ha7. -e shown 
that t*ne tr-, -nsnission 
charact-"Iristics of an acoustic s-, -ste. -ý simulatinj 
mant 
ynx-nose tract, with no ors-1 side cha:, iber, 
result in ý: I for the ýha-r- w 
1Z5 
at C-""Ollt 300 H'z Fnnt has, t, "eref ore, su,, -, -es u v ed t, -la-- the c'--pxact, ýri, - 
tic:, 111, r low F1 of nasal consonants re-oresen. ts the f, 
-: -, ida, -ent-oj reson,, -mce 
of the -o. hqz-ynx cavitr t-Lin9d by une nasal systl-n a, a reson-tor 
Acoustic analysis has, indeed, shown these features to be 
char, n. cteristic 01' the srjectra of natural S-peech nasals in -eneral 
(Potter, Kopp, and Kop-, 10-17; Joosgl, 048; Brosnah, -tn and -'., lalriberg .e ý' ý so ,1 Q/ 70) 
There is, however, widespread disagreement as to the number and 
frequency positions of the formants of nasals. 
The reported frequency -positions of the form. ants of np-, 57al 
consonants differ widely from one study to the other. /--, i/, for 
instance, hes been reported to have f0r-aaýqts at 2509110091350, and 
2000 Hz (Flanaganp1965), at 2509850,1300,1800, and '2. )0 Hz (JOOS91948)9 
IL and at 300,1000,2200, and 2500 Hz (Brosnahan a-rid '-'al--, ibe: rgq1970)- 
Furthermore. in the frequency re,, don extending from the bottom of the 
spectrum lip to aboiit 2400 71 -z, a region where most vowels s'ýow only 
t--, 7o formants, the formaý--. ts of nasal consonants have been re-ported to 
number anythin, -, - from one to five formants 
(PotterKopp, and Ko--)n, 1947; 
Fant, 1960; Hecker, 1962; Ladef oged, 1975; Broshahan nr. d '12.1-mberg, 1970). 
Dil"ferences as to the number and frec-iency positions of the 
for-ý, anlt. s of nasall consonants should not, linivever9be sur-prisinj for 
t7lo reasons. Firs It, re s earch ers agree tnat it is gener, -dly difficult 
to extract n-, ny consist-ntfeatures of the s-oectr? -- of nasal consonants, 
-, r-; (Fant91960; esr-ecially when a com, --ý-, rison is -iade over seve---ýl V 
1976). 1, Fuji-nura, l 962; Dic, sonlq62; and -; Jord, Secondly, -Potter, 
Ko-o-o and 
T, KoDr (10,47) have noted that t, ae n-mber of 
formants- of nasal consoants 
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var-i-s wi-. h the dep, -ree of stre. 1, --. 0. ssinm, ýThilsqw' ile stresý-_-ed /V or 
/n/ "ll)-as -. Pesonance area directly a7c. ove the v-, ice bar, pno-ý-'er "ýrme;: ý 
-vhich varies so-iewhat in -ýosition in the lower c-entral -, art o-, 7, t'-e 
pattern, a. nd a resonance area which rese-. ýbles P. dou'b"IL I, - e bax- at 7i-, out 
the s_--u-qe -rosition as bar 3 of the vowel a. ", the unstressed /m/ or /n/ 
'fmay be --ortrayed either by thýe voice bar alone, or by the voice '_Iar 
, jlus one or 7. ore weakly defined resonances. " 
6.2.1 The contribution of the oral side c'na-m'her. 
The existence of the mouth cavity -s a side chamber coupled to v 
the phax-j=-nose syste-a is important in t'-he deter-, ination of the 
transmission characteristics of that systen, and variation o. -f its 
vcl-, --,, me will affect 
these chaxacteristics, and hence the output s-. ectra 
of the various nasa-I consonants. 
Vocal tract model experiments (Fant, 1960) have shown that 
co-ipling the nharynx-nose system to the oral si, --Ie cha-mber hý, s the 
e-fect of increasimg- the total volume of the cou-)led sys-'; -Iem. As 
such the frequency positions of the fo=mants of na-sal consonants 
will be expected to vary inversely with the increase of volume of 
the oral cavity. Trnis will t'-us account for t, ýe fact tý--at 
the s-ýPctra. 
of n, -. sals show the lowest r?.. ni-, e 6f frequencies 
for Lml, and the hizhest D 
for Lql with an intermedia-te ran; --e for 
In] 
t-ý 
Z' tI,. e )rsl cavitY are a" sO Variation in the size and shape O. 'L 
the ! iain factor in determi-An',, 
the frequency nositions of t', ie ?, nti- 
formants of nasal consonants. 
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First, the location of the 2-'! tifOr7IjantS '70UId '-= -, o ', -e 
different for different iiasal consonants since t,,. p . uy ta-es - Dral c;, vi -, -- 
on a di-, -'fere--, 'w shane and sine for each nl-F: al consonaxit. 'Ine -f_r'eq"enc-r 
positions of the antifor-. anij, of a velar nasal, for instance, axe 
hijher than those of a dental nasal, which are in t-irn hijýer tlnen 
those of P. bilabial nasal; the --iout, --l cavity vol-, -I--- gettin. ý- rro-ressively 
smaller as the obstruction moves towards the bac-',,, of the ! noutuh. As 
Fu. 
-'imura 
(1 ýS2) has shown, the antif or---i,, --nt of 
[ n, I is between 75C :: z 
and 1250 -ýý-z, that of (n] is between 145DO and 2200 ITT-z while C-1.2a', of 
r1lis 
a: bove 3000 In Zeneral9the nar oý, er the - -7 ý. -ie back o-, -enin-- of te z- th 
orp-1 cavity, viz, the constriction made by the back of the tonb-ue, and 
also the larger the volume of the oral ca7ii-tuylthe lo-er the frequency 
-oosition of t--e antiform2xit. 
Second, tlie frequency position of the antifor-mant of the s, --n. e 
nýýsal would boe exnecte(ý to be different depending on the nature of 
the adjacent vowel. That is, the frequency of the antiformant of 
P. nasal is relatta--vely when the c-)nsonant is adjacent to a 
front. 
vo-,. 7el 7in, --: is JoTer W-hen it is adjacent to a b, -. c'ý vowel. ý, 
Ihen a nasal 
precedes, a front vo, vel, the axIterior T)art 6f the oral cavit, - 
durin-zr 
the z=duction of the nasal is na=owed in anticiT)ation of 
the vowel, 
and acoustic theory would predict a conseqaent rise 
in the frequency 
of the axitifor. mant. in the c, -TLse of a 
back voi7el context, on the other 
handýthe ant. JLci-)ator-Y ton, --, jue -. I-, osition results 
in -. lar, 3-ýe mouth cavity 
, vith -a ccrm-oara-ýiVej, r narro-7 
neck, witii a conseaaent 
decrease in tne 
frequenc7 of tie antifor-lant. 
. 
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T Lhe confij; uration of t-'. e vocal tract also 
bandividth of tne aq, -, i 
accounts for the fact 
bandwidth as coni-oared 
out that "In 
fo r-, i an to 
V-1at t': le 
L ý7L th th e 
the case 
-lasal co-ýsonant:, -. v , 
antif or OCL /n/ has vp=, - -7; `e 
rat. ner s-,, -Ia, h P-xp an tif0 r- It of /, -i/, by 
of /n/vthe wedge-shaped teznilation 
of the oral cavity causes *I- gradual cha,. n, 3e in C, aracteristic i-ined, nce Ii to ý '3-' 
and hence results in relatively lagge absorption of sound at the 
termination. The configuration of the or. -Il c, - for tvi -L /n/gon the 
other hand,, h. is ratIner abru-rt ter-mination, and, the mouth c, -. zvity has 
a s-, maller ratio of-C surface area to volu, -ne. The acous-Itic losses in 
the oral cavity are, theref ore, less appreciable and the b2nd7, idth of 
the aýntoifomna:., t is smaller. " 
6.2.2 Formant conti-nuity. 
It will be a--, )-. -, arent by now that the sound stricture of tn''n 
stpa, dy-state part of a nasal conso-,,, -Int - with its oral t . A.. tract generated 
an-tiformants, -I'lasal tract generated form-an., stand hi. --! -h 
d: -7ii-pin's factors - 
is basically different ILron, tInat of a vowel. "This fact, " --)-)i-nl 
llattorijaý-. ialrnoto and Fujimura (195e-ý) "causes someti-, es an essentially 
diiscontinuons transition in Vne structure of t, )e somd, or in other 
,., vo: rds, an abrupt chanoe of timbre at the 7, o, nent of rele--tse, of tne 
stop at the -point of articulation, givina, often an impression of 
plosion, even when no actual plosion can be heard. " 
flar observation made This is reminiscent of a 
earlier by Potter, Ko, ýp, and Kopp (l'? A7) -7ho have noted. 
that a 
r,: -. i(I -iove-lenlc, of the velu-m 'Iressults in shrir-) 
initiation and 
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t 
, ernination of V-e vovel : rý, sonances also in 3, s7i--I--, be-11-7een 
the nasa-I and the vo,., rel. 11 
Nakata (1959), ho77ever, has dis7)ute, - ý the E-lXistence of a discontin- 
uity in for-mant frequencies at the -n, )-,, ndaxy between a nasal consonant 
and a V077el. He believes that if t'---, e cou-, -)lin, --3 to tl, --e nasal -u-r, --, ct at 
the velum. is not too g-reat. the second and higher reson--, nce frequencies 
of the voca. 1 tract will not be screatly affected, a-lthou, 3h their 
, I, r. q--. litudes mig*-Iit be influenced by the highly damped naspI tract 
resonances P-nd the spectral zeros originating from the si-ýe chanber. 
"Thus, " he points out "as the axticulators shift -L Crom the Consonant to 
the vowel configuration there may be relatively shaz-D changes in the 
amplitudes of the second and hi---r)er fonnants, but the discontinuities 
in for-., ýaxit frequencies are probably not too 6---reat. " 
There is no doubt that Nakatal s reSection of the existence 
of a discontinuity in formant frequencies at the bmindary between 
a nasal and a vowel, axid the hypothesis on w---'ich his rejec-tion is 
b, ased, form a denarture from the generallY accented t"heory of Droduc- 
tion of nasals. Most researchers in the field haveýafter all, a3s=ed 
maxima. 1 coupling oi. the -mouth system to the pharynx-nose sylstem. 
(Cf. Fant, 1960 and Hecker, 1962) 
It is -. orecisely in such a situation that the results of 
the 
acoustic ana. 1--sis of speech can be crucial -, _n confirrun-,, 
or re-cuting, 
one or t'le ot'--er of two contr-, adictinc- hyý)Othesbs- 
-Jaý,,, ata has, after 
1> 
all, cl-imed that "Ebca--iination of the of 
natural sneech 
. 
pothesis. confir-is" his hy- 
Igo 
6.3 Perce-7tion. 
In Vie-7 Of ti-4e fact, as Tve have already seen, that the "nas,, l 
conson, a-nts nave clifferent antiform. ants, 77hich Call within di ferent 
4 
-f ' 
distinctively defined re,, grions" (Su, Li, and Fu91974), it is not 
unusual to ex-pect that "the antiformant the major role in 
identification of the point of articulation during the closure 
-oeriod of nasal consonants" (Hattori t'? rpm. amoto, and 711jimu-a, 1958)- 
Portions of much shorter durations Illavetafter all9been shovkn to 
have residual acoustic cues that carry place of production infor- 
mation - for instance9the explosion phase of a plosive (Halle, Flughe s, 
and Radley, 1957). 
Ebc 
7Deriments with natural speech (Maldcot91956) and s,,; -xithetic 
speech (Housee, 1957 and Nakata, 1959) have, indeed, d ennonsl-, rated that 
the isolated steady-state Darts of different nasals can be correctly 
identified. Malecot recorded gated stendy-state --)o-rtions of 
different nasals in random order and -presented V-_em to a group of 
listeners for identification as /m, /, /n/, or /5/. Analysis of 
listeners' resnonses sho-, ed that the -percerj-ttaze of correct respcnses 
w, s 96 for /-n/, 56 for /n/, and 12 for 
/I/. ',, uch higher percentagest 
U however, were reported by Yakata 
(1959) for ýAs synthetic stirTali 
65 for These results , tooether with 90 for /-, a/, 80 for /n/, and 0 
. lent 
by House (1957),, with those of anot'ner ex-perjr, 
seem to indicate 
that isolated s-, -ntjietic nasals are more reac'il'v 
identified thp-q the 
I 
natural nasals. 
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Since the eaxly days of spectrog-raphy, howevýr, there were 
su.,. -,, -esti. -)ns that it -IJ,, : 7h-" 
be the tr2-nsitio-s of adoinin- vo--el s, 
ratlier t--an the sup-ady-state T)arts, -, 7h4 , --rcent --!!, -, ýort c !, i ar e -u, I im t 
as carriers of place of production infozmatio. ý (Potter, ý-op7), ar., -, Kop-p, 
1947 and Joos, 1948). 
Such suggestions were later su-pported, in part, by tIne results 
of ex. ri. ieents with synthetic slOeech C. -1 1 arried out at t'-e Haskins 
Laboratories (Cooper, Del attre, Lib e:.:, ipn Borst, a. -id Gerts-ian, 1952) and 
other research cen-tres (17aýata, 1959). These exp, -riments showvd that 
the second fo-=ant transitions of adjacent vowels are Derceptually 
im-oortant as acoustic cues conve-%rin-, infor. -tation on t, -e point of 11 1: 3 L- - 
articulation of nasal consonants. 
Dvoerimenters were thus alble to show that information on the 
point of articulation of a nasal consonaxit is -provided by both the 
steady-state and transition parts. The next step wasilojicr'lly 
enou to try to determine the relative i-n-jortance of the acoust 
ic 
.19- 
cues resident in both -oarts. In ot'ier words, they wanted 
to '=O-- 
which nart, iý' eitherýwili be dominant and 
thus determne listene--s' 
perce--, ti, -), --a of 
the sound in those c--ses Vaere the steý7dy state c-,, -rricd 
-olace cues di-f'ferent from those c, -, rried 
br t,,,? vowel tr. insitions. 
Such an exnerii. ient w,. s caxried out 
by ', '. al4co'u who g-)lit 
the transition ? a-rt away from the steady-state part and 
reco, ibined 
. 4.1 ition s-nd steady-state ', ': )a-rtlfro-'l 
d'fferent s"Llablesp"on the 
trans Lu 
I rt Of the soimd would (ýecermine assum-)tion Ith-It tne more powerful pax 
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,,,,,,, hich phone-le P. lis-ener rould hear. 
sho-ed thp, 7TIlile tlae transitiong of 
dominant, the steady-state -, )-? xts "2-rO 
res-pect to -,. Dlp. ce id entif ic, -,,. t ion; they 
information almost negliý- ble-in ini 
im-portant in terminal position. " 
"'. 10 Of t, 
lihe P-djoinin. 
_. 
- vo-, -ýels a-re over- 
not co-, ple-,, ely neu-trn, l '7i-tirl 
contain a small ajiao, int of ýplr-ce 
tial 'position but so,, mewhn t' - . lore 
In a itter ex-periment by Nord (1976), how: ever, the contri"co7tion 
of the steady-state part of natural speech nasals was found to be 
overdominant in intervocalic position. Nord co ý, bined steady- state 
and transition parts f rom di 'Lf erent stretches of vowel + nasal + vowel 
and -cresented them to listeners for judgment. Analysis of listeners' 
res-_-ýonses sho-ed that they depended -ori-narily on the steady-state part 
in t-, eir identification of the stimuli. The percentages of correct 
res-oonses reached an impressive 80 for /n/ and 70 for /m/. 
TI he results of Nord's experiment indicate quite clearly that 
the ste-ý, dy-state parts of nasal consonants carry stro. i-, ' place cues. 
They cannot, as such, si-i-ppo-rt -I'akatals argii. nient 
(1959) that since in 
natiira-I speech the spec-ra of the steady-state Darts are often 
obscured by the nresence of snectral zeros, high 
d, -imping, or other 
e, ýtraneoiis factors, "The identification of nasal conson, -ints 
in na. tura. 1 
- 4- 
speech ý iusst, therefore, rely heavily on the second 
for-ant locus as 
observed in the tr, -,. nsition of the acijacent vowel. 
" 
si-,, -nificqnt in tha The -t-esul+. s of IT. ord's ? x-, 4? riment are 
hit. - 
I 
they t, -, irow on a nepýrllr established 
tradition t. ia-, has alv7a'. rs 
1.93 
IDelittled the contribution of the steady-State Paxt in --he id-ntizj- 
cation of the point of articulation in c, -enxrral. They axe also surD- 
rising especially since previous acous--ic a '. Lnalyses h ve pointed out 
the difficulty of differentiatinjý, /Tn/ spectra fro-m /n/ spectra (Cf. 
Potter, Kopp, and KO-DP91947 and Brosnahan Pmd , Aalmberg, 1970)- Indeed, 
the results of the acoustic analysis of the Arabic nasals re-loorted in 
Section 6.4 show that although the f requency positions for the formants 
Of /n/ axe generally higher than those lor /m/ they very often overlap. 
6.4 The acoustic analysis of Arabic nasals. 
This section reports the results of the investiýý-ation into the 
spectral and temporal properties of the Arabic bilabial and dental 
nasals [m] and [n] and their pharyncgealized counterParts [Im-1 and [U]. 
The plan of study involved the analysis of each nasal in three different 
positions: initial, intervocalic 3, nd final. In each position the effect 
of the Arabic long vowels on the nasal, as well as the effect of the 
nasal itself on the adjacent vowel, are investigated. 
6.4.1 The non-2haryn, 7, ealized bilabial nasal -[m). 
6.4.1 
91 * 'The effect of position on the spectrum of 
rrji . 
Table 6.1 shows the avera, -,, e steady-sta-te frequency positions 
for the first three formants of [m] in initial tintervocalic I and 
final 
positions. The 'freqUency positions for F1 and 
F3 in final nosition 
are lownr than those in intervocalic position, which are 
in turn 
lower than those in initial position. The frequency positions of 
F2, 
on the other hand, are higher in intervocalic and 
final positions than 
in initial position. 
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F1 F2 F3 
Initial 235 86o 2015 
Intervocalic 
- 
215 1000 1 7, ý`ý 5 
Final 
[ 
200---. 1000 1750 
Table 6 .1 Average steady-state frequency -positions (D 
of the first three for-mants of Cmj (in Hertz) in 
initial, intervocalic and final positions. 
6,. 4.1 .2 The effect of adjacent vowel on fril. 
Figure 6 .1 presents the formant positions of [ml pts a fiimclion 
of the nei-, libouring vowel. The lines connect -points representing 
-v-ra--, e values measured for 60 occurrences of Cm] in initia-l, inter- 
vocalic, and final positions. As may be seen from the fig-ure, the 
first formant s'nows little vn-riation and seems to vary independently 
of the ad4aciint vowel. The second formant, by contrast, s'no-,, sa greater 
range of fluctuation p-nd, apart fro-I its exceptimally hie-,, h frequency 
position in the vicinity of[X. 
I'g 
seems to vary directly with the second 
formant of the adjacent volvel. The third for-iq, -, t is invariably hiý3hl 
and no systelaatic vnxiation could be attributed to the influence of ly 
the adj ac ent vowel. 
6.4.1,. 3 
Table 6 .2 show-:, thp jverp. 7e 
durations of F7. q 
) in initial, inter- 
voc-a. lic, ami final T,, osi-, ions. The -, )osition of 
Výe nasP-1 in t'-. e wo -rd 
1,95 
11 
Hz 
2 500 
2250 
2000 
1750 
1500 
1250 
1000 
750 
500 
250 
[i: j [0 
ill IT-1 10 t1 N--1 
Figure 6.1. Avarage frequency positions for 
the first three f ormants in the spectra of [m] 
as a function of the adjacent vowel. 
Figure 6.1 
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h,?. s a -ýlp i---j; "-ue, -ice' on T'ie ha-sal 
lo. --_, est d--, ration in final 
-,, jsiuio-n, 
the shortes, ý i: -. 
wilth an int-r-, ediate value in i-n-te--rVOC21ic 'Position. e r- aI "'urez Of 
vowel the a(ijf-qcen+- by contrast, has lit-'le i-rifluence on -he diirati, ýn 
of the nasal. Furthem ore, as may i)e seen lfror, -L table 
6-3ý,; -iere -', s no 
discernible pattern in the variation of the duration of [m] 
could be attributed to the influence of the adjacent vowel. 
Ini tdal Int 
VOCE-ic i 
Final 
75 100 190 
Table 6.2 Averaýýe durations of [m-j (in milliseconds) 
in initial, intervocalic, axid final positions. 
I 
i* 
120 115 130 
1 
---- 
1-1 
115 
Table 6.3 The averagýý duration, ý of 
[m] (in milliseconds) 
as a function of the neighlbouriný,, vowel. 
I. 
i. 
Fi, -ure6 .2 presents the wierpge stý? adY-st, -Ite 
7ell :? s t'- -e ons-! ýýt 
and offset frequencies of tlie second formant of 
the five AT-Icic lor, -, 
vowels in the vici---ity of In gen--rq-l, 
[m] seer,, s to ý, ave a ne 
transition, -. 1 influence on the front vowels and a neu.. r-1 
tr-nsit-Jonal 
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Figure 6.2 
Hz 
2250 
2000 
1 
1 
12 
1 
/ f: 3 
/ /7 
10 E I U. 
li: 
let 
clic 
h ---j cl -0 
[0.. ] ci 
fu 
2 
Figure 6.2. The average onset, offeetpand steady-state frequency 
positions for the second f ormants of the Arabic long vowels after 
word-initial and intervocalic [m] (Jef t-hand side) and before 
intervocalic and final [m] (right-hand side)* 
[0 
--1 Ei 
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inf luence on. t-, ie bac'--- vo-7 rý,,, s -ected --e 
co-non 77ith other bil,. 7bi-, l sounds, hps '. vQI'T 107 1 icus. 
ip-y he seen fro--, i 6.2, the extentoL' 
in ii-iitial th,,, n in final position. Indee, -ý. , t': --e gigure srlo,, -rý thp, 4, : ýven 
when [, -, i] is in intervocalic position the ex-tent of trq2-siti ni 
j-reater when tu'he nasal precedes the 'vowel than when -it -folio-, s J. 
'Mis m-7gests that t-ne effect of [m) on the second for-Pnt of aiL 
adjacent vowel is 
-, 
-reater in a consonant-vowel contý-xt tlrian in fý 
vowel-consonant context. 
6.4.2 The -ohaxynFealized bil? bial nasal, [121. 
6.4.2.1 'ITlhe e; 'f ect of nosition on the -snectruri of 
rrql 
Table 6.4 shows the -lvp--rage steady-state -frequency -positions 
of the first three for,,,,,, glts of 
[12] in initie-1, intervoc. alic, azd 
final -positions. -73 is abse-rit in all 
ti-iree -positions. In final 
.e result that we are : -ýosition, furthermore, F2 i: ý also a'sent with tý- 
positLon of F1 in left with onlr Fl. Similar to 
Imj the frequency 
final position is lo, 7er than t'-pt in intervocalic -position, -ýhich 
is 
in turn lower thýýn that in initial position. In the case of F29 
however, the situation ic di--fren'L,, Tith F2 in intervoc,. 
lic -oosition 
lo-, 7pr tl-ian P2 in position. 
1,99 
F 
F2 3 
Initial 195 900 
Intervocalic 185 850 
Final 180 
Table 6.4 Average steady-state frequenc-., - ', Oositions 
of the first three formants of [a] (in Hertz) in 
initia. 1, intervocalic and final positions. 
6.4.2.2 Duration. 
Table 
. 
6.5 sho, 7s the average durations of [121 in initial, inter- 
voca. lic, and final positions. Similar to [m) the [ml has the shortest 
duration in initial position, the loiiSest in final position, with an 
inter-mediate value in intervocalic nosition. 
Int-r initi4i vocallE Final 
80 87 185 
, 
[21 (in -. -nijji, -: ) ec -, lids) Table 6.5 -kvpra: -Te 
durations o" 
in initia-1, intervocaliegand final positions. 
6.4.2.3 Transitions. 
Pigure 6.3 presents the avera_e steady-state a, - well as 
the 
onset and offset fre4uencieg of the second 
fornaxit of 
[C(*J Ll the 
, -nsitional 
irý--Iiuence 
vicinity of oilviously has -, - nggative 
tra 
on 
[a*-] Furtla-? r-nore, sii-iilar to 
(ml, tie Of tr,, nsittion is 
200 
Hz 
2000 
1800 
1600 
1400 
1200 
1000 
800 
66oo 
400 
200 
Figure 6.3 
Figure 6-3- The average onset, offset, and steady-state frequency 
Positions for the second formant for [ct: ] after word-initial and 
intervocalic [. 3] (left-hand side), and before intervocalic and 
word. -final faj (right-hand side)e 
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L - ater when the n-s, -' ', Xcecp, 'es the VOW$ýj thrm w., Ie-rl 
i 4L, f 
su-jjestin... u c- onoe again 
that the corl-rticillatory i- '1,, -, ence of [71 is 
in -,. CV ontext th2ý-l in a V- u ý,, one. 
ý. 4.3 The non--)haýrn, ý, 'ealized dental 
_nasal 
[n] 
. 
6.4,. .1 The P---"f. 'ect of nosition on the s-)ect, rum, of the nasa-1 [nj. 
Table 6.6 shows the -averr-P. -e stendy-stato frec-aency -positio-s 
of the fi-rst three formants of (nj in iiniti7ý1, intervocalic, and -final 
-positions. The frequency positions of Fl and F2 in i--qte--rvoc,, -, Iic 
position are higher tition tHose in initial posiltion, 77hich are in turn 
higher than tho! 3e in final position. F3, by cont-raot, iss ? iif-lher in I -, 1. 
initi-.,, l -position th, -Yi in intervocr ilic position and does not a-p-)e. -: ý. r 
in final -cosition. 
Pi F2 F3 
Initial 2 411" 5 870 1735 
Intervocalic 250 1010 1515 
Final 220 800 
r 1- Lable 
6.6 Avp-ra, --, e sterýdy-state frequency ý)ositions 
of the firs'll three formants of fný 
(in Hertz) in 
initial jintervocalic -uq, 
final positions. 
6.4-3.2 The e. -fect of the ajjn-c, ý, nt vowel on 
the nasr-11 
fnI. 
step, d---sluaýe f-ýq--, enc,!!, -7ositions 17i P7,: - -ents the e 202 
HZ 
2000. 
1800 
0 
1600 
1400 
1200 
1000 
800 
6oo 
400 
200 
k 
I[i.. ] [e: ] rX31 [o t] [u q 
II 
Figure 6-4. The average frequency positions 
for the first three for. -=ts in the spectra 
of Jýij as a function of the adjacent vowel. 
Figure 6.4 
2D3 
of the first three formants, of [n] as a function 0-7 u--e 
vo-rel. The lines --onnbct points rp--)resenti---,, - a-,, -er:,,, e Val'? es mefisu--d 11 -- 
for 80 occ-u-rer. ces of [nj in initial, ilntelrvocýiii finým, l positions. 
As mca. ýr '-e seen lfrom the fi. ---, 1relths -fi--t S1 "IOWS little 
varia, ion and see7-is to výý-I-: in, "7e-oendently of tlne adjacen 
4- -ý jV 17ý) uu roý el. --e 
ý, --econd- fo--,, -, ma-nt, by contrast, shows -reater fluctuatio-, i a-ndqan7-rt -Pro-, 
n its exce-)-tiona-aly hi-3h frequency ý)osition iin t"-., e vic-ini-Ity offfj. -J, it 
seems to vanj directly with the second for-,, ant of th? Pa. icent vo-, -. el. 
Aý 11 ae (- t4u 
-v, ain, with 
"I 
-xcep on of the uncommionly low value 0' F3 in 'he 
vici'-Ii'uY of 
11: 1, F3 is invariably hioh and -, io syste-ý, -,, ýtic veriation 
could be attributed to tll--e infl-, ience of vowel. 
6.4-3.3 Durption 
Table 6.7 shows the avera.,,. 're durations of 
[nj in initialinter- 
vocalic and final positions. The Dosition of the nasal in the word 
has a considerable influence on its duration. 
[n] has the shortest 
duration in intervocp-lic positionga sliý; htly loný; er duration in L-3 
7, osition. The 
-niti7d Dositionjand 
the lo---,, -,, est duration in final - 
nat-). re of the adjacent vo, vel (See table 
6.8), by contrýist, has little 
-i sc ernible influence on the duration of 
[n) Furthermoreq there is no c- 
pattern in the variation of the duration of the nasal 
t'iiat could be 
attributed to the influence of the adjacent 
204 
Ini ti al I In't ei 1 ITOCaFIC Final 
Table 6.8 Average durattions of Lnj (in milliseconds) 
as a fiLnction of the ne -- i,,, hbouring vowel. 
Transitions. 
so 70 210 
rn la'tle 6.7 Average durations of [n] (in milliseconds) 
in initial, intervocalic, and final Dositions. 
1 
i: 
150 150 140 1- DO T 150 
, Tigure 6.5 presents the average steady-state as well as the onset uu 
and offset frequenci-s of the second fo=-2iat of the five Arabic long 
vowels in the vicinity of Vnj. In r, -c, )eneral, 
[nl seems to liave a, negative 
transitionn. 1 influence on the front Vowels, --and a -positive transitional 
influence on Vie back vovrels. This isin fact ex-pected sinc(-. [ný has 
I 
,q a 
hij er locus than 
[vaj. 
As may be seen from fi6iare 6.5, the extent of trpnviti-, n is 
greater when the na -ion than --, vhen it occurs , sal occurs 
in initial 
., -)osi-11 
in final -position. Indeed, the giTire shows that even when 
fnj is in 
- on i:; Ereater 1,11hen. intervocalic position, the extent of the transitý 
the nasal precedes the vowel than w'-qen it follows 
it. This -, i, 7, gests 
J that the effect off 
[nj on the second f7ormant of , in ad. 
jacent voivel is 
-7rp,?. ter in a consonq, -A-V07el context than 
in a vowel-consoriaý-t one. 
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fr 
Hz 
25007 
)2ýO 
2ow 
/ 750 
1,600 
41 NI, 
IWO 
790 
§00 
20 
D[i: 
0ý -. 1 
[i: ] 
ri :. 
[x 
1081 
16.1 
Pigure 6.5 
0 
C3- 
[I--] C7", ý 
/ 
a: ] 
Figure 6-5. The average onset, offset and steady-state frequency 
Positions for the second fomLntg of the Arabic long vowels after 
initial and intervocalic [nj (left-hand side) and Wore intervocalic 
and final [n] (ri#ht-hand side). 
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orý 
6.4-4 he -ýýhp-xy, n'T nge, -alised nost-dentp-1 nasal 
6.4.4.1 'Ih 7, e effect of nosition on the S'022tram Of 
Table 6.9 shows the averarpe steady-state frec enc-., -, ositions i 
CD - 
-U 
of the f irst three f orm- ants of [a] in initial, inter-. -ocalic , 9_n,. -L f inr--l 
positions. lFhe Position of the nasel in the wo--nd laas ýi considerable 
influence on its s-cectram. The frequency position of P2 in indtial 
-position is hi--ier than that in itItervocalic -oosition? lv--. ich is in 
tizrn hi -h - ý er 
than t1lat in final position. The frequency rosi-tions of 
F1 in initial and intervoc7-,, Iic positions are the s-, 7, e. They are, 
however, higher thpn F1 in final -osition. In the case of F3 no 
comparison can be made since it is present only in initial position. 
F1 P2 F3 
Initial. 250 1175 2000 
Intervocalic 250 1125 
Final 200 1075 
steady-state frequency --ositions '"able 6.9 Avera,,. e 
of' the first three formants of Inj (in Hertz) in 
initial, intei-iocalic and final positions. 
6.4.4 .2 Duration. 
lurations of [a] in initial, inter- abl e6- 10 sho,, Ts th e average c 
vocalic,, --ind fin,,,. l positionp. rMe duration of 
[a] is conside-"!: ýbl,, 
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, qffected 
by its -, osition in the word. It has the shortest d-ration 
in intervocalic 
-, 
Osi--, ion, qthý- lon,, ---est in jýn. mi -oosi +io- 
v,, Iue in initia-I -,, o,, -, ition. 
Initial Inter-r vocalic Final 
90 60 225 
Table 6.10 Average durations of tD 
[IIJ (in : Tiillisecoi-,. ds) 
in initial, intervoccý. lic, and final positions. 
S-4-4.3 Transitions 
Figure 6.6 presents'. the averwse steady-state P. s well as the onset 
and offset frequencies ol' the second formant of [Cl: ) in the vicinity 
of I n) . The lines represent values measured for 16 occurrences of 
fn] in initial 9 intervocallic, and final positions. As may be seen from 
the figLire, [E] has a slight positive influence on 
Cch]. The pattern 
of trar-Fitionq-l influe--. ce displayed in fig-ure 6.6 is the s7i--ne as that 
displayed by other nasals, phqxyngeýýlized or otheruise, in which 
transitional influence is jrreater in a consonant-vowel context than 
in a vowel-consonant one. 
A6. Conclusion 
The results of the acoustic anal,,, -sis ol' Arabic nas! 7-Is reveal, 
as expected, that their snectral properties have rmuh 
in common with 
the predicted and observed sýpectra of nasal conson, -, unts 
in , 7e][Mral- 
2PS 
Figure 6.6 
Hz 
2500 
2250 
2000 
1750 
1500 
1250 
1000 
750 
500 
250 
Figure 6.6. The average onset, off set,, and steady-state frequency 
Positions for the second formant of [cu] after word-initial and 
intervocalic [a] (left-hand side) and before intervocalic and 
final [n] (ri*ht-hand side). 
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t9 Ara: c 4, -r, 3 I L. . 2-0 _c 
nasals alway. 3 show a firs-, 0 -, ---. rt at a"-out 3 
ri, 
---is a, 7, ees crute Tveli witý_a , 
4ý 
2m, s prediction (1960) t-e tra-ns- 
mission c'h2_r, -_ctpris". Iics of p )f " .n LcOustic sl-stem simulati- the -, U a-r j=- 
nose tract, with no oral side ch-,, ý-iber, T,. 7ill result in a formant a-, abou-t- 
300 :7z. 
Secondgin those c! --výes where Arabic nasals dis-Olay more than one 
forrian-11-1 the average spacing between the fo=ar. t-- is, inde-d, the 
as th-at s-, -. -ecified by Fuji-mra (1962)9that is, about 800 Hz. 
Tropp Thirdi, in agree-. -, en. t -,,! -Lth the findines of PottertKon-p and 
(1947) the mu. qber of fo--Y,, rants of Arabic nasals vqries with the de,, -ree 
of Stress. Analysis of ovpra-11 intensity of Aralbic nasals shows 
that t1hey are considerably mo-re intense in initial axid intervocalic 
positions than in final position. this accolInts for the fact that 
Ara1bic nasals usually display tlaree fonian'-s in the initial and 
intervocalic -Dositions and only one formant in the fi-. -ial rý, osttion. 
' two forraants of [n] pxeiin general, hi, -her than Fourth, the first. ILD - -3, 
"ali. -iberg have noted, the Uhose Of [m]. However, as Brosnahan and ... 
foT--, i9zit freauencies oA" t'-,, -iese two sounds are veny si-. -, -iila-r and very 
often overlap. In the case of the pharyngealized nasa-Is, hoi7everg 
t'-, ie first two formants of 
f nj are consistently higher t.,, ia,. n those 
for 
ml,,, vith the result that they c, -ui al-ff,? Ys be 
differentiated. 
-, e 
of ti., bre Fif th, sT)ectr,, i of Arabic nasols show ar. -ot chp-, 
n, - TI 
P-T th- moment of release Of the nasal. 
T14 s supports the , sse, -tion 
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made by Hattori, Yajilamoto and Fujinrura (1958) about the existence of .L 
an essentially discontinuous transition between the nasal and the 
vowel. 
T'he acoustic ana-lYsis of Arabic nasals has, however, reveall ed 
two mirprisin- results. The first relates to the fact t'. -: at -lv',, e 
frequency ý)osition for the secand formant of [E] has been found to 
be hi, 7her t'. ', Lan that'. for 
[n]. The raisim, - of the scond fon-, ant of 
the phainmgealized nasal is, undoubtedly unex-pec ted. One would 
expect [n], or Pany other pharyngealized swind for that matter, to 
have a lowered sý-ýcond forr., iaxit and not a raised one. 
The second9on the other handgrelaluea to the fact that the first 
formant of [m] has been found to be lo-er than that for [ml. Fant 
(1960) has suggested that the low F1 of nasal consonants represents 
the fundariental resonance of the phaz"ynx cavity tuned by the nasal 
S,,,,, rstem as a resonator neck. In tern. s of this analysis one would 
expect- due to the constricted aýad hence smialler pharynx cavity - 
the phar,, -njealized bilabial nasal to ha7, re a higher F1 than tha-, of 
the non-pharyngealized bilabial nasal. As the acoustic analysis of 
Arabic nasals shows, howerer, this is not the c-se. 
Our investigation has ilso shown that the -Qosition of the nasal 
in the syllable affects the degree of coarticulation. 
For all nasalsp 
the extent of the trpiisition of the second formant of in adjacent 
vowel is ý; reater when the nasal Drecedes the vowel 
thm when it follows 
This sun-r-ests that the effect of the nasal on 
the second for-nant, 
of an adj, -acent vowel is ýýreater in a ý; 
V context than L'i a VC one. 
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In a : -io e detaile 
ý1 -, -qis 
d vein, the results of thý, aco, -, stic 
of Arabic nasals in the preceding C;, sections indicate that 
1. The -position of the nasal in the word has an abserved effect on 
its spectrum. For all nasals - phimyngealized or non--Phaxý,, n5ealized 
the region of concentration of energy is lowered in frequency where 
the nasal occurs in intervocalic or final ')Osition. 
2. The adjacent vowel has a considerqble effect on t'- eady-state u ýýe st 
part of the nasal. This effect is marked only in the case of the 
second for-mant of the nasal part which vp-ries tirectly with t'. Ie 
frequency position of the second formant of the adjacent vowel. The 
first and third formants of the nasa. 1 part sho-.,, b,, - contr2stlittle 
f luctuati on. 
The position Of the nasal in the word has a considerable effect 
on its diiration. For [n) and [a] the nasal is shortest in inter- 
vocalic position, longest in final positionjand with an intermediate 
value in initial -7. osition. For 
[m) and on the othPr 'hand, the 
nasal is snortest in initial position, lonEest in final positiongand 
with an inter-mediate value in inte-z-vocalic position. The nature of 
the adjacent vowel9b-v contr:, -st, 
h?. s -", o systeýin. 
tic effect on the duration 
I 
of the nasal. 
[m] has a netrative transitional influence on the front vo7-, els and 
a neutral transiltional influence on the back vo-rels. 
[n]ýby conjur. -st, 
`ias an ne,, -, ative tr----ýsitional 
influence on the front vowels and a 
-positive tr-nsitional influence on the b,, icl,, vowels. 
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THE 
In. P- articulatory rnechanism. 
Semivowels, like vowels, could be definea a, s llseý-ne-nts -,, aaae with 
central passa,, e of the air-stream and open a-p-proximation of t-., e artic- 
ulators, so tl-at no noise of friction is -oroduced. 11 (, kbercrombie, 1967). 
Potter, KoD-o and Y-opp (19/47), however, would "-, fine them further as 
sounds "produced only while the articulat(ýrs arE. ý- in motion. " AccordinF, 
to Potter. Kop-p and Kopp, then, semivowels would be essentially equivalent 
to formant transitions. 
A. -part from the fact tl-lat Potter, Kopp and Kop-p advance no reasons 
for tIIeir decision to regard the semivowels as glides or for-aant 
transitions, such a view point seems to be unjustifiable. The semi- 
vowels, unl-i-ke for -ant transitions, can be produced in isolation and 
can, as -1-otter. KoDp and Ko-pp ti-Lemselves concede, be "continued fro. -ýi 
A 
st6ady-state positions of the articulato: rs. " It also leads to unneces- 
sarir co-m-olica'. ions: vowels in the vicinity of seTnivowels 
(as tllrius 
, iefined) will no longer have for--, ia-nt transitions, since 
tliese are now 
the se-nivo,. -,.,, els thems elves - semivo, -., el s will 
have no tr, --Jisitional 
influence on adJacent 13ounds; a se-nivowel will also have no 
locus, for 
its izndtial and tenunal freouencies will differ with every 
different 
adjacent speech solmd. It is, therefore, necessaxy 
to reject the 
definition of til. e senivo,,,, els as :: rovided bj Potter, Ko-p-p and 
'Kopp and 
limi-It it to t -at orovided 
by Abercrombie. 
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The mechanism involved in the 7)roduction of t-'-Le 9':: rlivowels /j/ 
P, nd hv/ istone could sRfelY assummegfully understood. The semivo-7el 
hil , is --produced with the lips S, ý)read or neutra, j, and the -, Or7ae ass 
th e Dosition. of a front half-close to close vo-, . el. nhe semivoivel /w/ 
on the ot. 1-ler handgis produced with t-. rie lips rolinded and t', "e to-_-_ie 
assunnin- ,, the position for a back half-close to close vou. j. 
Our knowledge of the mechanism involved in the production of 
/i/ is, by contrast, far Erom complete. Until very recentl, -, ý-, the 
Arabic /5/ - classicalqmo(ýern, and in the various dialects - ,. vas 
-3-lways c]escribed as a phaxyngeal fricative - the voiced counterpart 
of the Ara: hic voiceless pharyngeal fricative /h/. Specific references 
to F'ýýyptian Arabic include Gairdner (1925) a-nd Al-Ani (1978). 
However, the resiilts of the acoustic analysis reported in t. -is 
work have shown that the /I/ is not a fricative in -7,,, Typtia-n Arabic. 
Spectra of /7/ in initial, intervocalic, and final positions show no 
trace of t? ie random sc. i, ttering7 of noise characteristic of fricative 
consonants. By contrast, tý, iese s-pectra are characterized by a clear 
form, a.. nt stnicture very much like t-,, at of the Arabic vowels. 
Thus. contra. ry to ALL acce-pted notions as to t', -, e nature of the 
1E, -, yptian /ý/ (Qairdner, 1q25; A1-Ani, 1978)qthe results of the -ncoustic 
'ý ) the -'!, --,, -jtian an,; lysis reported in this work (Section 7.2 v 
c is, in fact, phonetically a vowel ana not a fr-iri, ive. 
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PýVsiOlO. `-Lcal Su-cPOrt for this finaint' '-O--ý-'s from a cineraa-io- 
Tra-phic st& of tl-ýe T)ha. 3: 7 y-n, -eal features in Lebanese kra-, ý, ic. 'Delattre 
(1971) found that, contraxy ' , t-, o wnat the traditional CO=elat-ion ', -. et--. 7een 
/i/ -, Lnd /h/ would have led us to ex-pect, the -jhar.,,, -ngep-l strict-are for 
is narrower t'-, axi that for /f/. 1, Tlalis, lhe points out, "is to be 
ex-pected since, in the a':, sence of voicing, the friction noisq -aust be 
loud o-. no-u..; -. h to carry the load of perception alone. " 
Indeed, examination of the X-ray- traci-n, -s of Delattre's experiment 
shows that, anart from the fact ti-; at "the front portion of t'-e tongue 
dorsum for /ý/ is higher and rjore fronted than for /p. / ", the stricture 
between the tongue root and the phar,,, n, ý-eal wall is virtually the same 
for both these two sounds. 
P-, rther count er-evidenc e to the traditional view that Ara'bJc /ý/. 
as been generally across dialects, is a voiced pharýýgeal 
fricative h, 
provided for Ir, --A. i Ara: lbic by Al-kni (1978) who reports tnat the results 
of hi s is rea "coustic axialysis show that the Iraoi -lized eit, er 
as a sto-o or a gglide. Vhile, as 7e have already -, ientionea, 
/j/ is realized aq a ]; lidegin none of the positions investic!,.! ited 
did it 
occur once as a stop. 
F. g-yptian 1q/ is, however 9 accom-oani ed 
durin:; its oroduc--ýion by 
a s-ý; hincteric constriction of tne -,, hazT= muscalature 
short of actual 
closure. Tnis -phenomenon has, indeed, been observed 
by , -,,, irdner (1925) 
"the ,,, enera. 1 tenseness who no-ed that in the nroduction of , 
of the -p'-, -lr7=x is notably increased. " 
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7.2. Acoustic anal-ysis. 
The similaxity between the acoustic s'Pecttra of the semi-7o-Tels 
/J/ and lwl , Inn,. the vowels /i/ and /u/ h, -,, s been observed by Potter 
Kopp and Kopp (1947). Pot-tcer, Kopp and Kopp have found that the steady- 
state part of knerican. Phý---lish /j/ resembles the pattern Of /i/, except 
that form. ants 2 and 3 axe a little higher than for /i/. F1 of the 
steady-state part is, howeverýon the baseline as it is for /i/. The 
staady-state part of /w/, on the other han-d, resembles the -attern of 
/u/gexcppt that F2 occupies a slightly loTver position than for /u, /. 
Potter, Kop-p and Koplp have also observed that "Although the 
duration of the pattern of the sound made at the ori-: in of a glide 
will vary with the rate of utterance, the positions of its resonance, 
bars remain. quite constwant. " In the case of /j/, how ever, they found 
that "The initial -position of bar 2 of j shifts slij,, -h-tly with 
different 
vowel 
ý-. It -is slightly hiýýher with the front vowels 
than with the 
bac-k vowels. 11 
Potter, Ko, op and Kopp 1-. ave also reported that a noise source 
is 
often added to the voice source used in -oroducing 
/w/ and, to a lesser 
extent, /j/. This results in the appearqnce of 
llvertiý2al striations 
eit'ner superimposed on the resonances or substituted 
for tne,.,, " in 
the steady-state Darts of the scectra of 
/-v/ and /, j, /. In the case of 
/w/, "it is believed to be related to the tension and posit, 
ion of the 
li-)s in -produciný7 the steady-state Part Of 
the sound. 
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Potter, KODP and Kopp have observed that /j/ always has a positive 
transitional influence on the second and third formants of the adjacent 
vowel. /w/pby contrastq always exerts a negative transitional influence 
on the second and third formants of the adjacent vo--el. Since the 
first formant for both /j/ and /w/ starts on the baseline, it will halre 
a negative transitional influence on the first formant of the adjacent 
vowel, unless this happens to be on the baseline too. In those cases 
of neutral transitiom, however. a shift in the width of the first formant 
of the adjacent vowel takes place. 
The vocalic nature of Arabic /J/, or more precisely, of ceý-tain 
allophones of AraUc /q/, has been observed by Obrecht and Al-Ani. 
Obrecht (1968) has found that the spectra of Lebanese /J'/ "can be 
described as four bands of resonance, at 600 OPS91300 cps, 2700 CPsg 
and 3300 cps - more or less corresponding to the subsequent formants, 
but with some blu=ing. " Al-Axii (1978) has similarly found that the 
Iraqi /j/ in non-geminated intervocalic position is most often realized 
as "glide continuations of the preceding and following vowel formants. It 
The results of the acoustic analysis reported in this work have, 
as has already been indicatedg similarly revealed the vocalic nature 
of Egyptian /j/. On the spectrograms, the Egyptian 
/j/ appears as a 
vocalic element with a clear formant structure having F1 at 
650 Hz, 
F2 at 1270 Hz, and F3 at 2220 Hz. 
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In common with the spectra, of both t'ne Iraqi and Lebanese /ý/ - 
in t1iose cases where the! ýe are rea-lized as vocalic elements - the 
spectra of Egyptian /j/ are characterized by wide s-opcing between 
uriations. their voice st 
Auditory and kinesthetic impressions liave sug-gestedthat the 
migInt be produced, as has already been :! ientioned, by some festricted 
form of vocal fold vibration similar to that of 'cren. kyl voice. In 
order to investigate this point it was decided to run an exneriment 
to examine the acoustic properties of /ý/ as compared to t---ýose of 
creaky voice. (See Spectrog-rams 1 to 
Sustained utterances of 'erealcy' voice produced with a 'neutral' 
vocal tract confi,,, mrationjand at various speeds, were thus recorded 
and ana]L-.,., rsed-. The si-ailarities between the s-pectra of creaky voice 
and those of /ý/ were so stro-nl, ý, -, as to C01-11"irm the belief 
that the 
g both 
is identicn-1. the 'voice source' used in producing 
Me results of the acoustic analysis of creaky voice 
were. also I 
useful in the interpretation of another property 
of /V spectra. 
That is, s-pectra of /ý/ often thow the presence 
of a number of low 
frequency high intensity spikes i--; r., iediately precedin: 7 
the /5/ in 
initial ? o9ition and following it in 
final position. 'he physiological 
2,19 
III, -, -1 - -- -I 
tI 
Spectrogram 1. A stretch of creaky voice produced at 
high speed 
ILIL 
-T-1 
Spectrogram 2. A stretch of creaky voice producea at 
low speed 
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. 
Spectrogram 3- fl i: d/ 
. Spectrog-ram 4. 
/bi: 9 / 
I 11 
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Spectrooran 
explanation of Viese spikes presented a ýro'rle77,. -5, 77-at isalthou--h- 
these s-pikes had the familiar appearpnce of the ex-olosion -ohase of 
a ston, they occurred immediately after the /5/ offset in final Position 
that there was not the possibility of the presence of a closure -n-. -ý:, se 
of ast op. In initial positionton the other hand, while it was ý)ossible 
for a voiceless sto-Otor rather the closure phase of a voiceless stop, 
to precede these snikes -a possibility that cannot be verified by 
spectrographic means since both the shutting phase and the hold phase 
of a voiceless sto-D in absolute initial position do not show on the 
spectrograms - this was thought to be rather LmlilKely since the oresence 
of such a stop would have to be inferred from the presence of these 
low frequency high intensity, s--I. ikes whereas we already know that it 
is possible for thern to occur after the offset of /j/ without a stop 
-oreceding them. 
The acoastic analysis Of the sustained utterance of 'creaky' 
voice -provided a solution to tAs _-, 
roble. m. Utterances of creaIcy 
voice produced at a relatively high speed had spectra similar 
to 
the familiar /j/ spectra. Those produced at a relatively slo-v speed 
were more si--. iilar to the onsets of initial 
/J'/ and the offsets of 
final This sug--ý-ssted that the spilv-es observed at 
the initiation 
U, * - 
termination of could be the result of Eradual acceleration an. 
and deceleration of . -lottal 
vibration rather than the result of 
the 
exi)losion 7hase of some voiceless stO. 0- 
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7.3. Perception. 
O'Connor et al (1957) have reported thatu Diglish /w/ and /j/ can 
be synthesized satisfactorily with only two foman-, -s. u They Corment 
that "this is no more than might be ex" pected9beaxing in mind the well- 
known possibility of two-fOrmrant vowel syntehsis,, Ind the articulatory 
relationship between i and /j/ and between u and /w/. " 
The synthesized spectra had a first formant onset frequency of 
,,,. bout 240 Hz f or both /w/ and /j/. The second-formant onset frequency 
on the other hand, was about 600 Hz for /w/pand about 2760 Hz for 
The onset frequencies for the first two formants of lwl and /j/ 
are, as one would expect. in the neighbourhood of those for u and i. 
Purther, it is obvious that it is the onset frequency of the second- 
formant transition in particular which determines listeners' recog- 
nition of /w/ or /j/. The onset of the first 'Lormant, by contrastp 
does not distinguish between /w/ and /j/ since its frequency is the 
same for both. S: L-nilarly, the "third formant contributes little to 
the perception of /w/ and /j/, " (O'Connor et al, 1957) which is not 
unexpected in a system, like that of English or Arabicqwhich 
does not 
have a round ed/unrounded contrast of the type 
/JV/ as in French. 
O'Connor et al have further reported that 
in their syntheiis of 
lwl and IjI they found it necessary to synthesize at 
the beginning 
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of each for-iant a relatively short steady state, 'Which t'--, ýe-, - called 
"a ste!;. dy-state onset. " They point out that steady-state o-. -. s, -ts 
were found, to be useful to avoid' a potenti, 11 c., 7), --t--, sion -, 7ith clusters 
of stop + /wj/. 'Mien the onset -phas- -,. vas omitted and the transition 
be, ý, mn immediately the resultir. --- stirmlus appeared to ',, -. ave an explosive 
be. -rinninF, a stop of some 
kind being- clearly aýprehended though not 
always identified with certainty. An onset duration of 30 ý--Is -. 7f-,. s 
mafficient to eli-iina-te the explosive begi-nning, while one of AO ms 
and upwaxds gave the effect of a full vow--l, /i/ or /u/. 
Transition duration is another factor in the periception of lwl 
and /j/. Experiments with two-formarit 
/w/ and /J/ (O'Connor et al, 
1937) have shown that durations of 50 ms and 100 ms lvere satisfactory 
tho-urgh the latter gave a somewhat more realistic sound; below 50 ms 
'fect was of a vowel plus StOP Or -ClaP- At 150 ms 
/j/ was still the ej 
good, but an otherwise satisfactory 
lwl -pattern was heard as 
Ivrrl. 
These results are in agreement with those re-oorteci -Dreviously 
by Liber-ma-n et -Ll (1956) who had also found 
tniat if the transition 
'Juration WI. S below 40 ms f or 
lwl jr*or or belovr 50 ms . 
/j/ the resuitinc- t-5 
im-,. ression was tha,, of a StOP-- 
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7.4. The acoustic nl-nalysis of the Arabic se. 'avo,, --, el- -Z" - --l 0 
This section i? eputts the results of into "ne 
spectral ind te-m-, Doraj char,, -Icteristics of tlie Arabic se-ivowels. T In e 
pl,, m of study involved the analysis of each of the Axabic se7i,,, OTejs 
in three different -ývord positions: initial, intervocn-lic final. 
mhe effect of tle Arabic l. on--r -Towelss-s well ais the effect of the 
semivo,, 7els the-aselves on the adjacent vo-ý--l, axe inlresti71-ted. 
The effect of --ýosition on the snectram of the se-nivo-7el. 
-he '70rd- has a considerri-ýle The position of the seTnivowel in -1. 
effect on the frequency positions of its -JFormants. Table 7.1 --, ives 
the steady-state frequency positions of the first three for--, -tý--ts of 
the Arabic sei-iivowels /j/, /T/ and lwl in initial, intervoc-lic and 
final -PoFitions. 
For /-/, -he freqliency Iositionq of- the f'irst -and tlaird 
formants 
I) L. -- 
are hi---, her in intervocalic position thar, in 
initial or fine. 1 positions. 
'n, e second contrast, is higIier 
in final position th, 3-n in 
initial nositiian, -Which is, in turn, ",, ii, I, -'. Iae-- 
than in intel-vOcalic nosition. 
ý tý: ird formpvýts of tne second an(ý - /V, the frequency )ositions 
tion, osU 
er. voc, --lic positionjowest 
in fi-ýa-l 
are similarly h4f; hest in int 
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inte=ediate value in ini-,, ial -00, -i- I ion. Alt'., "Ou- 
f irst .L COr -'Inrt similarly has the hi. ý, -st I iý ICY -. Doslition in inter- 
vocalic -7ositionilu- is lod-her in fi-, -, -l -cosi+ in initial -cosition. 
The sa-mol trend is again disDlayed by /iv/ where the frequency 
i)o ý7 iI tions of the first and F ecoll-lU f Or an, 's axe in- intervocalic 
-zýosition then in inilý- uial -po si -7ý ion, which are again hi:: ýip-r t'ý, Lpn t-ose 
in final -., Dosition. ý,,, O comparison could be made in the c; ýse of the 
t third formpant, 'however, since it is absent- frwn t'., ie spectra, o; ' /-. v/ in 
both intervocalic rund fin-, -l positions. 
1-dons for the first t', Iree formants In general, the freccuency posil 
of the Art-. bic senivolvels are hiE.: her in intervocalic -oosition thp-r- in 
initial -position,, v*-ich are, in tu=, higgher than those in finaý. -position. 
7.4.2. Tho- effect of the adjacent vowel on the s-oectra of the 
semivowel. 
Pi, T, ires 7.1,7.2 and 7.3 present the for-ant -oositions of the 
Arabic sermivo, (7-els /j/, 
/7/ and lwl as a function of the adjpcent vowel. 
For all the semivowels, the fiý, -ures s, how that 
F1 exhibits a tendency 
to vary directly with tý-ýe frequency position of 
t-, e first for--, aý, t of 
the adjacent vowel. 
I ore This tencency is -. Iucn -n nronoi-,, -, -, ced in the 
case of F2, which a130 varies directly with the 
fr e. i. uencr Tosition of 
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Figure 7-3. The average frequency positions for 
the first three formants in the spectra of IjI as 
the second for-iax-ts of the 7ýdj., ýkce, -,. t -, 107, el. 7-3 
tlýe s, ý-m, e trend o-IC direct wjriatio-r -s of is too -t(?, in ---e 
c: 
0T 
absent '! rom te s-),? ci-. ra of /I/ !: una for q. trena to be detected. 
Daration. 
Ini ti, --d Intervocalic Final 
1V 70 80 190 
8 r'; so 230, 
70 80 240 
Table 7.2. Duration v-lues for the Arabic semi- 
vo--, vels in initi-, l, in-lue-rvoc-q, lic,, ý. n,, -i 
fin?, l positions 
(in railliseconds). 
Tp. -tle 7.2 -rese-n-'s the duration v? lu, ýs for the Ar, --. '--ic sedvowels 
/J/, /ý/, and /-v/ in initi2l, intervocalic, and fin-1 -positions. It is 
ary arbvioiis that while the dura!, ion wdue,: 1 of the Arn-!, ic serlivo'-(ýls v, 
ttle or not at r-ý. _Jl as a -F*-mýction 
of noint of articulation 9 they vary lit 
c -, sidera'ýýly as ;: t fmiction of word position. 
In fac, as TD: i', )le 7.2 
shows, the Arabic se--iivownls have the dura-don wa-lues 
in inter- 
voc., lic J tion and very siT., dla-r v?, lues in 
both inilUial -)nd f inqa 
7,, osi-lions. 7he Effect of word -)osi-', jion on 
t-e--, --- duration v, lues is, 
17 -tion, thus, 
they are 
by contrn. st, 7iuch ., -iore re-ia-rkable. 
In finnl nosi, 
ý)Osil-ions. 
--ree tines s jori:; - -, s in initiýýl or an-out ti' 
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In : --enerni , -tlaee ic sem. ivowel s are lo-, --,: , st in .fi, ý! Silo- -on tes-t 
in initi7l no-ition,, ý. ný-'L 7ith P-n inter-n-ed-fate value in 
-ýo sition. 
7.4. ý'-,. Transitions. 
'l? i, -, -u, res 7.4,7.5, and 7.6 present, for e,?. ch of the -ýr2-bic ýle-ni- 
vowels, T, he avera,. ý-:, e steady-state frequency positions as Twell as the 
onseet frequencjres of the Arabic lon- vowels when they occur after t. 3 
tl, -. e Ara: oic semivoffels in word-initial and intervocqlic positions. 
Figure 7.5 -o-resents, in addition, tile offset frequencies of the Arabic 
vowels bef'ore viord-final /q/. These are not shown for /j/ or /77/ 
sinc e thjr , j, unlike 
/1'/, c-?, n occur finally in the syllable o*-rdy after 
/a: /. Steady-state frequency positions are represented by squares 
anr-, Offs--t -frequency Positions are re-oresented by 7. -. ile onsetu 
circles. 
gative sedms to have a sli.: '--., 4uly n e, Tr b 
neutral) trensition,,. l influence on /i: 
/ and /e: /, ', -nc-, 
' a -,, -)O-itive 
luence on the rest of tý-. e vo-vels. 
/ý/, on +. '--e ot'--er transitional inf L 
hand, seems to have :?, ne-'-ative trans't'onel influence on 
the front 
vowels9and a positive transitional influence on 
the back vowels. In 
the c--se of /w/, by contrast, it seess to ýqa--ve a negat-J,: e 
transition-ýl 
71 
T 
n ii-rce on :? -ll 
'iollo7, in- vo-, 7, -ls, b, -. c--l as well -: ts 
front ones. 1-n 
1---tervoc;: ý. lic )o sit ion, horrev-=sr,, 7hil e 
it still Inas ýý. np-,, -. -, -iti-, e tri. nsitional 
influeý-ce on the front, voweis, it he, s ,. l neutral 
trrýnsit-ion-l -in-Pi-p-nce 
-r, msitional influencrý on 
/U: /. 2-33 
on /o: / nn, -l a. nositive 4v 
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Figure 7.6. The average onset and steady-state 
7.5. Conclusion. 
The acoustic analysis of the Arabic seLavowels reported in the 
previous sections has tevealed the following findings. 
i4irst,; spectra of EgYPtian ArabiCA/ in initial, intervocalic, and 
final positions show no trace of the random scautering of noise 
characteristic of fricative consonants. By contrast. they show a clear 
formant structure very Pruch like that of the Arabic vowels. These 
spectral properties do not support the traditional view that Egyptian 
/i/ is a pharyngeal fricative. Indeed, contrary to all accepted notions 
as to the nature of Egyptian /j/, the results of the acoustic analysis 
reported in this work have thown that it is, in fact, paanetically a 
vowel and not af ricative. 
Second, spectra of /ý/ differ from those of other Arabic vowels 
by the wide spacing between voice striations. This phenomenon 
has 
been observed by two previous studdes on the ohonetics of Arabic 
(Obrecht. 1968; Al-Aniq1978)- Neither has, howevergattempted to offer 
a physiological reason for it. The present work 
is the first to show 
.I that this f eature is not characteristic of 
lql spectra alone but also 
, est. 
therefore, that the voice 
of s-ectra of creaky voice and to su&-, 
source used in the production of both and creaky 
voice is identical. 
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lhird, the- -cou-stic 2ýnalysis of sustine- -a of cre, ---cl, - 
.4z voice has revealed --hat bot-_. ý at iritiation terminatuie)r of 
this tv-oe of voice t,,, ie . -#l-, -e S- 1, t to , Cin, -, - 
between the striý_, tiorr- 
a -. iaer while 'he acous,, ic ener6-y Dresent 
-ecome -till 7 -n the striations 
tends to r--,, et more concentri. ted in the lower freouencies. 7-ýile thepe 
initial ana. final striations may have the a-p--_ýearance of whs_t we would 
norma'lly call 'spikes' (thý7,. ', - is, the acoustic correla--Ie of the exDlosion 
Dhase of a stop), it was -uite olbvious that t"_hey ?. re the result oft a 
. -adual 
build up of crea-ky voice at initiation and a ýSTadual slow down 
at te--, -. unation. 
Interpreted in the light of this finding, the enco-untered 
at both t'ne -iritiation of ivord-initial 
/ý, / and the termination of word- 
final /5/ were considered a characte----istic of creaky voice -,, nd- not ar- 
acoustic corr-late of a stop eXplosion. The low-freqae--,., 7-- hi: c-h- 
L-itensity Is-pikes' re-oorted by Al-, ri (1978) to be -present at the 
initi-t-ýon axid tuerraination of word-initial and -, -! orC'--finq-1 Iniq-i . 
/5/ 
would, from t': -Iis point of view, be re, -,, araea as the result of a sirulax 
orocess rather than as the result of a voiceless stop ex-, )iosion. And 
bearinj in mi-nd. that Al-Ani has inferred r. -ýi. ther than s'. i. -77n- 
the 
--resen(-'e 
of ! ý. closure -)hase of a . -, oiceless stori at 
theee two no-iti, -)ns, and also 
that Irani /ý/ is the result of creaky voice, tb-ýis Su'7, estion seems 
to 
be more likely. 
2.38 
T tet,, -: ýiled vein, t'ne results 0-. ' t" iore 
e 
ne acoils-, IC 
of t-, -P- A-ralbic se-, Lvo-wels re-orte-ci in t-e pr-zcedinýý, - sctioý-, s in-4c--"e: 
1. The T)Osition of the semivo-,,, rel in the -,, ord has P-q observed eff,? ct 
on its s-, )ectrum. For all the Ara-, ýic semivo-els, the t-'requer-cy 
Yoositions of tl-". e firstv three fo-r--, ia-nts are ', ii. c, '(aer in intc-rvocajic 
--oosition tt, -ar. 
in initiq-1 'position, which fý-re in turn hi,:, -', Ier t""On 
those in final -position. 
The adjacent vowel has a consider-ble effect on the fre:, uency 
cositions of the for--iaý-its of the semivowel. Both Fl 2nd -72 vary 
directly with the frequency positions for t'-e for-ants Of t,, e 
ad, iacent vo--ýel. Variation of this kind is most observed lin the 
case of F2 in narticular. F3, on tlae oth er hand, is o-'L"ten ab-sent. 
"-'h-e -oýoý-ition of the se7iivoivel in ýhe word hsF ýý considerable 
effect on its duration. The Ara-cic se-nivowels are about tý-ree 
ti--nes as 1-, n, 7 in final po, --ition as in initiq-1 or 
fttal-voo. -Iic 
-Dosit- . -. n. Although there is not muh difference between t---eir 
duration v-lues in initial and intervocalic -oo: -, itionsthe Arabic 
se, -iivowels tend to be sli. 7htly lon--er in intervocalic position. 
a. 'Thile /j/ exerts a negative transitional influence on 
/i: / e-nd 
/e. */ alone gand 
ffl exerts :,!;. netative tr-rsitional 
in-flue-ce on 
/i: /, /e: /, P, nd exerts --, ne7-, 7ti-, Ie tr-r-sitional 
influence 
on all foilowinj vowels. 
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CONCLUSION 
This chapter is divided into three main. parts. The first 
evaluates the relevance of some of the findings on the acoustic of 
Arabic speech to general theories of speech rroduction and perception. 
The secondjon. the other hand, attempts to provide an overall view of 
the specifics of the Arabic speech sounds dealt with separately in 
the -, )rvvious chapters. The thirdpand last7contaifas a few suggestions 
f or further study. 
8.1. General discussion. 
The results of the acoustic analysis of the Arabic speech sounds 
reported in the previous chapters reveallas expected, that their spectral 
properties have much in common wilth the predicted and observed s-pectra 
of sounds produced with s: L-nilar mechanisms in other languages. 
Firit9the acoustic analysis of the Arabic fricatives - in 
particular9the fact that acoustic enerý; y in their spectra is organized 
in well-defined bands, and the general patte= of distribution of these 
bands of energy among the frequencies for the different fricatives - 
support Fant's suggestion (1960) that "the typical fricative 
is a 
noise sound, the spectral energy of which is largely contained 
in 
formants from cavities in front of the articulatory nawrowing. 
11 
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The results of the acoustic ana-lYsis of the Arabic f ricatives 
also support the observation made by Hughes and Halle (1956) and Heinz 
and Stevens (1960) on the presence of an inverse relationship between 
the length of the cavity in front of the fricative obstruction in the 
vocal tract and the frequency position of the most prominent energy- 
density maximum in fricative spectra. Furthermore, they also show 
that this relationship holds between the voiced as well as the voice- 
less fricativespand extends beyond the front fricatives to the back 
fricatives of Arabic as well. 
Secondtthe spectra of Arabic /r/ bear out the obser7ation made 
by Brosnahan and Malmberg (1970) that the trills axe acoustically 
characterized by "an uneven, though not random distribution of energy 
over a wide band of frequency. " Both in initial and final positions, 
spectrograms of Arabic /r/ do. indeed, show this uneven distribution of 
energy at frequencies above 2500 Hz. 
Again,, spectrograms of Arabic /r/ in intervocalic position 
illustrate very clearly Bromiahan and Malmberg's point 
(1970) that 
the distinction between a tap and a stop can sometimes be made 
"on 
the basis of the briefness or incompleteness of a 
flap articulation 
in comparison with a plosive articulation. " 
The spectra of Arabic 
/r/ in intervocalic position are vittually the same as 
those of a 
cognate plosive, and it is mainly in te=s of 
briefness of closure 
duration that a distinction can, indeed, be made. 
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Third, the acoustic analYsis of the krabic nasals has revealed 
that they always have a first f Ormant at about 250 Hz. This aZTee8 
with Fant's prediction (1960) that the trans-Mission characteristics 
U Of an acoustic SYS"'em simulating the phazýmx-nose tract, with no oral 
side-chamber, will result in a for-, ant at about 300 Hz. 
The acoustic ana-lysis of the Arabic nasals has also revealed that, 
in those cases where the Arabic nasals show more than one forma-ntt)xe 
average spacing between the formants isgindeed, the same as thall; specified 
by Fujimura (1962), that isgabout 800 Hz. 
Again,, and in agreement -with the findings of PotterpKo-op and Kopp 
(1947)pthe number of formants of the Arabic nasals has been found to 
vary with the degree of stress. Analysis of overall intensity of the 
Arabic nasals has shown that they are considerably more intense in 
initial and intervocalic positions than in final position. This 
accounts for the fact that the Arabic nasals usually display three 
formants in the initial and intervocalic positions and only one formant 
in final position. 
The results of the acoustic analysis of the Arabic nasals also 
support the assertion made by Hattori, Yamwnoto and Fujimurn. 
(1958) 
about the existence of an essentially discontinuous transition 
between 
the nasal and the vowel. Spectra of Arabic nasals show an abrupt 
change of 05 timbre at 
the moment of release of the nasal. 243 
The acoustic analysis of the Arabic nasals has further shown that 
as expected, the freauency positions for the first two fornants of [n] 
are, in, general, higher than those for [P. 11. However, as Brosnahan and 
"Ifalmberg (1970) have noticedpthe formant freauencies of these two 
sounds are very similar and very often overlap. 
The acoustic analysis of Arabic speech has I however 9 turned out 
some unexpected results. First, the results of our perceptual tests 
on fricazive identification are in disagreement with those reported 
by Ha: rr±s (1956) and Heinz and Stevens (1961 ). Both studies have 
concluded that *hile the important cues for Isl and /I/ are given by 
the friction part, those for Ifl and 1191 axe contained pri-,. ia=ily in 
the transition part of the syllable. Our perceptual tests have, by 
contrasttshown that both Ifl and /9/ could be discriminated with the 
aid of cues in the friction part alone. 
The success of the listeners in our experiment to correctly 
identify the various fricative stinruli can probably be attributed 
to the fact that these stimuli were s-poken rather than synthesized. 
this isr, no doubt, an inctication of the frailty of the cues in the 
friction part which seem to be difficult to reproduce . 
fnithfully 
on tboone hand9or to be ea. sily dan, aged in a process of cutting and 
recombin. ation on the other. This frailty seems 
to support the 
common belief that the cues in the transition part are 
the overdordnant 
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ones. More importantly, the discrepancy between the results of 
natural speech perceptual tests and those of synthetic speech is 
a warning, against too readily accepting synthetic speech as a true 
copy of natural speech. 
The acoustic analysis of the Arabic nasals has also revealed two 
surprising results. The first relates to the fact that the frequency 
D 
, osition 
for the second formant of 
Ln ]has been found to be hiý, ter 
than that for Cnj. The raising of the second f ormant of the phaxyn- 
gealized. nasal isgundoubtedly, unexpected. One would have expected 
n gorpfor that mattergany phaxyngealized soundvto have a lowered 
second form-ant and not a raised one. 
The second, on the other hand, relates to the fact that the first 
for-ma-rit of [11] has been found to be lower than that for 
[m]. Fant 
960) has suggested that the low F1 of nasal consonants represents 
the fundamental resonance of the phary= cavity tuned by the nasal 
system as a resonator neck. In term. s of this analysis one would 
exDect - due to the constricted and hence smaller pharynx cavity - 
the pharyngealized bilabial nasal to have a higher F1 
than that of 
the non-phar,, vngealized bilabial nasal. As the acoustic analysis of 
Arabic nasals shows. however, this is not the case. 
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The acoustic analysis of the Arabic seTravowels has similarly 
revealed some interestLng findings which have an Lmediate relevance 
to Arabic phonetics in addition to their intrinsic value to our 
understanding of speech sounds in general. 
First, spectra of Egyptian Arabic /V in initial, intervocalic, 
and final positions have been found to show no trace of the random 
scattering of noise characteristic of fricative consonants. They 
show, by contrast, a clear formant, structure very much like that of 
the Arabic vowels. These spectral properties do not support the 
traditional view that Egyptian /f/ is a -pharyngeal fricative. Indeed, 
contrary to all currently accepted notions as to the nature of Egyptian 
/ý/, the results of the acoustic analysis reported in this work have 
shown that it is, in fact 9 phonetically a vowel and not a fricative. 
Second, spectra of /5/ differ from those of other Arabic vowels 
b7 the wide spacing between voice striations. This phenomenon has 
been observed by two previous studies of the phonetics of krabic 
(Brecht, 1968; Al-Ani9l978). Neither has, however, atte. mpted to offer 
a physiological reason for it. The present work is believed 
to be 
the first to show that this feature is not characteristic of 
/j/ 
alone but also of creaky voice a-ad to suggest, 
therefore, that the 
voice source used in the production of both is pro', --, ably 
identical. 
2A6 
. 
hird9the acOustic analysis ol sustained Utterar. ces of creaky 
voice has revealed that both at the initiation and teiraination of 
this ty-, pe Of voice the wide spacing between the striations te-,, ds to 
become still wider and the acoustic energy present in the striations 
to get more concentrated in the libwer frequencies. Vale these 
initial and final striations may have the appearance of 'That we would 
normally call 'spikes' (that is, the acoustic correlate of the explosion 
phase of a stop), it was quite obvious that they are the result of a 
gradual build up of creaky voice at initiation and a gradual slow down 
at termination. 
Inter-preted in the light of this finding, the 'spikes' 'encountered 
at both the initiation of word-initial /T/ and the te =, *nation of 
word-final /j/ were considered a characteristic of creaky voice and 
not an acoustic correlate of a stop explosion. The low-frequency 
hi&h--intensity 'spikes' reported by Al-Ani (1978) to be present at 
the initiation and te-m-mnation of word-initial and word-final Iraqi 
/ý/ would, from this point of view, be regarded as the result of a similar 
process rather than as the result of a voiceless stop explosion. And 
bearing in mind t1lat Al-Ani has inferred rather than shown the presence 
of a closure phase of a voiceless stop at these two positions, and also 
that Iraqi /f/ is the result of creaky voice, Llhis suggestion seems tc 
be the more likely, and worthy of independent investigation. 
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8.2. Generpl s-oectral and temporal pro-oerties of Arabic sounis. 
The effects Of cOarticulation and word position have been shown 
to determine both the s7jectral and tem7oral Characteristics of the 
Arabic consonant sounds as well as the spectral properties of the 
Arabic vowel sounds. 
In this -section we shall first deal with the variation of the 
spectral characteristics of the Arabic sonsonant sounds as a function 
of word position and the adjacent vowel. Iffe shall then discuss how 
the vowel spectrum is itself affected by the adjacent consonant and 
word position. Lastly, we shall examine the factors that determine 
the temporal -Properties of the Arabic consonant sounds. 
8.2.1. The effect of word position on consonant spectra. 
-ic arialYsis of the Arabic consonant sounds has shorm Th e ac ou s -1. 
that their spectral characteristics are significantly determined by 
their position in the word. 
The spectrum of an Arabic consonant sound varies as a function 
of word position in one of ti-. ree ways. First, 
it may snow a partial 
or total loss of one or more of its components. 
Second, it may show 
a change in the frequency positions of 
its Components. And. third I it 
Z.;, - 
may show a radical chan-ge of 
its properties with the result that we 
have a totaily different spectrum. ý46 
The first tyr)e of variation is illustrated by the Arabic /r/, the 
voiced fricativessas well as the voiced stops. In initial posit -ion, 
these sounds are characterized by the presence 04. comnonent Ia low-band 
which appears al6ng the baseline at or below 300 Hz- In final positiont 
by contrast, this component is often absent, either partly or totally. 
The spectra of the Arabic voiced stops in final position are 
further characterized by the presence of a period of noise of considerable 
duration following the sto-D closure. In final positiongby contrast, 
this period of noise ., is absent. 
Similarly, the spectra of the Arabic nasals in initial and inter- 
vocP-lic positions characteristically display three formants. In 
final position, howeverpthey show only one. 11 
The second ty-pe of variation is shown by all the Arabic consonant 
sounds studied in this work. As a rule, the frequency positions 
of 
the f irst three f orm ants Of an Arabic consonant sound are 
higher in 
intervocalic position than in initial position9which are, 
in turnvhigher 
thaxi those in f inal position. 
, rhe third type of variation is illustrated 
by the Arabic /r/. 
. itial position, acoustic 
energy is organized in the 
form Of ClPax 
In i,, 
and well-defined formants. In intervocalic positionjon 
the other hand$ 
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there is little or no acoustic energy a,, ý, ove 250 Hz. In final position, 
by contrast, acoustic energy is prespnt in the form of randomly scattered 
noise. 
Both the first and third-, types of variation could be immediately 
related to such articulatory features as voicing ,, aspiration, stress, and 
manner of articulation. The physiological correlates of the second 
type of vaxiation are not, however, clear to me. Variation in the 
frequency positions for the formants of a speech sound as a function 
of word position have been reported previously. PottergKopppand Kopp 
(1947) for example, have obse: rved that the frequency positions for the 
first and second form. ants of the American /3ý/ in initial position are 
lower than those in final position. No physiological reasons for 
such a phenomenon have, however, been advanced. 
8.2.2. The effect of the adjacent vowel on the ponsonant sDectra. 
The s;; ectra of the Arabic consonant sounds have been found to 
show varying degrees of variation -, 7ith the quality of the adjacent 
vowel. Such variation is most observed in the case of the second 
foniant and. although to a much lesser extent, in the ease of the first 
formant. The third formanttby coný, r - st, either shows some 
unsyster., iatic 
form of variation or stays unaltered. 
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For most of tl-ýese sound the frequency -position of the second 
Z. ormant varies as a direct fIL--ction of the f: re,, )_uency position for 
the Becond formant of the adjacent vowel. 
the second for-mant, transitions all point 
consonant locus. 
In every case, however, 
to a common source; the 
Only in the case of the stop consonants /k/ and IgI does the 
quality of the ad. Ljacent vowel affect 
the spectrum of the consonant 
to such an, extent that we have more than one locus. Thus, in the 
vicinity of the front vowels, the frequency position for the lkV 
locus is about 2200 Hz. In the vininity of the back vowels, by 
contrast, it is about 1000 Hz. 
In the case of the Arabic lateral /l/ and the lingual fricatives 
/S9z9. jtz9f /, however, the quality of the adjacent vowel dops not seem 
There is, on the to have a sLginif icant influence on their spectra. 
contrary, a ri--ýmarkable degree of resistance to coarticUlation. 
It was suggested (Chapter Two) that the absenceor near altsence, 
of coarticulation between the lingual fricatives 
/sqzqjqa, j/ and the 
ad. -ý, acent vowel is due to the con! btraints on 
the -movement of the front 
of the tongue. The remarkable coarticulation observed 
in the a-se 
of the fricatives 
/fx, e, li, h/jon the other hand, was attributed 
to the 
absence of such constraints. 251 
Such a suggestion assumes, obviously, that the front of the tongue 
is more able to coarticulate with the adjacent sound tiian the bac. 'C-. of 
the tongue. And, indeed, the results of the acoustic aralysis of the 
Arabic stops (Chapter Three) provide furt', --er evidence in support of 
this su6gestion. By contrast with the front stops /bt,. j,, d, ýj, the 
back stops /k, g/ are characterized by the great2r durations of their 
aspiration and closure phases, as well as by the limited ran--ý-e of 
variation for the dura-ion of their closure phases. All of which 
phenomena are attributed to the slurgrg-ishness of the back of the tongue. 
The absencegor neax absence9of coarticulation between the lateral and 
the adjacent vowel wou. 1d, similarly. be attributed to the participation 
of the front of the tongue in its production. 
8.2.3. "he ef f ect of the consonant on the adjacent vowel s-pectra. 
Our analysis of the spectral properties of the Arabic vowels 
has shown that both the direction and exten-Lo of their second 
formant 
transitions are significantly affected by the adjacent consonant. 
Both the direction and extent of the vowel F2-transitions axe 
also si, 7nficantly affected by the position of 
the vowel relative to 
the consonant. In generallthe direction of 
F2-transition tends to 
be neutral more when the vowel occurs 
before the consonant than after 
it. The extent of F2-transition, on the other 
hand, is greater when 
the vowel occurs after the consonant 
than before it. 
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Both these two Phenomena indicate that the coaxticulatory effects 
of the Arabic consonant sounds are more powerful in a consonant-vowel 
context than in a vowel-consonant one. 
8.2-4. Factors affecting duration. 
The duration of the Arabic consonant sounds has been f ound to 
vary as a function of voicing, word position, and point of articulation. 
First. for all the Arabic eonsonant sounds, the voiceless member of a 
homorganic pair has consistently greater duration values than its 
voiced counterpart. 
Second, the duration of the Arabic consonant sounds varies as 
a function of word positivion. With the exception of /r/, the difference 
between the duration of an Arabic consonant sound in initial position 
and that in intervocalic Doiition is slignt. In final position, by 
contrast, the duration values for all the Arabic consonant sounds are 
consistently more than twice as long as in initial or intervocalic 
position. 
And, third, the farther back in the vocal tract a voiceless stop 
or fricative is produced the greater its duration. 
This relationship, 
however, does not seem to exist in the case of the voiced stops -Lnd 
is reversed in the case of the voiced fricatives. 
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8-3. Su,,, ýFestions for further work. 
1. A study of fricative spectra in Other languaý, -es with a sizaýble 
nomber of fricatives tb verify our findings on the presence of 
an inverse relationship between the len,,, --th of the cavity in front 
of the fricative obstruction and the frequency position of the 
most prominent energy-density maximum in fricative s-pectra. ,j- 
2. A study of spoken stimuli of steady-state f ricatives in other 
languages as compared with recorddd and/or synthesized stimuli. 
3. Harris (1956) has found that while IsIl and /ý/ could b-e identified 
an the basis of cues in the friction part alone, identif icat ion of 
Ifl and /0/ relied primarily on the vowel. No physiolo, -ical 
reason was, however, advanced. 
The results of the acoustic analysis of the Arabic fricatives 
sugmb, -ests that this might be due to the fact that, by contrast with 
the non: --lingual fricatives - for ex-amplel/f/ - 
both /sl and 
cop-rticu'-ate fzr less with the adjacent vowel andpas such, are 
independent of the vowel context. Such a hypothesis is well worth 
testing. 
A physiological investigation of the precise role of 
both the 
pharynx and larynx in the production of 
Aralbic /5/o 
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11', ore work on the acoustics of Arabic /5/ in other dialects of 
Arabic. In Particular 9 whether- u-he low-frpouency high-intensity 
'spikes' in the s, -, ectra of word-initial and word-final Iraqi /, ý/ 
denote the presence of voiceless stops or whetherpas suggested 
in this work. they are a property of the initiation and termination 
of creaky voice. 
An attempt should be made to explain the variation in frequency 
position of the formants of speech sounds as a function of word 
position. 
S. .1 sthidy of fricatives in other languages to test whether there are 
differences in the deg-ree of coarticulation between fricatives 
-produced with the front of the tongue and other fricatives, of the 
sort reported in tais work. 
A study of duration variation as a function of word position 
and whether voi-cing- affects such a relation, and it Q-o why. 
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